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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Composite Multiphase Groundwater Model 

by 

Joon Hyun Kim 

Doctor of Philosophy in Civil Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 1989 

Professor Michael K. Stenstrom, Chair 

A general comprehensive mathematical model using the composite multi-

phase approach to describe groundwater flow and pollution was developed. 

The comprehensive governing equation was derived from the simple mass bal-

'\ 
ance of chemical species over all the phases in schematic elementary volume, 

and traditional groundwater governing equations are explained from it. An 

attempt was made to include the complicated aspects of physical, chemical and 

biological processes such as mass fraction, compressibility, capillarity, disper-

sion, gravity, relative permeability, viscosity, sorption, interfacial mass change 

and chemical and biological reactions. To make the analysis possible, as-

sumptions have been made for continuous flow of each phase and instantane-

ous equilibrium for partition. The resulting system of nonlinear governing and 

constitutive equations was solved numerically. 
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To handle the irregular geometry, complex boundary conditions and many 

different governing equations with simple modifications, the upstream 

weighted finite clement method was adopted. By using the dynamic allocation 

of arrays, the code is flexible to work on an IBM 3090 Vector Facility, work

stations and PC's for one, two and three dimensional problems. To reduce the 

computation time and storage requirements, decoupling of the system 

equations, banded global matrix and vector and parallel processing were used. 

The program was structured to facilitate inclusion of additional future consti

tutive equations. To demonstrate the model's versatility, several hypothetical 

problems were simulated: unsaturated flow through an embankment; one and 

two dimensional solute transport; one, two, three dimensional mUltiphase flow; 

composite multiphase flO\v and contaminant migration. The instability and 

convergence criteria of the nonlinear problems were studied. Parameter de

pendency of the model was also studied. 

The code can simulate the transport and transformation of a complex mix

ture of groundwater contaminants (e.g. a mixture of light and heavy hydro

carbons, water-born contaminants and volatile contaminants). Investigators 

will be able to use the model to predict transport rates and fate of contam

inants which will facilitate the design of better remediation plans. 

xiii 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GROUND\VATER FLO\V AND CONTAMINATION 

According to EPA's groundwater handbook (1987), about 50% of the na-

tion's drinking water is from underground sources. Since the 1970's, the threat 

of toxic and hazardous waste in underground drinking water has become a 

public concern. Sources of pollution can be a landfill site, a manufacturing 

facility, pesticides from agriculture, septic tanks, detergent from domestic use 

and underground storage tank among others. 

The process of groundwater pollution includes complicated physical, chem-

ical and biological aspects. Groundwater flow and migration of chemical con-

stituents need to be studied together. Though limited by its conciseness, the 

mathematical models are the best choice to express this complex problem. 

During the past three decades, mathematical models of groundwater systems 

have been developed from simple groundwater flow to multispecies multiphase 

flow, expressed in the form of partial and ordinary differential equations. To 

explain the discontinuous characteristics of the subsurface domain with the 

fluid characteristics, traditionally many parameters are used with the mass 

conservation law, such as storage coefficients, saturation and fluid conductiv-

ity. Darcy's concept has been used for the momentum balance. To analyze 

the problem with some degree of accuracy, we need to understand the proc-
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csscs rclatcd to the water flow and contamination in the subsurface region. 

Because of the imperfection of our understanding, no present methodology can 

give a fully accurate solution. 

To apply the continuous partial differential equations over the discontin

uous subsurface domain, the traditional concept of continuum mechanics is 

used. With the rapid evolution of computer hardware and software, the sol

ution of engineering problems increasingly relies upon the use of digital com

puters, and coding plays an important rule in the solution of these 

mathematical models. A long computation time is required owing to the severe 

nonlinearity of the given problem, and therefore a supercomputer with vector. 

or parallel processing is required. 

In coding, if the algorithm is too complicated, then the computation time 

will be too long and the adoption of the code to even slightly different cases 

will be a formidable job. A simple and efficient logic is essential to this prob

lem. In this sense, finite element methods are more suitable than the finite 

difference methods, because even though the go\rerning equation is different 

from case to case, the evaluation of spatial derivatives by basis functions does 

not change. The basis functions depend only on the geometry. Even if the 

equation is quite long, we just need to add the element matrices for the new 

spatial derivatives. In the case of the FDM, we have to change the main an

alogue of the algorithm because of the newly added derivatives. In FEM, be

cause the governing equation is integrated over the spatial domain, each term 

of the integrated governing equation becomes a flux and the mass balance of 

the fluxes is maintained better than in the case of FDM. The resulting flux 

2 
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type expression of the finite element scheme is not only useful for the solution 

of the mathematical equations, but also for the logical understanding of the 

complicated processes. 

1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The objectives of this study are: 

1. To obtain a systematic expression of the governing equations of 

groundwater flow and pollutant migration, which is suitable for coding 

and has reasonable parameter evaluation requirements; 

2. To develop comprehensive groundwater modeling codes which can 

handle the important problems in the aquifer domain including chemi

cal and biological reactions; 

3. To gain insight into the difficulty and importance of the parameter 

evaluation and sensitivity analysis; 

4. To simplify the data and parameter requirements of the code; 

5. To study numerical techniques, such as upstream weighting, variation 

of time step, several iteration technique, mass lumping, for handling 

very unstable property of nonlinear partial differential equations. 

The outline of this study is as follows: 

1. In Chapter 2, previous research on important topics in the modeling, 

such as governing equations, constitutive equations, parameters, nu

merical method and simulation examplcs is rcviewed. 

3 
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2. In Chapter 3, the gO\'crning equations of the groundwatcr flow and 

pollutant migration are developed from the simple schematic mass bal-

ance. By the general governing equation, se\'cral groundwatcr flows and 

pollutant migration equations are explained, from a simple case to a 

complicated one. The constitutive equations are also developed from 

the most current literature and some of them have been modified. 

3. In Chapter 4, some of the difficulties in analyzing the groundwater 

pollution are explained. 

4. In Chapter 5, the nonlinear governing equation is solved by using the 

traditional quadrilateral finite element method. Upstream weighting is 

used to handle numerical oscillation and dispersion in an advective flux 

dominant system. To handle the severe nonlinearity of the governing 

equation, mass lumping and modified Picard iteration techniques are 

used. The coupled system of several equations is simplified by decou-

pIing and the use of partitioning concepts. Stability and errors are dis-

cussed through the stability analysis of the simple one dimensional 

solute transport equation. Several methods to handle the nonlinear 

characteristics are introduced. 

5. In Chapter 6, traditional groundwater problems are simulated from the 

simple unsaturated flow case to the complicated composite multiphase 

contaminant migration case. 

6. In Chapter 7, the results of simulation are discussed and some future 

research is suggested. 

4 



Chapter II 

LITERATURE REVIE\V 

The studies in groundwater flow and contamination have evolved from the 

simple saturated groundwater flow to the complex multiphase multispecies 

contaminant transport problems. The governing equation of groundwater flow 

has evolved from the saturated system (one water phase) , the unsaturated 

system (water and air phase) to the multiphase system (\vater, air, oil) in hy

drocarbon related problems. 

It is almost impossible to review all the previous research in this area be

cause the field is expanding so rapidly. Furthermore, the field is very broad, 

requiring knowledge of physics, chemistry and microbiology. In this chapter, 

even though not all the previous work is reviewed, an attempt has been made 

to logically explain the work related to the topic of this study in some detail. 

2.1 MACROSCOPIC VOLUME AVERAGING 

To apply the continuous partial differential equations over the discontin

uous subsurface domain, traditional concepts in continuum mechanics are 

used. The work by Hassanizadeh and Gray (1979) can be considered as one 

of the earliest. According to them, by defining the averaging properties such 

as volumetric fraction, the m'eraging procedure is applied to the microscopic 

5 
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balance of some property (mass, momentum, heat, energy etc.), so the aver

aged macroscopic balance equation is acquired. 

Bachmat and Bear (1986) presented the criteria for the selection of the size 

of the representative elementary volume, \vhich is the conceptual elementary 

volume for the macroscopic averaging process. 

2.2 MULTIPHASE FLO\V SYSTEM 

Many methodologies haw been developed in petrochemical engineering to 

analyze multiphase systems. Odeh (1986) broadly explained the existing 

mathematical model for the recovery of hydrocarbons. He described the be

havior of the pressure and the volume of the three phases: oil or hydrocarbon, 

water and gas. According to him, three forces (viscous force, Darcy force and 

gravitational force) govern the distribution of fluids in reservoirs. He classified 

the simulations as follows: 1) the case of no distinct front (black oil simulator) 

and 2) the case of distinct moving front (enhanced oil recovery simulator). The 

governing equations are explained for the above 1\\"0 cases with the constraint 

conditions. The treatment of the nonlinearity (simultaneous or strongly cou

pled, sequential or weakly coupled process) is explained. A comparison has 

been made among the different matrix solvers. He explained some more diffi

cult cases of the simulations. Suggestions for the better numerical techniques 

have been made as adapti\'e grid refinment, high order numerical techniques, 

non-tinite difference methods and combination of analytical and numerical 

methods. 

6 



Henry and Metcalf (1983) performed an experiment generating multiphase 

flow by displacing oil with carbon dioxide. They found the pressure and tem-

perature regions in which multiple phases exist and the reduction of the mo-

bility by the multiple phase generation, which is beneficial for the carbon 

dioxide flooding of a reservoir. 

Osborne and Sykes (I986) simulated the simplified multiphase system with 

constant air phase pressure. A two dimensional quadrilateral finite element 

algorithm was used and its accuracy was compared with the preexisting model. 

The case of the Hyde Park Landfill is simulated with the analysis of parameter 

u'ncertainty. 

2.3 COMPOSITE MULTIPHASE SYSTEl\t1 

Quyand Labrid (1983) developed an enhanced oil recovery model in which 

they described the physical aspects of dispersion, partition and convection. 

They used a simple one dimensional finite difference method to solve the sys-

tern equations sequentially. The system consisted of three phases (aqueous, 

oleic and microemulsion) and seven components (water, oil, surfactant, alcohol 

or cosurfactant polymer and two electrolytes of anions and bivalent cations). 

They compared' their results to previously measured laboratory data (Labrid, 

1979). 

Abriola and Pinder (1985) simulated a multiphase system comprised of two 

species (a volatile, slightly water soluble compound and a nonvolatile, water 

insoluble compound). For the deformable soil matrix, they applied mass con-

7 
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servation of the soil species. Because of the very low water solubility, mass 

conservation of the water phase was considered by deriving the equation just 

in terms of the water related variables. Two more governing equations were 

derived for two chemical species. Many required empirical relations like effects 

of matrix and fluid compressibilities, gravity, phase composition, interface 

mass exchange, capillarity, diffusion, dispersion are described. A hypothetical 

one dimensional case was simulated using an implicit finite difference method 

with Newton iteration. 

Pinder and Abriola (1986) presented a more general and standard formu

lation of the composite multiphase governing equation. They employed the 

partitioning concept and simulated a two dimensional hypothetical saturated 

system by using finite differences. They used Lin's experimental result (1982) 

to evaluate saturation and relative permeability. They concluded that more 

data were required to evaluate the constitutive equations for a wide variety of 

soil and contaminant types and a more efficient algorithm was required to 

avoid numerical difficulties. 

Corapcioglu and Baehr (I 987) derived the governing equation of composite 

multiphase flow in the unsaturated zone by summing up mass cqnservation 

terms in each phase, including source terms for solution, precipitation, con

densation, volatilization, desorption, adsorption, biological and chemical re

actions. New forms for the dispersion coefficient and partition coefficients 

were suggested. One dimensional finite difference simulation was performed 

for a hypothetical case consisting of gasoline comprised of eight constituents 

8 



(benzene, toluene, I-hexane, cyc!ohexane, n-hexane, aromatics, alkanes, heavy 

ends). 

2.4 NUMERICAL METHOD 

All the previous investigators provided numerical methods to solve the go- . 

verning equations. The procedure can be divided into two types - the finite 

difference method (FDM) and the finite clement method (FEM). A detailed 

review of the numerical method is beyond the scope of this study. Therefore, 

only a cursory review is provided here. Because of the nonlinearities and 

complicated governing equations, the simple standard finite element or finite 

difference algorithm must be modified. Some of these techniques were dis

cussed previously, and a brief review if provided here. 

Pinder et a1. (I973) suggested an" element-wise evaluation of the parameters 

in the finite element method by using the basis function to handle the variable 

property over each element. To illustrate this, they tested a steady state radial 

t10w problem in which transmissivity \vas a parameter. 

Pinder and Shapiro (1979) developed modified Hermitian basis functions 

by adding asymmetric upstream weighting term to the Hermitian basis func

tion and applied to the solute transport equation. 

Faust (I985) simulated one dimensional linear watert100d and two dimen

sional unsaturated flow using the simplified form of multiphase flow by finite 

differences and Newton iteration. The simulation shows that dense, low vis

cosity contaminants travel deeper and faster than lighter contaminants. Fur-

9 
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thermore, lighter contaminants do not necessarily form a distinct lens above 

the water table, even though floating lenses are commonly accepted in con

ceptual models. 

Huyakorn et a!. (1986) derived a three dimensional finite element algorithm 

for variably saturated flow. The clement shapes were rectangular and trian

gular prisms. Instead of the numerical integration of the basis functions, the 

influence coefficients technique was used. To handle the large number of nodal 

points, a slice successive overrelaxation procedure was used to solve the matrix. 

Huyakorn et al. (1986) suggested the curvilinear finite element method for 

the solute transport problem. According to their simulation result, it is superior 

to the standard Galerkin method by at least one order of magnitude. The 

three dimensional domain is divided into layers and each layer is divided into 

orthogonal curvilinear clements. In a curvilinear system, the vertical coordi

nate is unchanged but horizontal coordinates are along the normal direction 

to streamlines. By using the complex mapping, the irregular curvilinear ele

ments arc converted to regular shape. A curvilinear flow net can be obtained 

through an analytical solution or by a numerical solution of Laplace's equation 

with conformal transformation. In applying the upstream weighting, numerical 

dispersion can be reduced mring to the directional property of finite element 

flow net. 

Pelka and Peters (1986) proposed computer-independent program tech

niques to fully utilize vector and parallel computers. Additional intrinsic vector 

functions with the Fortran 77 standard and more memory are required. They 

found that the barriers to vectorization are (I) conditional and branch state-

10 
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ments, (~) sequential dependencies, (3) nonlinear and indirect indexing, (4) 

subroutine calls within loops and (5) recursive operations. To vectorize the 

program, the scalar variables must be arranged in vectors for the continuous 

operation and the global matrix is solved in an iterative fashion using a previ-

ously developed vectorized solver. The global matrix requires more storage for 

rectangular shaped matrix. They tested their techniques using a simple three 

dimensional groundwater flow problem using CDC CYBER 175 and 205 

computers. They also provided benchmarks. 

K uppusamy et al. (1987) simulated p-cymene in an unsaturated aquifer 

using the constitutive formulation by Parker et al. (1987). The governing 

equation was written in terms of total head. 

Kaluarachchi and Parker (1989) described many efficient schemes to handle 

nonlinearities and to reduce the computational time. The integration of the el-

ement matrix was performed analytically so that the code can be used on a 

personal computer, evcn though it requires the rectangular shape element. 

Cooley's iteration method (I983) and mass lumping were used for the nonlin-

carities. One and two dimensional oil infiltration with varying fluid propcrty 

were simulated. 

The governing system of equations used in this study is more complicated 

than that used in the previously cited research. Therefore, simple finite ele-

ment method has been expanded to more general and stable algorithm by the 

preparation of the following procedures: 

1. multidimensional basis and weighting functions 

2. clement-wise cvaluation of parameters 

1 1 
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3. modified Picard iteration 

4. dccoupling of the govcrning equations 

5. evaluation of boundary conditions by basis functions 

6. logical expression of variables with dimension, species, phase, direction 

and nodal point 

2.5 CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

To explain the discontinuous characteristic of the subsurface domain with 

the fluid characteristic, many parameters such as the storage coefficient, satu

ration, fluid conductivity have been used with the mass conservation law. 

Darcy's concept from Allen (1984) has been used for the momentum bal

ance with the parameter fluid conductivity to express the velocity of each 

phase. 

Parker, Lenhard and Kuppusamy (1987) developed the closed form of ex

pressions for the saturation and capillary pressure relations in two and three 

phase using the effective saturation concept. They derived the expression of 

relative permeability by extending the method of Van Genuchten. Parker and 

Lenhard (1987) derived a more general expression for fluid saturation, relative 

permeability, pressure including residual saturation. Lenhard and Parker 

(I988) experimentally validated the theory of extending two phase to three 

phase saturation pressure relationships. Lenhard et aJ.(I988) performed an 

experiment of multiphase flow in sandy porous medium by using Soltrol 170 

and compared the result to the one dimensional finite elcment multiphasc code. 

12 
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Plumb and Whitaker (1988) applied the volume averaging concept to ac-

quire the large scale dispersive coefficient which includes the local heterogene-

ity of the domain. The resulting transport equation has additional terms of the 

second derivative with respect to the time and mixed space-time derivative. 

Parker's approach (1987) is used in this study to evaluate the saturation and 

relative permeability. The saturation derivative is evaluated analytically from 

the capillary head. 

2.6 CHEI\UCAL AND BIOLOGICAL REACTION PROCESS 

Moltz et al. (I986) simulated microbial growth-degradation by applying 

modified Monod kinetics with solute transport equations. They assumed mi-

crocolonies attached to solid matrix surfaces. The limiting factors of the mi-

crobial growth are carbon, energy source (substrate) and oxygen. The one 

dimensional Eulerian- Lagrangian procedure was used for simulation. 

Borden et al. (1986) presented the solute transport equations including mi-

crobial reaction for oxygen and hydrocarbon and the transport equation for 

subsurface microorganisms. They included the effects of microbial kinetics, 

horizontal dispersion, adsorption and reaeration. In using the USGS MOe 

code for the field case simulation, they calibrated the model to the observed 

chloride distribution and estimated parameters. 

Yeh and Tripathi (1989) combined the transport model with the chemical 

reactions. They used the flow equations, multicomponent transport equations 

and derived equilibrium chemical equations. To solve the system of equations, 

13 
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three approaches \Vere studied: (l) mixed differential and algebraic equation, 

(2) direct substitution, (3) sequential iteration. They recommend the sequential 

iteration with total analytical concentrations of aqueous components. 

14 
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Chapter III 

MATHEMATICAL FORl\IULATION 

3.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

To use the general conservation la\v, the porous media is idealized as the 

continuous domain (evcn though actually it is not) by using the concept of the 

macroscopic volume averaging (Bear 1979, Hassanizadeh 1979). All possible 

phases and migration patterns are shown in the localized problem domain and 

detailed view of the representative elcmentary volume in Figure l. 

The derivation from this averaging process is explained in detail in Appen-

dix B. The schematic elementary volume is developed to explain the composite 

multiphase profile and to derive the governing equation physically. The gov-

erning equation is derived below without using the volume averaging technique 

by the schematic elementary volume as in Figure 2. 

As shown in Figure 2, the schematic elementary volume is a general multi-

phase multispccies system expresscd by the saturation or volumetric fraction 

of each phase and by the mass fraction of each species. The mass transfer 

among the different phases is summed up to be zero, according to Corapcioglu 

and Baehr (1987). The mass balance of species i over all phases is expressed 

by 

(3 - I) 

15 
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AI']. = mass of Cl phase 

J/~ = mass of i species in Cl phase 

G~ = production rate of i species in Cl phase 
Gi 

g~= ~ 

Pa. = density of Cl phase 

w~ = mass fraction of i species in Cl phase 

C~ = concentration of i species in Cl phase = Pa.w~ 

Ci = concentration of i species oyer fluid phases 

v~ microscopic velocity of i species in Cl phase 

Va. = velocity of Cl phase 

If .1x.1y.1z becomes very small, then 

The velocity of i species in Cl phase is rewritten as, V~ = V:t. + V~ - Va. 

So, 

where, 

!2~ dispersive coefficient of i species inx phase 

18 
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As shown above, the flux difference between the species and phase velocity is 

expressed as a Fickian form. Here, the dispersiYC coefficient depends on fluid 

characteristics and property of porous media. Even though Fickian-type 

equation is used for the dispersive flux, the dispersive flux is different from the 

diffusive flux in aquatic domain which only depends on the gradient of con-

centration. 

The velocity of rJ. phase is expressed by Darcy's law as 

(3 - 4) 

where, 

Ii = intrinsic permeability tensor 

kro. = relative permeability of rJ. phase 

J1a. = dynamic viscosity of CL phase 

Pa. = pressure of rJ. phase 

g = gravity vector 

So, the governing equation is expressed as 

(3 - 5) 

To express the above equation in terms of equivalent water head 
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where, 

p 
hx = -p (( = fluid pressure head in equivalent water height wg 

H.x = h(( + z~ = total piezometric head in equivalent water height 
Pw 

/f(( = ~krtJ. ~;: = fluid conducti\"ity of CI. phase, 

The governing equation is 

Using velocity notation 

To c\'aluatc the dcrivative with rcspect to time 
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The first term of the abo\-e equation describes the storage capacity of the given 

system and is evaluated as follows: 

\vhere, 

~¢ = compressibility of the porosity by fJ pressure head = ¢p 
OhPa 
1 Prx = compressibility of C( phase by fJ pressure head = C(p 

p", ahp 

(3 - 10) 

SrxP = ¢ P + ¢Cl.p = specific storativity of the porous matrix and fluid 

Therefore, the governing equation becomes, 

(3 - 11) 

The second term of the time derivative is the saturation change which depends 

on the convective flux and capillary pressure_ The expansion of this term can 

be implemented in two ways. The first case occurs when the dominant driving 

force of the system is convective flux of fluid phase. The situation occurs in 

21 
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oil recoycry problems, often called as Buckley- Leverett problems (1942). In 

this, case, even though there is no capillary pressure, the saturation is changed 

by the flux of each phase and the saturation can not be expanded with respect 

to the capillary pressure. The saturation becomes one primary variable of the 

system which should be solved simultaneously with the pressure term by the 

gi\'en boundary and initial conditions. 

The other case occurs when the dominant driving force is the pressure dif-

ferencc of the each fluid phase. This condition occurs during contaminant 

migration in a groundwater basin. The time derivative of saturation can be 

expanded with respect to the capillary pressure, and simultaneous solution of 

the equation about the saturation term is not required. This assures conver-

gence of the nonlinearity and short computation time. The saturation and its 

derivative are determined by the constitutive relation of the saturation and 

capillary pressure. Even when there is no actual capillary phenomena in re-

gions where there is only one phase, a hypothetical saturation derivative is re-

quired to avoid singularity of the system of equations. This hypothetical value 

docs not precisely match a rcal field problem and increases parameter re-

quirements. 

In the first case, the governing equation becomes 
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(3 - 12) 

where, 

hpa. = hp - ha. = j{Sa.) = capillary pressure bctwcen P and a. phasc 

In the second casc, thc govcrning equation bccomes 

(3-13) 

As we can see in the above two equations, the primary variables are pressure 

head, mass fraction and saturation. Even if the second equation is used, we 

have at least two sets of primary variables. To solve these primary yariables 

we need additional constitutive equations, boundary and initial conditions for 

each variable. In the case of the saturation Yariable, the resulting governing 

equation will be of the hyperbolic type with respect to saturation, and charac-

tcristic method givcs the best result (Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983) , but we can 

use the upstream weighted finite difference or finite element method to reduce 

numerical oscillation. Many papers have been written on reducing the insta-

bility in Leverett problem in petrochemical engineering. In the case of mass 
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fraction, the resulting goycrning equation will bc of the parabolic type, which 

also. requires upstream weighting when an ad\"ccti\"c flux domin;;etes. The sim-

plified form of this mass transport equation is solute transport equation. This 

equation can be defined as multispecies mass transport equation. 

The related parameters of the governing equation are 

prJ. = density of a phase 

krn. = relative permeability 

prJ. = viscosity of Cl. phase 

{}; = the dispersion coefficient of i species in Cl. phase 

g~ = internal production rate of i species in Cl. phase 

The density, relative permeability, viscosity and dispersion coefficient are 

computed using the constitutive equations. The internal production rate can 

be considered as the source term and evaluated using chemical or biological 

reaction equations. 

Specific 'groundwater systems are explained by the above composite multiphase 

equation in following sections. 
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3.1.1 Saturated Groulldwater Flow 

In a saturated aquifer, only the water phase exists in the void fraction of the 

porous media, therefore Sw = 1, krw = 1. 

Only water is present, so w: = I, Vw~ = O. 

The source and sink terms are pumping and recharging flow rates, so 

g~ = gw = water pumping ( - sign) or recharging ( + sign) rate. 

Only water pressure head exists, so the specitic storativity or storage coefficient 

is Sww = iIw + ¢Pw . 

The resulting governing equation is 

(3 - 14) 

where, 

--
j = upward directional ycctor in y dircction, 

Pw = density of water phase. 

With no change of density in spatial direction, the governing equation simpli-

fics to 

olz.w ?' -: gw 
Sww-a- = V(~\~{V hw + ) » + -P 

{- w 
(3 - 15) 
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3.1.2 Ullsaturatcd Groulldwatcr Flow 

170r simplitication, thc air phase pressure head is assumed to bc atmospheric 

pressure ( ha = 0 ), and immobile air phase eliminates the need to calculate the 

air pressure. Therefore, w;: = 1, wg = I, Vw~ = 0, Sw + Sa = I, haw = f(Sw) 

If capillary prcssure is the dominant force of thc system, then from the second 

govcrning equation, 

If convective flux is the dominant force of the system, then from the first 

governing equation, 

(3 - 17 - 2) 

3.1.3 Solute Trallsport ill Ullsaturated Systcm 

This casc exists when all chemical specics are totally dissolved in the water 

phase and arc transported by advcctivc water phase motion \\"ith the disper-

sian in \vater and air phases. All these aspects are included in next solute 

transport equation. Usually water flow is computed on the first stcp and the 

solute migration is computcd using water phase \,clocity. For water flow, the 
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unsaturated equation can be used. If there is only one species, denoted as 0, 

then we need two eq ua tions as follows: 

(1). \-Vater Phase Flow Equation ( Equation for \-Vater Species) 

Assuming that the dissolved chemical species do not affect the flow of the 

water phase and an immobile air phase, the second approach for the governing 

equation can be as follO\vs: 

(2). Solute Transport Equation ( Equation for Oil Species) 

In the saturated region, the solute migration is expressed by 

Combining the partitioning concept explained in the section (3.2.2), 
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3.t A Alliltiplrase Flow System 

This is the case when there is simultaneous immiscible now of water, air and 

oil. The governing equations are similar to the equations used in black oil si-

mulation. The primary dependent variables are pressure head and saturation 

of each phase. The mass fractions in composite multiphase equation become 

w~ = I, wg = I, w~ = I and the derivative of mass fraction is Vw~ = 0 . 

The summation of saturation of each phase is 5 w + So + 5~ = I . The com-

posite multiphase equation is simplified to multiphase equations as follows: 

(3-21 -1) 

(3-21 -2) 

(3 - 21 - 3) , 

The last equation is eliminated by assuming an immobile air phase. If the first 

approach of the governing equation is used, then the resulting governing 

equation is same as Faust (I985). 

(3 - 22 - 3) 

The primary variables are 5w, ho' 
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Thc Buckley-Leverett (I9..J2) problem is a simplified form of the above system, 

whi.ch is explained as follows. Assuming no capillary pressure a'1d constant 

total flow, 

where, 

As shown above, the conycctive flux of each phase is decided by the relative 

permeability and viscosity of each phase, which means the saturation depend-

ency of convective flux. 

If capillary pressure is dominant, then the governing equation is same as Ka-

luarachchi and Parker (I989) as follows: 
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3.1.5 Composite iHultipltase COlltamillallt iHigratioll 

1his is the case \\"hen there is simultaneous now of water, oil and air. The 

chemical species of each composite phase is changing oyer time and space. 

Therefore, the chemical constituent becomes another dependent variable, de-

noted as mass fraction. The composite multiphase equation cannot be simpli-

fied in this case. The pressure head, saturation and mass fraction should be 

solvcd simultaneously. However, the govcrning equation is usually rearranged 

into two sub-problems; composite multiphase now and contaminant migration. 

The multiphase portion is computed first and then the component of each 

phase is computed.· 

(1) Composite Multiphase Flow 

. Primal variables are pressure head and saturation. 

(a) 1st approach 

(3 - 25 - I) 

(3 - 25 - 2) 
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(b) 2nd Approach 

(3 - 26 - 1) 

(3 - 26 - 2) 

(2) Composite Multiphase Contaminant Transport 

The primary variable is mass fraction of species 0 in water phase. Arranging 

the governing equation with respect to this primal variable with partitioning 

concept, 

where, Hgw, Hgw, Hfw = partiti0ning coefficients. 
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3.2 CONSTITUTIVE AND PARTITIONING EQUATIONS 

3.2.1 COllstitlltb,c Equations 

3.2.1.1 Satur:;ltion and Relative Permeability 

From Parker et al. (1987), using the Van Genuch ten scheme, the effective 

saturation of each phase is defined as 

5,,,,, - 5rw f~' . f 
5:;' = 5 = elective saturatIOn 0 water phase s.W - 5rw 

C - 5rt f'~' . f ( . h ) Sf =. = e lecttve saturation 0 total phase water + 011 P ase 
Sse - 5,c 

Se = 5w + So = water phase saturation + oil phase saturation 

The saturation of each phase is 

Ssrx = saturated saturation of rt phase 

Sro. = residual saturation of a phase 

The effective saturations are determined by the capillary heads as, 

1 where, sm = I - - . sn 
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In Figure 3, the relation between the capillary head and saturation is plotted. 
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Figure 3: Capillary head and saturation from Parker et al.(1987) 

The relative permeability of each phase is defined from the effective saturation 

as follows: 

(3 - 29 - I) 
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3.2.1.2 Dispersive Coefficient 

The dispersive flux is a result of the extcnsion of species flux to phase flux 

-- -- -- -- --
as eoxpoxw~ V~ = eoxpoxw~Ulox + (V~ - Vox)) = eoxpexl\!~ Vex - eoxp~V(poxw~) . 

Dispersive flux is the difference between the microscopic species phase flux and 

the averaged phase flux, which is caused by the species velocity fluctuation 

from the avcraged phase ,"clocity. The result of the dispersion is similar to the 

diffusion of chemical spccies and traditional Fickian-type flux is used for the 

evaluation of the diffusion. The diffusive flux is caused by the difference of 

solute concentration, The dispersi\'e flux is caused by the microscopic velocity 

fluctuation, and the difference in chemical concentration. The dispersion co-

efficient has directional property of vclocity of each phase and can be different 

for each species. 

Extending the approach from Sutra (1984), the dispersion coefficient tensor 

of i species in CJ. phase is expressed as 

D i ~di r/,2 di V2 ) 
C1.XX = ~ C1.!fI C1. X + :a :x'" V2 ' ,J 

cc 

Di - ~di V 2 d i V 2 ) 
:xyy - VI' C1.{ ct.,X + ct.! :x,y 

cc 

(3 - 30 - I) 

Vox = -J V;x + V;y = magnitude of CJ. phase velocity 

¢Xl = CJ.~/Vox = longitudinal dispersion coefficient of i species in CJ. phase 
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d~( = (1;( Va. = trans\'erse dispersion coefficient of i species in GC phase 

(1~, = longitudinal dispersivity of i species in GC phase 

(1~( = transverse dispersivity of i species in GC phase 

Corapcioglu and Baehr (1987) proposed an alternative formulation. They 

suggested that the hydrodynamic coefficient tensor depends on the void frac

tion ( 8 ) , the soil type, and phase velocity, They expressed it as follows: 

Here, 

d;,. the matrix of factors depending on fluid velocity 

Act = product of 8;,. and dispersivity 

Dfnct = molecular diffusion constant for ith constituent 

~ct = complexity tensor for fluid 

(3 - 31) 

Although many forms of equations have been developed for the dispersive 

constant, no equation is available for the general case. For the diffusive con

stant of the aquatic domain, good methods have been developed and if we 

combine the parameter estimation scheme with the experiment, we can acquire 

reasonable result. However, in the subsurface domain, the tortuosity of the 

geometry makes the analysis very difficult to perform and the microscopic 

phase velocity is almost impossible to postulate. The only method used here

tofore relics on soil sample tests and the tracer tests. These results can be 

combined with parameter estimation techniques. Often only approximate re-
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suIts can be obtained. Additional research is required to overcome these dif-

ficl!!tics. 

3.2.2 Partitiollillg Equatiolls 

The partitioning equations are based on the current understanding of 

chemical and biological processes in the subsurface environment. The parti-

tioning concept is a very useful way of describing the transfer of contaminant 

from one phase to another. The partitioning concept implies instantaneous 

mass transfer among phases to obtain equilibrium. If the fugacity of each 

species in each phase is known, the partition ratio can be calculated. The mass 

fraction of i species in C( phase is computed by lV~ = wb x H~f3 for known mass 

fraction of i species in C( phase wb and partition coefficient of i species between 

C( and p phase H~f3' The computation time is reduced by this concept. 

3.2.2.1 Partition between water and oil phase 

From Pinder and Abriola (1986), in the case of trichloroethylene, the solu-

bility of TeE in to water phase is 1100 mg/L. The value of solubility implies 

mass fraction of TeE in water phase. 

w~ TeE mass fraction in water phase HO-----------_______ _ 
1<0 - wg - TeE mass fraction in oil phase 

If we assume no water species in oil phase ( wg = I ), then H~,o = 1.1 X 10-3 • 

I 

.-----~-
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3.2.2.2 Partition between water and air phase 

'vVe can use Henry's law to calculate the equilibrium of \'olatile species with 

the aqueous phases. Henry's law is defined as, 

( partial pressure of chemical in gas phase) ! ( solubility of chemical in liquid 

phase ). 
po 

From Pinder and Abriola (1986), H~\V = --'!!.... = 104 at~ 
o s~ mole em] 

P~p = vapor pressure of TeE in air phase = 0.0837 atm 

S~ = solubility of TeE in water phase = 0.0837 x 1O-4mole/em3 

p~p = mg x 28.9 
Pa tna 131.4 

28.9,131.4 = molecular weight of air and TeE 

Therefore, wg = 0.0837 x 131.4 = 0.38 
28.9 

3.2~2.3 Partition between solid and water phase 

In the sorption process, both adsorption and absorption are included. The 

lab measurement of sorption is implemented by the determination of the 

sorption isotherm by using the batch method. Figure 4 shows the relation bc-

tween the sorbed concentration and the equilibrium concentration (Lyman et 

\vo 
ai., 1982). The partition coefficient of adsorption is Hfw = -+ 

Ww 

In general, sorption process depends on the solute, sorbent, solution condi-

tion ( pH, temperature, ionic strength, specific species, organic and inorganic 

solute, collide, etc. ), and time. Because sorption is dominated by the organic 

carbon, the partition coefficient is computed by Hfw = foe X Hoc 

foe = fraction of organic carbon, measured from field data 
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Hoc = partition coefficient based on organic carbon, computed by 

10gcHoc = a 10g(Ho,,",' 5, BCF, .... ) + b 

How = octanol water partition coefficient 

5 = solubility 

BCF = bioconcentration factor 

Figure 5 is from Karickhoff (I 984). 

equilibrium concentration 

Figure 4: Sorption partition coefficient from Lyman et a1.( 1982) 

Sorption is greatly influenced by the soil characteristics and cosolvent, re· 

Quiring the above equation needs to be modified for site specific conditions. 

When sorptive reactions' are occurring slowly, a kinetic model should be used. 

The simple finite difference approach for the given time step ( time step is de· 

cided by the main- program) is adequate for this evaluation. 
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log Hoc 

Nonhydrophic 
contribution 

Kinetic 
Limitation 

Figure 5: Extrapolation of Hoc from How (Karickoff, 1984) 

The sorption process is eS'pecially important in the case of the solute trans-

port (when the chemical substance is totally dissolved in water phase). Tradi-

tionally, solvent "holdup" has been calculated through an empirical 

"retardation factor", which is calculated from the sorption coefficient. The ve-

locity of the \vater now is divided by the value of the retardation factor. In 

saturated flow, retardation by the sorption process is the cause of the differ

ence between the advancing concentration and the groundwater fronts. 
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3.3 CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL REACTIONS 

The approach for chemical reactions in the aqueous phase is 1:lpplicd to the 

problem of the subsurface region by assuming that the chemical reactions only 

occur in the liquid phase. Estimating reaction rates in groundwater is compli-

cated by the effect of buffer catalysis, dissolved metals, dissolved organic ma-

terials and cosolvents. The first-order reactions can be expressed by : 

dC~ i i 
--=-kC dt CJ. 'X 

(3 - 32) 

Where k~ is reaction rate constant of i species in lJ. phase. 

To determine the reaction rate, we need the formulation of the reactions 

first, then the parameter values such as k~. For the evaluation of the param-

eters, if no published formula is available, we can use the parameter estimation 

scheme. 

Stenstrom and the author did this parameter estimation evaluation of the 

chemical reactions in the chlorination process in the lab reactor. The governing 

equation was a very similar form of the solute transport equation. Even though 

we could get reasonable reaction rate constant values, the physical relation 

between the reaction rate constant and the surrounding conditions is not easy 

to postulate because of the experimental error and also ambiguity of the dy-

namic parameters of the flow. 

The biological reaction depends on the following factors: 

a. the quantity of the microorganisms capable of biotransformations 
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b. the concentration of the target chemicals 

c: the quantity of the substrate 

d. temperature 

e. the upper and lower limit of the quantity of oxygen 

f. the toxicants 

In the subsurface domain, most of the microorganisms are attached to the 

surface of the solids making the biofilm. So, sloughing and endogenous re-

actions should be considered. The Monod-type kinetics for the substrate oxi-

dation is commonly used, as follows: 

dt 
(3 - 33) 

where, 

Sf = substra'te concentration 

X = concentration of active bacteria 

km = coefficient of maximum rate of utilization 

Ks = half velocity coefficient 
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Chapter IV 

DIFFICULTIES IN EACH PROCESS 

4.1 PHYSICAL PROCESS 

Advection, hydrodynamic dispersion, molecular diffusion and density stra-

tification are physical phenomena which is important for this model. For ad-

\'ection, laboratory tests for porosity and hydraulic conductivity are not 

reliable for the unconsolidated samples such as sand, gravel or clay. A 

pumping test for the hydraulic conductivity can be used to obtain average va-

lues over the entire domain. so we need the system identification procedure. 

The dispersion is very dependent on the velocity distribution, and it is difficult 

to conduct a tracer test properly. For the nonpoint source e.g. rainfall, leakage 

from other aquifer, it is difficult to estimate and calibration is required. 

4.2 CHEMICAL PROCESS 

Oxidation, radionuclide decay, ion-exchange, complexation, co-solvation, 

sorption and immiscible phase partitioning are chemical processes. 

The oxidation/reduction or electronic alterations is important in inorganic 

compounds, but it is difficult to determine the redox state of the aquifer zone 

and to identify and quantify the redox active reactants. Hydrolysis, elimi-

nation and substitution reactions belong to this process. For radionuclide de-

cay, a well defined decay constant for each radionuclide is available. 
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For the other phenomena, little is known and approximations are usually 

requ~red. Additional research is required to better determine these phenomena. 

4.3 BIOLOGICAL PROCESS 

Microbial population dynamics, substrate utilization, biotransformation, 

adoption, co-metabolism need to be studied in this process. 

This process is more important when the contamination residence time is 

long .. Usually the biotransformation rate increases after the exposure to the 

contaminant. Most microbes are attached to the solid surface ( less than 1% 

of total population is truly planktonic ). The parameters from other processes 

( c.g. contaminant concentration, oxygen, redox state, pH, toxidity of the con

taminant) are quite important to this process. Knowledge in this area is still 

embryonic. 
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Chapter V 

NUMERICAL I\I.ETHOD 

5.1 FINITE ELEl\IENT METHOD 

The finite clement method can be interpreted as the minimization of the 

residual or error between the numerical solution and the true solution oYer the 

whole spatial and time domain. Usually a finite difference algorithm is used 

·along the time- domain instead of the finite element method, because there is --
no large difference in accuracy, and the time domain is regular shape as com-

pared to the irregular spatial domain. 

To apply a finite element method and to develop a code for the solution of 

the previously defined different equations, it is necessary to invent sevcral 

process modules in general fashion. These modules are explained as below: 

1. module for inputing data and printing results 

2. module related to spatial domain 

a. module for basis and \veighting functions 

b. module for automatic element generation and nodal connectivities 

c. module for element-wise evaluation of nodal parameters 

3. module for evaluation of element matrices 

4. module for assembling the element matrices 

5. module for soh'ing the nonlinear system 

6. modulc for empirical equations of parameters and source terms 



The remainder of this section discusses the general requirements for solution. 

Later sections describe the specifics of the solution technique, sucp as Upstream 

\veighting. From the prcyiously defined governing equation, 

(5 - 1) 

Applying the asymmetric weighting function lV: and integrating over the 

spatial domain, equation (5-2) is obtained. 

Defining the following clement matrices as shown below, 

dAY. 
[EVd·.J = (W. ~) 

} ,IJ I' d..-. 
"Jd 
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dW

[EK-d -.] = (_I, iV.) 
I ,/} -l\- - J (- id 

dWi dlvj 
[ED-d'd'.] = (-,-) 

/ J ,IJ d\-, dx, 
- Id ~jd 

(5 - 3 - 3) 

(5 - 3 - 4) 

where i\j is basis function of node j and Wi is weighting function of node i. 

Using the bilinear basis function Ni,ig, the nodal parameter values are changed 

to element-wise parameter values as follows: 

nn 

(Pf3 WpSf33J = I (Pf3 lVpSp:X)igNUg 
ig= 1 

(5 - 4 - I) 

(5 - 4- 2) 

-

(5 - 4- 3) 

Using the above element matrices and parameter notation and applying 

Green's theorem, the finite element scheme of the governing equation is ex-

pressed as : 

nd nd 

+ I I [EDjdJj] {(p,W;/fJjl,) + (4)S'P,R~lj'V~j)] + [ET;)]:t «(I - 4»p,w;lj 
id=Ijd= 1 
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= LL:) - L ([EKjd.i)(p:lW~r~ ;l:.lj) + [ETi)g~j 
j=b=l jd=l 

(5 - 5) 

Here, 

nel = total number of elements 

nd = dimension of the problem 

nn = total number of nodes in each element 

na = total number of phases excluding soil phase 

id = index for direction ( I = x, 2 = y, 3 = z ) 

The integral at the boundary is evaluated by defining the fluxes as follows: 

Let 

. . ( P'1.~) ~ d 
ql = - P Wi K V h + -j on = outwar normal advective flux "-.h '1. '1.",,0: 0: Pw 

q~.d = - ¢SCJ.!)~V(p((wD·n = outward normal dispersive flux 

Using these definitions, the boundary conditions can be ',"rittcn as 

(5 - 6 - I) 

(5 - 6 - 2) 

Combining the generalized finite difference algorithm for time domain, results 

in the following equation: 
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nel III1 na lIa 

IIl) ~t [ETi) I {(P/3\1,SS/3:Ji lz;;l - 11;) 
e= Ij= l::i= 1 /3= 1 

('" i) (Sn+ 1 Sn) ('" 5) ( n+ l.i n.i)} + 'l-'P:;Yv'", 'j :xj - :xj + 'l-'P:x :J. 'j It'x.J . - H':Xj 

nd lid 
~ ~ { [ED ]n+ I{( iK )n+ I, n+ I ("'5 i n+ I( i)n+ I} + L-- L-- e idJd,iJ P:J.H·:J.::::;x.'j I:xJ + 'I-' :xP:x[]a.lj w:x'j 

id= ljd= I 

(5 - 7) 

To solve the above equation with respect to the pressure head, saturation and 

mass fraction terms, let the assembled global matrix and load vector of the i 

species in Cl phase be 

+ II{e[EDidjd,iJt+I(p:J.H'~f:)y+I}] (5 - 8 - 1) 
id jd 



D 

(5 - 8 - 2) 

+ LI)e[EDidjd,ijt+ 1(¢p:(S:..:r~t+ I} ] (5 - 8 - 3) 
id jd 

+ L2) ~ l)[ED;djd,;j]n(Pa"';!f,)"}(h,jln - LL([EKjd,;)(p,II';!f, ::~) 
~~ jN 

{f5~} = II { ~t [ETijJ(¢P:J.w~t(S:":jt} (5 - 8 - 5) 
e j 

+ IL:)e - 1)[EDidjd,ijt(¢p:t.S:J.r~tJ(lV~)n (5 - 8 - 6) 
id jd 

Using the above notation, the equation (5-7) becomes 
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I[AIz~J{ll:£} + [..I.~~J{S:£} + [Am~J{H'~} = U71~} + ifs~} + {fin~} (5 - 9) 
:£=1 

The above system can be solved in a coupled or dccoupled way. To reduce the 

computation time and to minimize the difficulties associated with the nonlinear 

terms, the dccoupling technique is used. This depends on the property of each 

primary variable and is case specific. As an example, consider composite 

multiphase contaminant migration. Algorithms for specific problems are ex-

plained later. By using second approach of the governing equation, with the 

immobile air phase assumption, the governing equations are reduced to the 

follmving set: 

Equation for water phase pressure head 

+ L{ - [As~]{S~}n_ [Am~J{w~}n+ U7l~}n+ {fs~}n+ {fm~}n} (5-10-1) 
:X 

Equation for oil phase pressure head 

+ L { - [As~J{SJn - [Am~J{w~}n + U71~}n + {fs~}n + {fm~}n} (5 - 10 - 2) 
:X 

Equation for dissoh'ed species in the water phase 

I[Am~J{IV~}'l+l = 2) - [Ah~]{ll:£}n - [As~]{S:£}1I 
a :£ 
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(5 - IO - 3) 

. 
The assembling procedure is performed carefully to make the resulting global 

matrix banded form so that an asymmetric banded matrix solver can be used 

and storage requirement for the variables can be reduced. Iteration continues 

until the error criteria ( difference of h:+ I , h;' and of w~n+I, \V~n) is satisfied. 

After each iteration for nonlinearity and decoupling, the computation proceeds 

to next time level. 

5.1.1 Basis FUllctioll 

Because the basis function only depends on the geometry of each element, 

the evaluation of the basis function needs to be performed only once which 

greatly reduces computation time. Therefore, all the basis functions are e\'al~ 

uated at all Gaussian points and later assembled when the integration of ele-

ment matrices are performed. By mapping, the integration is performed in the 

local domain. Figure 6 shows transformation of global coordinates to local 

ones in one, two, three dimensional elements. 

The basis functions and asymmetric weighting functions can be expressed 

by the notation of the linear basis function in each direction. Figure 7 shows 

the basis and weighting functions. 

The oasis functions are: 

(5 - 11 - 1) 
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One Dimension 

X, Xi'l 
~I~--------~I -- ----

Two Dimension 

Three Dimension (Xi>;' '1 j.r . :::',.;) 

--

~ 1 

- 1 

~2 , 

ex,>!.J"l'.:::'>l) (-I.-l.-l)=e~i,l1:,tl) 

Figure 6: Transformation of global coordinates into local ones 

The derivatives of basis functions are: 
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(5 - 11 - 2) 

(5-12-1) 
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\ 

W. =N. +3a.N. Nt 
" 'I .1 ' I 'Z 

~.,,: 

Figure 7: . Linear basis and weighting function 

cN/ ... iou cNt· 
.,1 \' V 

= ~1'Irri,i"" (Ug' J~ l.'z .5 

~ 11.( ~ V 
Oi~ i.ig Ci rri , 
-- = --N;:· ,,,lY, .. 

0." a." .,1,16 .,1,lg 

(5-12-2) 

The local coordinates of nodal points in each element are: 

:;i = -l~ I, I, -1, -1, I, 1,-1 

-I, -I, I, I, -I, -I, I, 1 

~ 

= i,i 1, I, I, I, -I, -I, -1,-1 
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The Gaussian points are: 

iiO = -0.577,0.577,0.577, -0.577, -0.577, 0.577, 0.577, -0.577 - '" 

1]ig = -0.577, -0.577, 0.577, 0.577, -0.577; -0.577, 0:577, 0.577 

Cg = 0.577,0.577,0.577,0.577, -0.577, -0.577, -0.577, -0.577 

The derivati\'es of global basis functions are derived as follows: 

-v (}xig CYig a Zig -V C, i,ig 0, i,ig -- --
o~ o~ (}~ c; ox -y 

OXig CYig CZig a Ni,ig 01' i,ig 
- --

01] CI1 171] 01] cy 
a Ni,ig OXig OYig OZig -V 0, i,ig 

--
C( o( c( a( oz 

The above matrix is called as Jacobian matrix [J]i<> . 
" 

nn 

xi = LNi,ig'"X'b 
;=1 

nn -1\T 
OXi L Oi~ i,ig 
-= x· 
O~ . (}~ ~ I 

1= 1 
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(5 - 13) 

(5 - 14) 

(5 - IS) 

(5 - 16) 



-v (), 'i,ig "'v OJ i i,ig 

ex O( -v a Ni,ig 01 i,ig 
= [1];;1 

oy art 
o Ni,ig "'v () j • i,ig 

oz o( 

The components of the element matrices are: 

nn 
= I J Vi,igNj,ig / 1/ 

ig=l 

nn dN .. 
= ~ W.. j,lg /1/ 
~ l,lg d;'(. 

ig=l jd 

III d1Vi dNj Inn dJVi,ig dl~,ig 
[ED·d ·d · J = dx:dydz = 11f I J ,IJ d ,I,. ,/.,/v" 

Xid tt-'j'd . tt.Xid ,t-'j'd 
19=1 
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(5 - 17) 

(5-18- I) 

(5-18-2) 

(5-18-3) 
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5.1.2 Upstream JVeiglttillg FUllctioll 

~s indicatcd prcviously, upstream weighting is used to reduce numerical 

oscillation. Using the technique of tI!Jyakorn ~~g_.~ik~.Q~i!iZ~h asymmetric 

weighting functions are developed from the basis function by adding a asym-

metric weighting term. In Figure 7, the additional weighting tcrms were 

shown. 

The wcighting functions are: 

The derivatives of weighting functions are: 

awr·· aNr' 
",I,lg ", I ... f\ 2 -(0 ..) 

.~ = -~- + 3r /,.jV.) - 2"'iu o( o( <:> 

aWi,ig 

crl 

o rV~,i,ig r 

---n ~ iig rVr fig OYf .. , ", , 

(5-19-1) 

(5 - 19 - 2) 

(5 - 20 - I) 

a Jr'(i,ig I 

~ H ;/' iUW11i ig (5 - 20 - 2) o( .. '0 , 

By using the Jacobian matrix [.I] 
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" C( 

oW·. 
l,lg 

~rJ/ -r F o t i,~!? () r i,ig T 

a " -" ) (5 - 21) cy 1'/ c~ 

The weighting factors are evaluated from the nodal velocity as follows: 

V(I + V(5 
yl=}'5=-----

I V( 1 I + I V( 5 I ' 

'Where, !li, Pi' Yi = weighting factor along e, 17, C direction. 

5.1.3 Boulldary COllditiolls 

(5 - 22 - 1) 

(5 - 22 - 2) 

(5 - 22 - 3) 

In the finite element analogue of the governing equation, as shown previ-

ously in equation (5-7), the term related to the boundary conditions is : 

(5 - 23) 

The above equation quantifies the overall influx at the boundaries. EVen 

though the finite element analogue is applied to each element over the whole 

domain, the values of boundary fluxes at inside clements cancel each other, so 

only evaluations at the overall outside boundaries are needed. There can be 

three types of boundary conditions, described as follows: 

1. Specified primary variable values 
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2. Specified flux values 

.3. Mixed type 

The integrations of the boundary fluxes are also dependent on the dimension 

of the problem; therefore, the algorithm must be derived for multidimensional 

cases for the above three type boundary conditions. 

5.1.3.1 1 st type boundary ( known primary variables) 

By adding the large penalty values to the right and left hand side of the fi-

nal system of equations, the known boundary values are maintained through 

the simulatjon. 

At this boundary point, if we denote this boundary node as ib, then 

hib(Aib + penalty) + ....... = fib + hn x penalty (5 - 24) 

From the above equation, if the value of penalty is very large, then the result 

5.1;3.2 2nd type boundary ( known flux at node) 

This case exists when fluxes are knmvn. By using the basis and weighting 

functions, the integration of normal fluxes can be performed as follows: 

(a) One Dimensional Problem 

fb,l = - %,1' fb,np = - %,np (5 - 25) 
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Thc functions h.1 and h,np are added to the right hand side global vector. 

(b) Two Dimensional Problem 

- 2 

f WlindB = I (~Vi' Nj)qbj 
ig=l 

If basis function Ni is used for weighting function f~, then 

= t16B [ 21 I J[ qb,i ] 
2 qb,i+ I 

where qb,i and %,i+l is known normal flux for node i and i + 1. 

(5 - 26 - I) 

(5 - 26 - 2) 

The functions ft,,i and }i,,i+ I are added to the right hand side assembled global 

vector. 

(c) Three Dimensional Problem 

4 

Ib,; = - f f WllndB = I (fVi' Nj)qbj 
ig=l 

(5 - 27) 

The function hi is added to the right hand side ,assembled global vcctor. 
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5.1.3.3 3rd type boundary ( mixed type) 

::rhis is the case when the outflux of the concentration or phase is propor-

tional to the difference between the boundary concentration or pressure head 

and the concentration of the surrounded area. That is : 

(5-28-1) 

where kb is a proportionality coefficient. 

This expression is incorporated into a generalized finite difference scheme as 

follows: 

(5 - 28 - 2) 

This results in the following equations: 

nb 

= I { - (Wi/~)(kbeCn+Ilj - (Wi/vj)(kb(I - eXCn - Cb)lj} (5 - 29) 
ig= I 

nb 

The matrix L (n~,i~)(kbelj is added to left assembled global matrL,( 
ig:l 

~ . 
and the vector - L (H'"i,Aj)(kb(1 - eXcn - Cb))j is added to right side load 

ig:l 

vector. 
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5.2 NONLINEARITY TREATMENT 

~s shown in the section 3.2, the system of equations is very dependent on 

the component equations. To avoid a system of nonlinear algebraic equations, 

the nonlinear terms at the new (unknown) time level must be estimated. It is 

common practice to use the values of the nonlinear terms from the old time 

level. To insure minimum error, some sort of iteration and error criteria are 

required. If the approximate value of the unknowns cannot be estimated, or 

if the nonlinearities are severe, a large number of iterations with excessive 

computation time will result. Very careful selection of the step size for space 

and,time, and proper initial condition are required to reduce the instability 

problems related to nonlinearity. 

In the case of the dispersive transport, the stability problem is not so severe 

as compared to the advective transport case, when the governing equations are 

approaching hyperbolic type. For the latter case, it will be necessary to use a 

very small time step in addition to the upstream weighting scheme. This be-
. 

comes a big problem in the highly nonlinear case. To overcome this problem, 

it was necessary to use the variable time and spatial step size. The variable 

time step can be determined from the truncation error. The variable spatial 

step size requires the algorithm to find the sharp advancing front. If we com

pute the gradient of the concentration, then an abrupt change of the gradient 

indicates the presence of a sharp advancing front. Near this location, smaller 

step size is required. 

To overcome the difficulty of the nonlinearity of the system, mass lumping, 

upstream weighting and iteration techniques are used. 
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5.2.1 Alass Lumping 

In thc cvaluation of the time dcriyatiYC of the mass matrix, d;:}gonalizati.on 

is performed to reduce the instability of the solution. Therefore, 

(5 - 30) 

5.2.2 Iteratioll Scheme 

To minimize the iteration and to use the variable time step, the method 

proposed by Cooley (1983) is used as follows: 

dhmax = max I dh Ii J k+ I 'h J k I =wxd + I 

where, 

dh = difference of the pressure head between new and old iteration level 

k = index for iteration level 

dhmax = maximum value of dh 

k+l dhmax 
for k> 0, 

k k 
\V dhmax 

e 3 + S 
\V = --- for S;;::: -I, 

3+1 SI 

k+l e fi e dlza 
lV = W or IV <----

I dhmaxl' 

= 1 for k = 0 

1 
for S<-I 

21S1 

dha fi e dlza - or tv > 
dlzmax dlzmax 

where dha = maximum allowable dh in each iteration. 
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The convergence criteria is expressed by : 

(5 - 31) 

Sa = absolute convergence error er = relative convergence error 

The time step is controlled by : 

dt = dt x (l + It) for i ~ [min (5 - 32 - 1) 

dt = dt fi' I or I ~ max 
1+1t 

(5 - 32 - 2) 

where, f is the time changing factor. 

5.2.3 Elemellt-wise Parameter E.'aluatioll 

Because the clement matrix is computed by the integration of the basis 

functions at Gaussian points over the elementary domain, the parameters in 

each element matrix, such as relative permeability, fluid capacity, density etc., 

should be evaluated over the elementary domain using the Gaussian points, 

as shown in equations (5-4). Generally, this evaluation scheme is expressed 

as follows: 

where, 

nn 

K j = L KigNi,ig 
g=l 
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r 
i 
t 

I( = clement-wise parameter at node i 

~ig = parameter at node ig 

Ni ja = basis function 
'0 
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5.3 STABILITY AND ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM 

'In digital simulation, the continuous time and spatial domain should be 

discretized and the variables evaluated at the nodal points along the time and 

the spatial domain. All the algorithms of the governing equations are related 

to the nodal points which are adjacent in spatial and time domain. Values of 

the dependent variables not denoted at nodal points must be determined by 

in terpola tion. 

There is no difference in the above sense whether the algorithm is tinite cl-

ement or finite difference. Even though in the finite clement method the basis 

function is evaluated at each element and assembled later, the resulting global 

matrix indicates thai the basis function can be interpreted as a scheme choos-

ing different nodal points comparable to the finite difference method. If we can 

construct the nodal points relations in a fashion similar to the FDM, we can 

apply the above method for stability and error analysis. Pinder and Gray 

(1977) provided a detailed explanation of the stability and errors in the finite 
'\ 

clement method of the simple solute transport equation by using the Fourier 

Series representation for the numerical and analytical solution. In this stUdy, 

the methodology developed by Karplus (1958) is used to insure a stable sol-

ution because of its simplicity and clearness. 

In FEM, even though the basis function is evaluated at each element, be-

cause of the geometrical connectivity of the each nodal point, the resulting 

global matrix is banded for the one, two and three dimensional cases. This re-

suIts because the governing equation is only concerned about the points of the 

adjacent nodes. 
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To provide a simple explanation, a one dimensional case is used. Two and 

three dimensional cases and different basis functions, such as quadratic or 

hermitian polynomials can be implemented by expanding the following analy-

sis. For illustrative purposes, the simple solute transport is used as follows: 

(5 - 34) 

If a linear basis function is used, then the resulting finite clement scheme is 

~J 

+ (L[-I 
2 -I 

1 ] + D [ I 
1 .1x - 1 (5 - 35) 

For the one dimensional case, to see the relation between a nodal point and its 

adjacent points, assembling the two clement matrices as follows: 

aCt 

n at 
~x[ 2 1 aC2 - 1 4 
6 0 1 at 

aC3 --at 

2 (5 - 36) 
v[ -I +(- -I 
2 0 

6 ?]+~[~l 
- 1 1 L\x () 

-I 

-I 

From the above finite clement analogue, 
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1 cCi_ 1 aCi aci+ I V 
-6 [a + 4-,,- + a ] + -2A [C1'+1 - C,'_I] ) t ot t oX 

The time derivatives are evaluated as follows, using the 0 method: 

_I_[(C~+I - C~ ) + 4(C~+1 - C~) + (C~+l - C~ )] + 611 t 1+ I 1+ I I 1 1- I 1- I 

~[e(Ci+1 - 2Ci + Ci_l)n+l + (1- exci+1 - 2Ci + Ci-1tJ (5 - 38) 
I1x 

After rearranging each term of the above equation in the form of Cr+ 1 - CF , 

the summation of all the coefficients should be less than 0 to satisfy the sta-

biIity criteria. Therefore, 

D 4 --2(1-0)--<0 
I1x 2 611t 

Dl1t < __ 1 __ 

I1x 2 3(1 - 8) 

where, 

C, = V I1t = Courant Number 
I1x 

p = V
l1x 

= Local Pcclet Number e D 

Cr 1 
-<---
Pe 3(1 - fJ) 

(5 - 39) 

In lIsing the abo\'e stability criteria, we should consider the Courant condition 

also, because the system can be interpreted as the moving coordinate by the 
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velocity component of the total derivative. The velocity should be within the 

already defined analogue. Therefore, V~t < ~x, which is same as C, < 1 . 

The above FEM algorithm is very similar to the finite difference algorithm 

except for the time derivative which is evaluated at three different spatial 

points with the weighting factors I, 4, 1. 

Applying the above technique to generalized finite difference analogue, the 

stability condition of generalized FDM is : 

(5 - 40) 

The analogue of forward FEM and FDM is shown in Figure 8. 

n+nl~ I ~ 
FDM 

n" I • • f 

j I I 
n 1 

time t X:_ 1 .'C: .'C:. 1 

I FEM I 

spatial points 

Figure 8: One dimensional analogue of FEM and FDM 

The above approach for the stability analysis is not only simple but also 

provides physical insight of the algorithm by constructing the finite diffcr-

cnce-like analogue. 
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<;hapter VI 

SIMULATION OF SPECIFIC PROBLEMS 

6.1 UNSATURATED GROUND\VATER FLO\V SYSTEM 

To test the highly nonlinear property of the governing equation, the steady 

state drainage through an embankment problem by Cooley (1983) was used. 

If capillary pressure is the dominant force of the system, then from the second 

governing equation, 

(6-1-1) 

(6- 1 - 2) 

The problem domain and data are shown in Figure 9. 

To find the height of seepage face, the method suggested by Cooley (1983) was 

used. As shown in Figure 10, the result matches well with the comparison by 

Huyakorn et al. (1986). 
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~ 10 • -I 

V 
'In a 0 

-r 

b : 10 -y I 'In = 0 at as < y ( 10 • 

10 • 

Beiqllt of 
I s.,. lie» !a 

i b a 2 - Y 

'In a 0 

Physical Parameters 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity Kw = 0.01 m/day 

Air pressure head h .. = 0.0 m 

Residual water saturation S"" = 0.2 

Effective saturation S = ior hTW > 0 
• I -;- (a.,..)t .. r 

:x,'" = 0.5623 n = 4 

Relative permeability k-w = S';' :n = 4 

'1umerical Data 

Spatial step size ~x = I m. uy = I m 

Error Criteria error = 0.0 I m 

Figure 9: Problem definition and data from Huyakorn et al.( 1986) 
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10 m 

o Pre •• nt Model 

X Re.ult by Huyakorn 

a 
o 

10 II 
X Coordinate 

Figure 10: \Vater table and base pressure head from Huyakorn et 
a I.( 1986) 
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6.2 MASS TRANSFER SYSTEM 

6.2.1 OIlC Dimcllsiollal Upstretl/II JVeigllted FElt-1 

By using the partitioning concepts in section 3-2-2, 

(6 - 2) 

Replacing the mass fraction of other phases by the partitioned values, the go-

verning equation becomes: 

where, 

Kl = ()"PwH :llo + ()oPo + ()aPaH~o + PsPsH:o 

K2 = ()K:PwH~);;., + ()op);o + ()aPaH!);a 

Gi - "~i - L..Oa. 
a. 

(6 - 3) 

Even though the derivation of the governing equation is from the composite 

mUltiphase approach, the resulting equation is very similar to the solute 

transport equation for the one chemical case, which is : 

(6 - 4) 

Where k indicates the reaction rate. 

Even though there is a slight difference between the mass transfer equation 

and the solute transport equation, the solute transport equation can be used 
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as the basic structure of the governing equation. Excluding the source term, . 

the solute transport equation becomes same form as equation (5-14). Differ-

ential operator L(e) is defined as follow: 

(6 - 5) 

The independent variable, in this case concentration value C, is the summation 

of the nodal concentration value multiplied by the basis function of each node. 
nn 

That is C(t,x) = L Nix)~{t). Because the finite difference scheme will be 
j=1 

used for the time domain, the basis function Nj is only the function of x. If one 

\vants to also use the finite element method for the time domain, the basis 

function should be a function of time and space (e.g. l~(X,t»). 

To minimize the weighted residual over the whole spatial domain, let the 

integral of the weighted residual be zero. JR(x) x H~(x) = 0 for i = L.np, 

where residual R(x) = L( C) - 0 . 

The above equation is expressed as (R(x), Hj(x» = 0 

Integrating the above equation using Galcrkin method and the rule of the in-

tegration by parts, the finite clement analogue of solute transport equation is 

expressed as follow: 

I aCj ow. aNj [(lV,-N) + D( __ ', C-) 
I at J ax J ax 

aN· :JC 
+ V(W. C_J

) = DW_L-J (6 - 6) 
I' J ax 'ax 
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In each clement, there arc np sets of equations depending on the total nodal 
. 

number of the each element, because the given function is evaluated at each 

nod~ by using each nodal weighting function. If a linear basis function is used 

( that is when total nodal number of each element is two ), then the element 

matrix is 2 by 2. For quadratic basis function the clement matrix is 3 by 3 and 

if a hermitian basis function is used (this is the case when the first derivative 

of independent variable is also considered), the matrix is .. by 2. 

After computing the clement matrices with respect to the time derivative 

term (matrix ET), dispersive flux term (matrix ED), advective flux term (ma-

trix EV), the clement matrices are assembled for the whole clements. These 

matrices are derived in next sections. The attained simultaneous equations are 

solved at each time step. In a one dimensional case, the global matrix is tri-

diagonal form, so the Thomas algorithm is used. 

Along the time domain, the generalized Crank-Nicholson method is used to 

reduce the oscillation and smearing effect in the case of the convective trans-

port. To solve this problem, the upstream weighting technique is introduced 

to the hermitian basis function. 

Four finite clement methods have been used in this dissertation. They are 

different by the basis functions: linear, quadratic, hermitian, upstream 

weighted hermitian. 

6.2.1.1 FEJ\t with Linear Basis Function 

The linear basis functions for clement i and i-I are shown in Figure 7. 

Considering the Figure 7, from the linear interpolation, 
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So, 
X- Xi_I 

N;=---
d.X; 

(6 - 7) 

By using the concept of linear mapping, the original global coordinates are 

converted to the local coordinates. This transformation simplifies the compu-

tation procedure. The basis functions in the local domain are: 

I+~ 
N2=--

2 
(6 - 8) 

Here, node one in local domain corresponds to the inlet node in each element. 

So, in clement i, NI = Ni_ 1 

Evaluating the clement matrices by using the local basis functions: 

f[ NINI N2Nl] _ 6x [ 2 1 ] [En = N V N2N2 d"( =-6- 1 ') 
11 2 .... 

(6-9-1) 

tlN I dN2 

[EV] = f --NI --NI 
dX=+[ 

-I ] dx dx 
c1NI dN2 -1 
--N2 --N2 

dx cL'C 

(6 - 9 - 2) 

dNI dNI dN2 dNI 

[ED] = f dx dx 
dNI dN2 

dxdx I[ I 
dV dV dx= - -I 1 2 j 2 d.x 

(6 - 9 - 3) 

dx dx dx dx 

The clements of the matrices can be easily cnlluatcd by using the local coor-

dinatcs. 
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(6 - 10 - 1) 

J dN) J dN) d( dx 1 
-N)dx = ~ Nl~d~ = --

dx dt;, dx d:; 2 (6 - 10 - 2) 

J dNI dN) J dNl d~ dNI I 
----dx = d( = _ 

dx dx d~ dx d~ ilx· (6 - 10 - 3) 

After assembling all the clement matrices and using the generalizcu Crank-

Nicholson scheme for the tinie derivative, the global matrix becomes: 

[A]{C} = {j} 

where, 

[A] = ~(_I [£1] + e(V[EV] + D[£D])t+ l 
~ ill 

(6~11-1) 

(6-11-2) 

+ (;/ [E1] + (e - IXV[EVJ + D[ED])) [ ~~]n (6 - II - 3) 

e = weighting factor in generalized Crank-Nicholson scheme 

6.2.1.2 FEM with Quadratic Basis Function 

The derivation of the Galerkin form is very similar to the case of the linear 

basis function except for the clement matrices of the basis function. Thus, the 

same algorithm is applicable to the boundary conditions. But if the problem 
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is in two dimensional sp~lce, then the algorithm for the boundary condition is 

different'. The global matrix is a banded matrix with a maximum band of 5, 

so tridiagonal algorithm cannot be used. An asymmetric banded matrix solver 

is provided. To evaluate the integration of the basis function, the Lagrangian 

polynomial and the character of the Beta function are used. 

From Huyakorn and Pinder (1983), the Lagrangian basis function for node i 

is expressed as: 

where, 

X-XI 
L 2=---

xm+1 - Xl 

mLI-k+ I 
I/Ip = O( k ) 

p : the number of nodes on the right side 

q : the number of the nodes on the left side 

So, for the quadratic element, the Lagrangian basis functions are: 

-= 
dx L\x --= 

dx L\x 
dN3 4L2 - I 
-=---

dx L\x 

Figure II shows L), L2 and the quadratic basis function. 
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C(X,t) 

Element i 

I 

I~ --------------------------------L-l--------------~ 
x n+1 

""T 

Figure II: Quadratic basis function 

By the concept of the standard Beta function, 

J'La L~dx = .1xa!b! 
I - (a + b + I)! 

By using the above formula, the evaluation of the quadratic basis functions 

can be easily implemented. 

(6-15-1) 

(6-15-2) 
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[NINJ N2NJ N3
N

J] [ 4 2 

TJ [ET] = I N,N2 N2N2 N3N2 dx = ~~ 2 16 (6-16-1) 
N,N3 N2N3 N3N3 -1 2 

dN, dN2 dN, 
--N, --N, --N, dx dx d.x 

[EV] = I dN, dN2 dNI cir: -N2 --N2 --N2 dx dx dx 
dN, dN2 dNI --N3 --N3 --N3 dx dx d.x 

I [ -3 4 -1 

J =- -4 0 4 (6-16-2) 
6 1 -4 3 

dN, dN, dN2 dN, dN3 dN, 
dx dx cir: dx dx dx 

[ED] = I dN, dN2 dN2 dN2 dN3 dN2 dx d.x dx dx dx dx dx 
dN, dN3 dN2 dN3 dN3 dN3 
dx d.x dx dx dx dx 

=_1_[ !8 -8 I 

J 16 -8 (6-16-3) 3.1x 1 -8 7 

,".- 6.2.1.3 FEIVI with Hermitian Basis Function 

. The approximating function is given by: 

de. 
C= CNO.+ __ l N,. 

1 Ij dx J (6 - 17) 
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The basis function must be chosen to satisfy the continuity of itself ( Co conti-. 
nuity) and the derivative at each node ( C

1 
continuity). 

The finite element scheme is expressed by: 

dNO· . de. dN}. 
If J J V(C- + b(x - x-) 

J dx cL'( dx ' I 

2 .., 
d NOj dCj d-NIj 

- D(S ? + , b(x - x;) = 0 (6 - 18) 
dx~ dx cb... 2 

Owing to the property of the delta function b(x - xJ, the basis functions are 

evaluated at the Gaussian points. 

(6-19-1) 

[EV] = 
(6-19-2) 

[ED] =-
(6 - 19 - 3) 

Figure 12 shows the Hermitian basis functions in the local coordinate. 

(6 - 20 - I) 
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Figure J 2: Hermitian basis function 

(6 - 20 - 2) 

<iNn! 1 
= ~.; -I X 3'; + 3), <it _Wo.\ 

dNo-, 1 
----= ~,~ + IX3t - 3) 
(~ 2~x ~ -. (6-21-1) 

<iN 1 1 1 
-~ = -:-<c -I )(3'; + I). (~ 4 -. , 

dN 1 
_-.:..1.::....2 = -7-{~ + 1 X3'; _ I) 

dx 4 (6-21-2) 

2 
d N02 -I 

2 = ---=:;-< 6~ ) 
dx Llx- (6 - 22 - I) 

d 2V 
J 12 =~6c + 2) -, ., .\ ---.. -dx- _LlX (6 - 22 - 2) 

The Gaussian points are Xl = -0.57735 .\"2 = 0.57735. Therefore, 
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[ET] - [ 0.8849 
. - 0.1151 

f 
-I 

[EV] = ~-I 
.1x 

0.1314.1x 0.1151 -0.03522tlx ] 
0.03522.1x 0.8849 -0.1314.1x 

0.28867 
-0.28867 

.1x 
I 

.1x 

-0.28867 ] 
-0.28867 

[ED] = -I.., [-3.4641 -2.7321.1x 3.4641 "?0.7~21.1X] 
.1x<' 3.4641 0.7321.1x -3.4641 _.73_I.1x 

(6 - 23 - I) 

(6 - 23 - 2) 

(6 - 23 - 3) 

As shown above, Hermite basis FEM requires no integration of the basis 

functions. The assembling process is the same as the linear basis FEM except 

for the shape of the clement matrices, which is 4 by 2. Because of the two sets 

of continuity, resulting assembled global matrix requires two more equations 

to solve the system of the algebraic equations. 

If we denote the global matrix as [A] , 

and let [ET] = dt [ET], [EV] = V [EV], [ED] = D [ED], then 

A 1,1 = ET1,1 + e(EV1,1 + ED1,1) (6 - 24 - 1) 

(6 - 24 - 2) 

(6 - 24 - 3) 

(6 - 24 - 4) 

where ne is total clement number. 
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6.2.1.4 FEM with Modified Hermitian Basis Function 
. 

The Hermitian basis function can be modified by adding the llsymmetric 

upstream weighting term to the standard Hermitian basis function. Except for 

the basis functions, the entire procedure is exactly the same as the case of the 

FEM with Hermitian basis function. To evaluate the basis functions and their 

first, and second derivatives, the following equations are used . 

., 
NOI = 0.25(~ - 1 t(~ + 2) + FtO (6 - 25 - I) 

2 
N02 = -0.25(~ + I) (~ - 2) - Ft~) (6- 25 - 2) 

(6 - 26 - I) 

(6 - 26 - 2) 

The asymmetric weighting term F and G are subject to the following con-

straints : 

Ft~)=G(~)= dR.e) = dG(~) =0 for e=-I and 1(6-27-1) 
de; , d~ 

So, F and G are evaluated by the fourth order polynomials as follow: 

(6 - 27 - 2) 

The first derivatives are: 

(6 - 28 - I) 
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dNO) -I 2 
- = ~2 (e +IX3e - 3)- 16;.co~(e - I» dx .1x (6 - 28 - 2) 

(6 - 29 - I) 

dN l2 I 2 
--=-7{e+IX3~-I)-4ale(e -I) dx 4 (6 - 29 - 2) 

The sccond dcrivath"cs arc: 

(6 - 30 - 1) 

(6 - 30 - 2) 

(6-31- I) 

(6 - 31 - 2) 

When ao = a l = 0 , this case is same as the standard Hcrmite basis FEM. The 

dcgree of upstream weighting depends upon the magnitude of the factor a
o 

and 

6.2.1.5 Finite Difference Method 

To compare the solution of FEM, the generalized Crank-Nicholson method 

has bcen uscd for thc FDM scheme. The derivation of the algorithm is not 
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explained here, been use of its simplicity. The nlgorithm for the boundary 

conditions is explained below. Generally speaking, if Thomas algorithm can 

be used for the solution of the system of equations, then boundary conditions 

are usually handled by the modification of the coefficient of the tridiagonal 

term. Denotin~ the tridiagonal term as ai' bi> ci and the load vector as ~, the 

boundary conditions are incorporated as follows: 

(a) 1st type boundary 

(b) 2nd type boundnry 

This is the case when oC = C
L 

or C
R ax 

Using the concept of imaginary node ( node 0 or node np + I ), 

Therefore, 
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(6-41-1) 
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(c) 3rd type boundary 

This is the case when ~~ = kL(CI - Cd 

So, 

where, np = number of total nodal points. 

6.2.2 Two Dimc/lsiollal Upstrcam JVeightcd FEllI 

The formulation of the finite element scheme is explained as follows. Let 

the differential operator be L(c) = a"c + VV' C - !)V'2C . 
ot -

Applying finite clement scheme, JL(C)n~(xJl)dR = 0 
nn 

where C = L ~(t)l'0(X,y), 
j=l 

Wi = weighting function. 

(6 - 43) 

Using integration by parts and summing O\'cr thc whole discrctized domain, 

the equation (6-43) becomes: 
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I 

nelnn dC ~ 

II[(lVi , Nj ) d/ + V(lVb VNj)Cj + g(V1V
b 

VN)Cj e=!i=l 

(6 - 44) 

To handle the irregular geometry, coordinate transformation is performed by 

the concept of the linear mapping. Figure 6 showed the transformation of the 

global coordinate to the local one. The linear basis function is used along the 

x and y axis direction. The assembling procedure is the same as the one di-

mensional FEM except the element matrices. 

To test numerical oscillation in the case of the advcctive flux dominant 

system, the simple solute transport equation is solved in one and two dimen-

si(lns. The one dimensional result is same as the result by Pinder and Gray 

(1977). Problem domain and data are shown in Figure 13. The comparison 

has been made for several basis functions in one and two dimensions in Figure 

14. 
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One Dimension 

C = 1 ------------------------
Vn = 0 

x = 1 x = 0 

Two Dimension 

C = 1 
y = 1 

c = 1 
Vn = 0 

y = 0 ~ ____________ ~ 

Vn = 0 

Dispersive Coefficient 0 = 0.0001725 

Velocity V = 0.369 

Spatial Step Size dx = 0.025 dy 

Time Step Size dt·= 0.025 

Figure 13: Problem data in solute transport system 
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One and Two Dimensional Solute Transport 

time= 1 25 ep=0.5 wO=0.06 wI =0.02 D=0.0001725 V=0 . .36~ 

0.4 0.6 0.8 

X Direction 
C liNEAR (1,2 dim) + QUADRATIC <> f-IERMITE 

..'.. ',10D/FIED HERMITE '( ,]CN FDM 

Figure l-t: Comparison of several basis functions in one and two dimen
sion 
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6.3 MVL TIPHASE FLOW SYSTEM 

If capillary pressure is dominant, then the governing equations are: 

Using the above system of equati6ns, the multidimensional capability of the 

code has been tested by simulating the small one, t\\'o and three dimensional 

problems. Problem domain and data arc shown in Figure 15. Results of this 

multidimensional problem are shown in Figure 16. Figure 17 shows the pa-

ramctcr dependency in a large two dimcnsional problcm. 
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Problem Domain 

One Dimension TWo Dimensi.on Three Oimenslon 

y .. 4 

)( .. 0 l 
Boundary Conditions 

. vh, 
II..., == 2. -.- = 0 at :< ... 0 

an~h 
O ~." 

17,=0. I. -:--=Oatx =" 
un 

I nlt/ai Conditions 

hw 4 - )(' 

:-:0 hw - 0.3 

Physi.cal Parameters 

-
1'---+----

'I .. 0 
-------: .. 2 

lC .. 0 

en, 
h.., == 2. -.:-- == 0 at v =: I) 

on'
lt 

. 
I e." 
1,=0.01. -:--==Oatv,." 

c'n . 

hw 4 -'I 

hw - ').3 

z - 0 

Saturated conductivity of water phase ~sw .. 1.008 ~/day 

Ratio of viscosity between oil and water phase f':'l = 0.5 

Ratio of density between oil and water phase 1.2 

Figure 15: Data of multidimensional multiphasc now problem 
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One Dimension 

fZ_, 
Y/X 
0.00 

J.OO 
0.20 

0.0100 

2.00 :'.00 
0.20 0.77 

TWo Dimension 

TIME_ 0.0100 

fZ-, 
Y/X 0.00 2.00 
~.OO 0.77 0.77 
2.00 1).20 0.20 
0.00 ,) .20 0.20 

Three Dimenslon 

-1M(_ ·).0100 

fZ=! 
'f/X ').00 Z.OO 
~.OO ).77 1).77 
2.00 ) .20 'J.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 fZ .. 2 
'(IX J.OO 2.00 
~.OO J.77 0.77 
2.00 l.2O 0.20 0.00 ).20 0.20 

0.0541 

fZ-1 O.lon 

'1'/'1( 0.00 
0.00 0.20 

fZ", 
2.00 ~.oo Y/X ~.OO 2.00 ~.oo 
0.21 0.77 0.00 0.20 0.26 0.77 

TiME_ 0.0520 TIME .. 0.1061 
IZ_' 

IZ·' v/x 0.00 2.00 Y/X 0.00 2.00 4.00 0.77 0.77 4.00 0.77 0.77 2.00 0.21 0.21 2.00 O.ll O.ll 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.20 0.20 

~IME_ J.0559 r I ME- l.1065 
IZ.! 

IZ~' Y/X 0.00 2.00 ( IX ~.OO :.00 ~.OO 0.77 0.77 ~.OO fJ.77 J.77 2.00 0.27 ':l.27 2.00 J. ~O ;. ~O 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.00 rJ .20 0.20 IZ"2 
fZ=2 '(IX 'J.OO 2.00 ( /X ().OO 2.00 4.00 0.77 J.77 :'.00 ().77 1.77 2.00 0.27 .J. Z7 2.00 ').~O J. ~o 0.00 0.20 0.20 0.00 rJ.20 :J.20 

Figure 16: Result of mUltidimensional multiphase now problem 
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Figure 17: 

Source at Contaainac10n 

Sat:urauon JUCJrU10n of '!'CS- wtM;""Ky..---':-;.~ X;;;-;-O:-018!taW 
with 181: type •• 1::" 

Saturat10n "1qrat1o~ ot TC. wnen--ay • ., _ K •• _ KM • ., 
wlU1 181: type .~C. 

Parameter dependency of mUltiphasc now 
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I 6.4 COl\'IPOSITE !VIUL TIPHASE CONTAMINANT !VIIGRATION 

Contaminant migration is relati\<ely slower than the casc of oil recm<cry. 

Thus, the second approach(capillary dominant) is used. 

6.4.1 Composite lt1ultiplwse Flow 

Primal variables are pressure head and saturation, as presented in the fol-

lowing equations: 

(6 - 46) 

Problem domain and data are shown in Figure 18. The result of saturation 

migration is shown in Figure 19. 



, I i I I I 

1 1 ! ,ItV-HV-Y; 1 

! -!-- 110-11.,+1 I 
.. I ! -I---:" O~ 
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~I" . 
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~.~ 

.. 
IN 

~ IIv-Hw-y 

.... .. 
• 
J 

I 
I 

110·""-1 

I -

Physical Paraaatars 

saturated conductivity of water phase = 0.504 Ill/day 

Ratio of viscosity between oil and water phase· = 0.5 

Ratio of density between oil and water phase ~ 1.2 

Solubility of TeE into water phase = 1100 pp. 

Residual Saturation = 0.2 

capillary perssure and saturation relation 
n = 1. 98 I """ =: 5. 2 1 ", = 11. 0 I 'W 9 • 9 

Dispersive Coeff1cent 
Dw = 0'.5574 Do 0.2784 Da 1. 0034 

Numerical data 

Error criteria 0.1 m 

Time increasing factor 0.1 

Weighting factor of FOM =' 0.68 

Figure 18: Data of composite multiphase contaminant migration prob
lem 
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So.u-ce ot: concaaJ.uCion 

SaC.u-aClon ot TCZ pb&ee ac ti ... 1'.02 daye 
wlCl1 2nd Cype •• C. and xxe __ .,...aaw 

Sou.n:e ot Cane:..atuC101'1 

'-

l ____________ ~~~~~~~d-aY~·~----------~1 
K1qrac1011 or TCB saturaclon So - 0.2 
1I1Cl1 2nd type •• C. and ItXa_Kya_aaw 

Figure 19: Prot1Ie of saturation migration of TeE 
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6.4.2 Composite Aluitipllllse COlltamiJlant Tmllsport 

The equations for saturation and pressure head terms are the '\ame as in 

section 6.4.1. An additional primary variable is the mass fraction of species 0 

in the water phase. Arranging the governing equation with partitioning con

cept with respect to this primal variable, the contaminant transport equation 

is derived as follows: 

where, Hgw, Hgw, Hfw = partitioning coefficients. 

The transport of mass fraction is shown in Figure 20 for two cases; (l) first 

type boundary condition and large vertical fluid conductivity case; (2) second 

typc boundary condition and isotropic fluid conductivity casco 
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So~ of Con~c1on 

500 ppa 

r 
:1 
I~I----+-_-I ci ..... ~5.00 day. 

I 

I 
l 
l 
I 

Figure 20: 

Concencracion ot Diaaolv.4 fC. in Macer 
'HtA 1.C type •• C. and "y ..... .iI-~. axa" ... G.Ol-lta. 

ConcenCration ot DiaaolYed TeB 1n Water 
with ,jInd type I.C. and Xy. .... I(a .... n •• 

Mass fraction profile of TeE species in water phase 
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Chapter VII 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this study, traditional groundwater flow and contaminant transport 

equations have been rearranged to explain many different problems by the 

general comprehensive governing equation. 

The governing equations have been developed from averaged parameters 

which arc not derived from a microscopic physical relation, and in this study 

the groundwater system is very dependent on these average parameters. 

Therefore, sensitivity analysis, simplification and estimation of these parame-

ters are important. The parameters, .constitutive eq uations and partition con-

cepts of previous research have been addressed as broadly as possible, and 

some of the evaluation techniques have been improved. 

A multidimensional computer code was developed using the upstream 

weighted quadrilateral element. The numerical difficulties such as instability 

and nonlinearity which results in extreme computation time have been ovcr-

come by using upstream weighting, mass lumping, modified Picard iteration, 

variable time steps, decoupling and efficient coding using vector and parallel 

processing. 

Hypothetical contaminant migration was simulated in a saturated and un-

saturated system. The plots of these simulations arc shown in previous section. 
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The specifics of each output of this dissertation are summarized in the follow

ing section. 

7.1 UNSATURATED GROUND\"ATER FLO'" SYSTEM 

To verify the procedure and approach presented here, Huyakorn's (1986) 

results were simulated, as shown in Figure 10. The results of the simulation 

match Huyakorn's (1986) results very Well. The main difficulty of this simu

lation was the location of the unknown seepage height, which was determined 

using a moving first-type boundary condition. Cooley's scheme (1983) was 

used to find the location. 175 iterations were required to satisfy the error cri

teria of 0.0 I m. 

7.2 MASS TRANSFER SYSTEM 

The model was used to simulate a sharp advancing concentration fronfin 

one and two dimensions. As shown in Figure 14, the upstream \veighting 

technique reduced thc numerical oscillation of the sharp advancing front, but 

introduced the numerical dissipation. The solute transport model works well 

and is the basis of thc more advanced system such as composite mUltiphasc 

mass transfer. Whcn the composite contaminant migration was simulated, the 

time and spatial step size were first determined by the stability criteria of this 

system. 
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7.3 MVL TIPHASE FLO\V SYSTEM 

Symmetrical problems were simulated in one, two and three dimensions. 

The results were all ideiHicai. This provides verification of the multidimen-

sional aspects of the code. The verification of two dimensional multiphase 

contaminant transport was implemented in field scale. To observe the pa-

rameter dependency of the model, the fluid cond uctivity was changed for se-

veral cases. The increased fluid conductivity enhanced the mobility of the 

phases in roughly one-to-one rate. The derivative of this fluid conductivity acts 

like an advective flux and numerical oscillation becomes a problem when the 

derivative term is large, which causes convergence problems in the nonlinear 

iteration. 

The relative permeability depends on the saturation; therefore, if the 

changing ratio of saturation is large, the relative permeability also causes a 

convergence problem. Therefore, to insure rapid convergence, the residual sa-

turation must be restricted. A value of 0.2 was used in this simulation. 

The constant head pressure boundary acts as a forcing pressure from the 

boundary. As shown in Figure 17, the river boundary of the water phase 

slowed the downward migration of the oil phase, and the resulting saturation 

prolile of the oil phase is different from the conceptual model. If the second 

type boundary condition is used in contaminant migration, the result is iden-

tical to conceptual model. Figure 19 shows the above aspect. 

The assembled global matrix of three dimensional FEM is at least two or-

·f· clers of magnitude larger than two dimensional case; so efficient matrix storage 

scheme and matrix solver are imperative. Either asymmetric band matrix sol-
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ver or the methodology suggested by Pelka and Peters (1986) for vector proc

essing can be used for this huge matrix. The simulation domain r:an be 

reduced by a front tracking method. 

7.4 COMPOSITE MULTIPHASE CONTAMINANT MIGRATION 

As shown in Figure 20, the dissolved mass fraction of TeE species is large, 

which confirms empirical field observations that suggest transport of such 

compounds must be solved using a composite mUltiphase approach. Both the 

dissolved and immiscible TeE pose environmental problems. The movement 

of mass fraction depends on the magnitude of the dispersive coefficients. Be

cause the \-vater phase velocity is small compared to the velocity of the oil 

phase, the advective flux of mass fraction docs not cause stability problem. 

7.5 PARAMETER SENSITIVITY IN SIMULATION 

The techniques presented in this dissertation are very dependent upon the 

range of parameters used in the simulation. Since, many of the required pa

rameters have never been measured in an actual groundwater basin, it is dif

ficult to postulate the appropriate value and range of parameters. The pitfalls 

associated with certain parameters are discussed in this section. 
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7.5. t Fluid COlllluctil'ity 

Large values of fluid conductivity and relative permeability calIse greater 

numerical errort which results in more iterations, smaller time steps and spatial 

increments and more computation time. 

7.5.2 Slltllmtion 

The system of equations becomes singular at the region before the interface. 

To overcome this problem, hypothetical non-zero values of the saturation de

rivative and relative permeability arc required. In this research, saturation 

derivative ranging from 10-4 to 10-5 was required. 

7.5.3 Dellsity 

As in the conceptual model, heavy oil migrates downward. And if density 

is lighter than water phase, the oil phase is floating over the water phase. 

7.5.4 Illitial COllditiolls 

The system is especially sensitive to the initial conditions of pressure head, 

saturation and mass fraction. The rate of convergence is highly dependent 

upon the proper set of initial conditions. Because of the dependency of the 

saturation to capillary pressure head, thc constituti\"c equation between satu

ration and capillary head also effects the rate of convergence. 
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7.5.5 BOlllldary Conditiolls. 

Contrary to many existing hypothetical simulation results, fir<;t type boun-

dary conditions cannot be used to obtain results similar to conceptual model. 

For the field problems, it is appropriate to use the second type boundary con-

ditions if there is no first type boundary such as river near the source of con-

taminant. 

7.6 OPTIMIZATION OF CODE \VITH VECTOR AND PARALLEL 
PROCESSING 

Even though it was difficult"to throughly optimize the code for vector pro-

cessing because of the severe nonlinearity of the given problem and of the re-

cursive relations between processes, the vectorization gave excellent results. 

The computation time after vectorization was only one third of the time re-

quired for scalar processing. The following programming technique were used 

to facilitate vectorization. 

I. The dimerision of all arrays was defined in descending order. (A( np, 

ne, na ), where np > ne > na ) 

2. About 80% of the computation time was spent in the evaluation of the 

clement matrices. Therefore, the clement matrices were evaluated over 

the whole domain, not over the each clement, and assembled later. This 

facilitates \'ectorization, but increases the storage reqlliremcnts. 

3. In the case of mUltiple do-loops, the inner-most do-loop was for the 

largest array. 
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4. The recursive variables were evaluated outside of the do-loops by using 

red undan t varia bles. 

7.7 FUTURE RESEARCH 

This model is built upon the most current understanding of the multiphase, 

multicomponent transport process and uses the best available techniques. 

Nevertheless it should be considered as a development model which is useful 

to gain practical insight of ground contamination process, as opposed to a 

model for producing exact answers to specific problems. 

Further research is necessary to better define the mechanisms and parame-

ters for the following specific functions of the model:' 

1. Constitutive equations 

a. Fluid conductivity 

b. Relation between saturation and capillary pressure 

c. Dispersion coefficient 

d. Chemical and biofogical equations 
, 

2. Numerical method 

a. Front tracking procedure and moving boundary 

b. Adoptive mesh generation 

c. Boundary clement algorithm 

Verification of the model with field data using a system identification tech-

nique is also required. 
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Appendix A 

ALL SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 

C = concentration of a one species reaction 

Ci = concentration of i species over fluid phases 

i\1i 

C~ = concentration of i species in rJ. phase = UIX = PIXW~ 
IX 

VLlt 
C, = Courant Number = ~ 

!2~ = dispersive coefficient tensor of i species in rJ. phase 

!}~.ij = dispersive coefficient tensor in direction i, j 

d~.l = longitudinal dispersion coefficient of i species in rJ. phase = rJ.~/VIX 

d/,..r = transverse dispersion coefficient of i species in rJ. phase = rJ.~/VIX 

. fc = changing factor for time step size 

fw = fractional flow function in Buckley-Leverett problem 

foe = fraction of organic carbon 

if = gravity vector 

gw = water pumping(-sign) or recharging( +sign) rate 
Gi 

g~ = unit production rate of i species in 0: phase = t5 
G~ = production rate of i species in rJ. phase 

Izll = known pressure head at boundary 

hrx = pressure head of rJ. phase in equivalent water height 

Izprx = capillary pressure head between /3 and rJ. phase 

HIX = total pressure head of rJ. phase = Izrx + Prx y 
Pw 

III 

Prx. 
{J1.g 

A ______ --------------------



Hoc = partition coefficient of sorption based on organic carbon 

How = octanol water partition coefficient 

H~p = partition coefficient of i species between C'l and P phase 

id = index for direction ( I = x, 2 = y, 3 = z ) 
~ 

j = unit vector in y direction 

[J]ig = Jacobian matrix at ig Gaussian point 

kb = proportional coefficient in third-type boundary conditions 

km = coefficient of maximum rate of utilization in Monad equation 

Ks = half velocity coefficient in Monad equation 

k~ = reaction rate constant of i species in C'l phase 

15 = intrinsic permeability tensor 

kra. = relati\'e permeability of C'l phase 

_!Sa = fluid conductivity of C'l phase = kk P .... ,g 
;::: ra. f1a 

Ala = mass of C'l phase 

m~ = mass of i species in C( phase over unit volume 

Jovf~ = mass of i species in C( phase 

n = time step size 

ne! = total number of clements 

nel = dimension of the problem 

nn = total number of nodes in each clement 

nil = total number of phases excluding soil phase 

n = unit normal vector 

Nj = basis function at node j 

N~ iia = local basis function in ~ direction at i node and ig Gaussian point ,=" '0 
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NI},i,ig local basis function in 1'/ direction at i node and ig Gaussian point . 
N"i,ig = local basis function in ( direction at i node and ig Gaussian point 

Ni,ig = basis function at i node and ig Gaussian point = N~,i.igNI}.i.igN"i.ig 
Prx = pressure of Ci phase 

P~p = vapor pressure of trichloroethylene in air phase 

VLlx Pe = Peelet Number = ----n-
q = constant total flow in Buckley-Leverett problem 

Sf = substrate concentration in Monod equation 

. Urx Urx erx S = saturatIon of Ci phase = __ = _ = _ 
rx . Uy ¢'i.-s¢ 

S: = effective saturation of Ci phase = iX m, 
S.fCt - Sm, 

Sm, = residual saturation of Ci phase 

S~rJ. = saturated saturation of Ci phase 

SrxP = specific storativity of porous matrix and Ci phase by P pressure head 

S~ = solubility of i species in water phase 

U = schematic elementary volume 

Urx = volume of Ci phase 

Uy = void volume 

Vrx = velocity of Cl phase 

V~ microscopic velocity of i species in Cl phase 

V{) = local velocity in ~ direction at node 1 

VI}) = local velocity in 1'/ direction at node I 

V() = local velocity in ( direction at node I 

IV~ = mass fraction of i species in Ci phase 

l~ = weighting function at node i 
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r , ----.-.~-.. --===:~~~~~~~-
x = concentration of active bacteria in Monod equation 
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GREEK LETTERS 

a = index for phases (water, oil, air, solid) pressure head 

aow = constant in saturation equation between oil and water capillary head 

aao = constant in saturation equation between air and oil capillary head 

a~,l = longitudinal dispersivity of i species in a phase 

a~.{ = transverse dispcrsivity of i spccies in ,ct. phase 

a i = weighting factor in ~ direction 

Co(o = weighting factor in modified Hermitian Basis Function for node I 

a l = weighting factor in modified Hermitian Basis Function for node 2 

ap = compressibility of Co( phase by P pressurc head 

fii = weighting factor in Yf direction 

Yi = weighting factor in , direction 

G = weighting factor for time domain in generalized FDM 

ea = absolute convergence error 

G, = relative convergcncc error 

volumetric fraction of Co( phase Va. 
V 

fla. dynamic viscosity of a phase 

Pro. = ratio between viscosity of a phase and watcr phase 

Pa. = density of a phase 

Pro. = density ratio bctween Co( and water phase 

V ¢ = por9sity of porous media = tl 
Pa. 
Pw 

(Pp = compressibility of porous matrix by fi pressure head 
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Appendix B 

MACROSCOPIC VOLUME AVERAGING TECHNIQUE 

Considering the conservation rule of some unit property in the a phase 
E 

ect = ; ,the microscopic balance equation becomes as follows: 

ae~ ~e e 
~ = - Vee Vex) + G ex at IX 

ae:J. ~ ~e ~ e 
- = - vee V + e V ex - e V ) + G ex at r.L r.L IX IX IX 

(B - 1) 

(B - 2) 

We can change the above microscopic equation into the macroscopic one over 

the entire phase domain by applying the volume averaging technique, so the 

above equation becomes: 

Where bar indicates the averaged value. 

(l) = advective flux 

(2) = mechanical dispersive flux = - D/ve
ct "'" 

(3) = molecular diffusion = - !2mVeet. 

(4) = transfer bctwcen phases = h 

(5) = production rate 
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! .'. 

(2) + (3) = dispersive flux = - p~Ve<x 
. 

to dcriyc the go\'erning equation of composite mUltiphase flow, 

I. Replace the property e<x by the density of species i in phase CL p~ ; 
. Jlass~ 

2. Use the concept of mass fraction, lV~ = ~I 
J~ assa. 

~ krrx ~ 
3. Usc Darcy's law, Vex = pJs-~V Pex - Pa.g) ; 

~ fJa./lex 
4. Assemble all phases for species i. 
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Appendix C 

LIST OF PROGRAM 

I 18 

~'.)~,.:. , .'-;.. 

---------------------------======== 



//igpckim job 
j / exec fortclt,levcl = n,rc = 5m,rg = 9m,option = 'vcctor(report)', 
// parm.go = 'debug,noxunow' 
c* 1/ exec fortvcIg,parm.go = 'noxutlow',rg = 9m 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

CMGM 

Composite Multiphase Groundwater Model 

Oct. 1989 

Kim, loon Hyun 

Department of Civil Engineering 

Uni,'ersity of California, Los Angeles 

purpose 

traditional groundwater flow 
mUltiphase flow problem 
composite mUltiphase flo1.v 
contaminant migration 
irregular geometry 
complex boundary condition 
constitutive equations 
biological and chemical reactions 
parameter identification 
parameter simplification 
pre and post processor 
vector processing 

c method 
c 
c multidimensional bilinear finite clement method in space 
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" 

c generalized finite difference method in time 
c modified picard iteration for nonlinearity 
c clcment wise cvaulation of parameters 
c decoupling of system of equations 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

Structure 

c I. main: main program 
c 
c 2. input: input data (input,binput) 
c 
c 3. parametcr 
c 
c a. partit : partition coefficients 
c 

c b. disper : dispersive coefficients 
c 
c c. densit : density of each phase 
c 
c d. porsit : porosity of spatial domain 
c 

c e. dsat : saturation and relative permeability 
c 
c f. veloc : velocity of each phase 
c 

c g. coeff : coefficient of mass transport eq'n 
c 
c h. sourit : point spurce or sink 
c 

c 4. fern: finite clement scheme (femh,femc) 
c 

c a. asem : assembling clement matrices (asemh,ascmc) 
c 
c b. clemen: evaluation of clement matrices 
c 

c c. basis: basis functions (basis l,basis2,basis3) 
c 

c d. weigh: weighting functions (weigh l,weigh2,weigh3) 
c 

c e. boun : boundary conditions 
c (bound I,bounc} ,boun 12,boun22,boun32) 
c 

c f. solve: asymmetric band matrix sol\'cr 
c 

c 5. output: print out result (outP,output) 
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, 

c 
c 
c 

C Input and Output Files 
c 
c 
c l. CMGM.DAT: input data file 
c 

c 2. CMGM.OUT : output file for head and saturation 
c 
C 3. CMGM.DEB : debug file 
c 
c 4. CMG M.PLl : plot file for water saturation 
c 

c 5. CMGM.PL2 : plot file for oil saturation 
c 
c 6. CMGM.PL3 : plot file for mass fraction 
c 

c 7. CMGM.PL4 : plot file for concentration 
c 
c 
C 

c 
c 
c ... this is the main program ... 
c 

implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 

c 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

c 
dimension h(npm,nam),oldh(npm,nam),ijk(npm,nnm) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

dimension 
&agh(npm,45,nsm,nam),fh(npm,nsm,nam), 
&agc(npm,45),fc(npm) 

dimension x(npm),y(npm),z(npm) 

dimension 
. &bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),Wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dWdn(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dji(npm,nam,nam,nnm),dct(npm,nnm) 

dimension gp(ndm,nnm),cn(ndm,nnm) 

dimension 
&sat(npm,nam),oIdsat(npm,nam),dsh(npm,nam,nam), 
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c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

&rk(npm,nam,ndm,ndm) 
,dimension rn(npm) 
dimension wm(n pm,nsm,4),oId\\rm(npm,nsm,..t),c(npm),oIdc(npm) 
dimension rho(npm,4),rhor(nam) 
dimension source(npm,nsm,nam) 

common /iset/ nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /sctl/ tmax,timc,dt,cp,axi,acta,rgr,ptimc,dptimc, 

S pltimc,Lipltim,erc,wold,wnc\\! 
comm.on /space/ x,y,z 
common /basj bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,det,wdn,dwdn 
common jpointsj gp,cn 

common jdensj rho,rhor 
common jpart/ wm,oIdwm 
common jpart2/ c,oldc 
common /poro/ rn 
common jsour/ source 

call input(oldh,btime) 
call porsit 
call densit 
call dispcr 
call s()urit 

c ... initialize pressure head ... 
c 

do 10 ia = l,namp 
do 10 ip= I,npmax 

h(ip,ia) =oIdh(ip,ia) 
10 continue 
c 

do 15 ip = l,npmax 
oldc(ip) =O.dO 
c(ip) =O.dO 

15 continue 
c 

do 17 is= l,nsmp 
do 17 ia = l,namp 
do 17 ip= l,npmax 

oldwm(ip,is,ia) = O.dO 
wm(ip,is,ia) = O.dO 

17 continue 
c 
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c ... c,"aluatc the basis function bcfore time advanced ... 
c. 

c 

if(ndmp.eq.1) call basis1 
if(ndmp.eq.2) call basis2 
if(ndmp.cq.3) call basis3 

I time = time + dt 
c 
c ... dcbug .. 
c 

if(time.le.dt) then 
write(3,*) 
write(3, *) 'basis function' 

write(3, 1000) ((bn(in,jn),jn = I ,nnmp),in = l,nnmp) 
1000 form a t(-J(,!..fe I 5.5» 

write(3, *) 
write(3,*) 'derivative of basis function' 
do 20 ie = 1,2 
do 20 id = I ;ndmp 

write(3,*) 'ic,id = ',ic,id 

writc(3,1000) ((dnr(ie,id,in,jn),jn = I ,nnmp),in = I,nnmp) 
20 con tinllc 

endif 
c 

c 
if(time.gttmax) goto 2 

c ... change of boundary conditions ... 
c 

c 
if(time.ge.btime) cail biriput(btimc) 

c ... finite clement scheme ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

call fcmh(h,oldh,sat,oldsat) 

call fcmc(h,oldh;sat,oldsat) 

c ... print out head and saturation at each printing step ... 
c 

c 

if(time.gc.ptime) then 
ptimc = ptime + uptime 
call output(h,sat) 

endif 

c ... reset primal variables '" 
c 

do ..f0 ia = I,namp 



. 
40 
c 

do 40 ip = I,npmax 
'oldh(ip,ia) = h(ip,ia) 
continue ' 

do 45 ip = I,npmax 
oIdc(ip) =c(ip) 

45 continue 
c 

do 50 is = I,nsmp 
do 50 ia = I,namp 
do 50 ip = I,npmax 

oldwm(ip,is,ia) = wm(ip,is,ia) 
50 continue 
c 

c 
c 

go to I 

2 stop 
end 
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c 
c . 
c 

c 
c 

subroutine input(hi,btime) 

c ... this subroutine inputs and prints out data ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit reaPS (a-h,o-z) 

parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension hi(n pm,nam),x(n pm),y(n p m),z(npm),gC(3),ijk(npm,nnm) 

dimension 

&nbe I (nam),nbc2(nam),nbc3(nam),noeb I (npm,nam),noeb3(npm,nam), 
&nocb~(npm,nam,nnm),hbe I (npm,nam),hbe3(npm,nam), 
&hbc2(npm,nam,nnm),xkbc3(npm,nam) 

dimension gp(ndm,nnm),cn(ndm,nnm) 

d imcnsion' px( 41,41 ),py( 41,41) 

dimension rn(npm),rn 1 (npm,nam) 

charactcr*80 gtitlc,potitl, 

c 
&title,ctitll ,clitll ,htitl,ttitle,btitle,b I titl,b2titl,b3titl 

c 

c 

c 
c 

common /iset/ nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /set I / tmax,time,d t,ep,axi,aeta ,rgr ,ptime,d ptime, 

S pltime,dpltim,erc,wold,wnew 
common /spacc/ x,y,z 
common /pointsl gp,cn 
common /axis/ px,py 

common lib/ indb I ,indb2,indb3 
common /ibl/ nbcl,nocbl 
common Ibl! pcnalt,hbcl 
common /ib2/ nbc2,nocb2 
com mon /b2/ h bc2 
common lib3/ nbc3,noeb3 
common /b3/ hbc3,xkbc3 

common /poro/ rn 



c 

c 

c 

wold =0.5dO 
\\'ncw = 0.5dO 
[Ixi = 0.6 
acta =0.6 

rcad(l ,1000) title 
write(2, II 00) title 
writc(3, II 00) title 
wri tc(7, II 00) ti tic 

rcad(I, *) ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp,nclmax,npmax 
write(2,1200) ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp,nelmax,npmax 
write(3,1200) ndm p,nsm p,nam p,nnm p,neimax,n pmax 
writC(7, I 200) ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp,nclmax,npmax 

rcad(l,1000) ttitlc 

rcad(l, *) fmax,timc,dt,cp,ptimc,dptimC,Pltimc,dpltim, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,npz,rgr 
wriie(3, 1900) tmax,time,dt,ep,ptimc,dptimc,pltimc,dpltim, 

S axi,acta,ipx,ipy,npx,npy,npz 

c31 npp = npmax-I 
npp = npmax-I 

c 

c ... coordinates of gaussian and corner points ... 
c 

rcad(l,1000) gtitle 
write(3,1100) gtitle 

c 

read(l, *) ((gp(id,in),in = I ,nnmp),id = 1,ndmp) 
write(3,2100) ((gp(id,in),in = 1 ,nnmp ),id = I ,ndmp) 
read(I,*) ((cn(id,in),in = 1 ,nnmp),id = 1,ndmp) 
writc(3,2100) ((cn(id,in),in = I ,nnmp),id = l,ndmp) 

c ... global coordinates of the nodcs '" 
c 

npz= I 
ip=O 
rcad(I,1000) ctitlI 
writc(3,1100) ctitlI 
rcad( I, *) index,fx,fy,fz 

c \vrite(3, *) indcx,[x,fy,fz 
if(index.gt.O) thcn 

do 20 iz= I,npz 
do 20 ix= I,npx 
do 20 iy= I,npy 

ip =ip+ 1 
x(ip) = fx*(ix-l) 
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y(ip) = fy*(iy-l) 
20 z{ip)=fz*(iz-l) 

else 
do 25 ip = l,npmax 
rcad(l, *) ith,(gc(i),i = 1 ,ndmp) 
x(ip) =gc(l)*fx 
y(ip) = gc(2)*fy 

25 z(iP)=gc(3)*fz 
end if 

write(3,1300) (ip,x(ip),y(ip)~z(iP),ip = ! ,npmax) 
c 

c ... set coordintes of the axis for print out ... 
c 

k=O 
do 30 i = ! ,npx 

do 30 j = l,npy 
k=k+! 
px(i,j) = x(k) 

30 py(i,j) = y(k) 
c 

c ... clement connectivity of each clement ... 
c 

c 

read(l,1000) etitll 
write(3,!100) etitl! 
read(l, *) (j,(ijk(ie,i),i = I ,nnmp),ie = l,nelmax) 
write(3, 1400) (ip,(ijk(ie,i),i = ! ,nnmp),ie = l,nelmax) 

c ... find the half band width of the global matrix 
c from the element connectivities .. , 
c 

ihalt1) = 0. 
do 40 nel = l,nelmax 

do 50 i= I,nnmp 
ijki = ijk(neI,i) 

do 50 j = l,nnmp 
ijkj = ijk(nel,j) 
ijkij = ijkj-ijki 
if(ijkij.gt.ihalfb) ihalfb = ijkij 

50 continue 
40 continue 

iband = ihalfb*2 + 1 
writc(3,*) 

c 
write(3,*) 'ihalfb,iband = ',ihalfb,iband 

c ... pressure head of each phase ... 
c 

heafnc = O.dO 
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rcad(l,IOOO) htitl 
writc(3,1100) htitl 
rcad(1, *) indexc,fpw,fpo 

if(indexc.gt.O) then . 
do 60 ip = I,npmax 

hi(ip,l) =fpw 
60 hi(ip,2) = fpo 

else 

read(1, *) (ii,hi(ip, I ),hi(ip,2),ip = I,npmax) 
do 70 ip = I,npmax 

hi(ip,l) = fpw*hi(ip,l) 
c writc(6,*) hi(ip,l) 
70 hi(ip,2) = fpo*(hi(ip,2) + heafac) 

c 

c 

cndif 

writc(3,*) 'initial watcr pressurc head' 
call outp(hi,l ,3) 
writc(3,*) 'initial oil pressure head' 
call outp(hi,2,3) 

c ... porosity of geologic domain ... 
c 

rcad(I,1000) potitI 
c write(3, II 00) potitl 

read( I, *) indexn,facn 
if(indexn.gt.O) thcn 

do 72 ip = I,npmax 
m(ip) = facn 

72 continue 
else 

read(1,*) (ii,m(ip),ip= l,npmax) 
do 74 ip = l,npmax 

mOp) = facn*rn(ip) 
74 continue 

cndif 
c 

writc(3, *) 'porosity of domain' 
do 76 ip = l,npmax 

rnl(ip,I)=m(ip) 
76 continue 

call outp(rnl,I,3) 
c 
c ... boundary conditions ... 
c 

rcad(l, I 000) btitlc 
writc(3, I 100) btitlc 
read(I, *) indb I ,indb2,indb3,btime 
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c , 
write(32000) indb I ,indb2,indb3,btimc 

c ... I st type boundary conditions '" 
c 

if(indbl.eq.l) then 
do 80 iwo = 1,2 
read(I,IOOO) bltitl 
write(3,1100) bltitl 
read(I, *) nbc I (iwo),pcnaIt 
write(3, *) 'nbc I ,penalt = ',nbc I (iwo),pcnalt 
nb=nbel(iwo) 

rcad( I, *) (noeb I (ip,iwo),hbe I (ip,iwo),ip = I,nb) 
write(3, 1650) (nocb I (ip,iwo),hbe I (ip,iwo),ip = l,nb) 

80 continue 
endif 

c 
c ... 2nd type boundary conditions ... 
c 

if(ind b2.cq. I) then 
do 90 iwo= 1,2 
rcad( I, 1000) b2titl 
write(3, II 00) b2titl 
rcad(l,*) nbc2(iwo) 
nb = nbc2(iwo) 
write(3,*) 'nbc2=',nb 
read(1 ,*) ((nocb2(ip,iwo,ib), 

S hbc2(ip,iwo,ib),ib = I ,nnmp/2),ip = l,nb) 
writc(3, 1800) ((noeb2(ip,iwo,ib), 

S hbc2(ip,iwo,ib),ib = I ,nnmp/2),ip = I,nb) 
90 continue 

cndif 
c 

c ... 3rd type boundary conditions '" 
c 

if(indb3.eq.l) then 
do 100 k = 1,2 
read (I ,1000) b3titI 
write(3, II 00) b3titl 
read( 1,*) n be3(k) 
nb = nbe3(k) 
writc(3,*) 'nbc3 = ',nb 

& 

read(l,*) (noeb3(ip,k),xkbe3(ip,k),hbe3(ip,k),ip = l,nb) 
write(3, 1600) (nocb3(ip,iwo),xkbe3(ip,iwo ),hbe3(ip,iwo ),ip = I ,n b) 

100 continue 
end if 

c 
1000 format(a80) 
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1100 format(jaSO/) 

1200 format(jt2,'ndmp = ',i2,tIO,'nsmp = ',i2,tI 8,'namp = ',i2, 
. & t26,'nnmp = ',i2,t34,'nclmax = ',i5,t50,'npmax = ',is) 

1300 format(i5,3flS.5) , 
1400 format(5i5) 
1600 format(j3(iS,2t7A,3x» 
16S0 format(jS(iS,t7.4,2x» 
1800 format(j6(iS,t7.4» 
1900 format(jt2,'tmax = ',ft OA,t20,'time = ',ft 0.4,t40,'dt = ',fl OA, 

+ /t2,'cp = ',f1 OA,t20,'ptimc = ',fl OA,t40,'dptimc = ',f! OA 
+ /t2,'pltimc = ',fIOA,t20,'dpltim = ',no.4 
+ /t2,'axi = ',flOA,t20,'aeta = ',fIOA 
+ /t2,'ipx = ',is,tIS,'ipy = ',i5,t30,'npx = ',i5,t40,'npy = ',is, 
& t50,'npz = ',i5) 

2000 format(jt2,'indbl = ',is,tlS,'indb2 = ',is,t30,'indb3 = ',i5, 
& t4S,'btimc = ',f10AI) 

2100 format(jt2,4fIO.6) 
e 
c 

return 
end 
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c 
c. 
c 

c 
c 

su brou tine bin pu t(btimc) 

c... this subroutine input changed boundary conditions ... 
c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit rcaP8 (a-h,o-z) 

parameter (nllm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 

&nbe I (nam),n bc2(nam),n bc3(nam),noeb I (npm,nam),nocb3(npm,nam), 
&nocb2(npm,nam,nnm),hbe I (npm,nam),hbc3(npm,nam), 
&hbe2(npm,nam,nnm),xkbc3(npm,nam) 

charactcr*80 btitIe,bl titI,b2titI,b3titl 

common /sctl/ tmax,timc,dt,cp,axi,acta,rgr,ptimc,dptimc, 

c 
S pItimc,dpltim,crc,wold,wncw 

c 

c 

common /ib/ indbl ,indb2,indb3 
common libl/ nbcl,nocbl 
common /bl/ penaIt,hbc 1 
common /ib2/ nbe2,nocb2 
common /b2/ hbe2 
common /ib3/ nbe3,nocb3 
common /b3/ hbc3,xkbc3 

rcad(I,100) btitlc 
rcad( l, *) indb I ,indb2,indb3,btime,dt 
writc(3,150) btitlc 
\vrite(3,1000) indbl ,indb2,indb3 

if(indbI.nc.l) goto 250 
do 240 iwo = l,2 
read(J, I 00) b ltitl 
rcad(l, *) nbc I (iwo),pcnalt 
nb = nbc I (iwo) 

read(J, *) (nocb I (ip,iwo),h bc I (ip,iwo),ip = I,nb) 
writc(3, I (0) b I titl 
writc(3, *) 'nbc I ,pcnalt = ',n be I (iwo ),pcnalt 
writc(3,650) (nocb I (ip,iwo ),h bc I (ip,iwo ),ip = I ,n b) 

240 continue 
c 
250 if(indb2.nc.l) goto 270 

do 260 iwo = 1,2 
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rC3d( I, I 00) b:2titl 
rcad(I,*) nbcl(iwo) 
nb = nbc2(iwo) 
rcad(J, *) ((nocb2(ip,hm,ib),ib = I ,nnmj2), 

& (hbcl(ip,iwo,ib),ib":" 1 ,nnm/2),ip = I,nb) 
writc(3,100) b2titl 
writc(3,*) 'nbe2 = ',nb 
writc(3,800) ((nocb2(ip,iwo,ib),ib = I ,nnm/2), 

& (hbcl(ip,iwo,ib),ib = 1 ,nnm/2),ip = l,nb) 
260 continue 
c 
270 if(indb3.ne.l) go to 290 

do 280 k= 1,2 
read(I, I 00) b3titl 
rcad(I, *) nbc3(k) 
nb = nbc3(k) 

read(I,*) (nocb3(ip,k),xkbc3(ip,k),hbc3(ip,k),ip = I,nb) 
writc(3, 100) b3titl 
write(3,*) 'nbc3 = ',nb 

write(3,600) (nocb3(ip,iwo),xkbc3(ip,iwo),hbc3(ip,iwo),ip = I,nb) 
280 continue 
c 
100 forma t(aSO) 
150 format(jaSO/) 

c 

600 format(/5(i5,2c 10.3» 
650 format(j5(i5,e 15.5» 
800 format(j4(2i5,2c 10.3» 

1000 format(jtlO,'indbl = ',i5,t30,'indb2 = ',i5,t50,'indb3 = ',i5/) 

290 return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
su brou tine partit(sa t) 

c ... this subroutine computes the instant equilibrium relations between 
c cycry spicies of the four phases ... 
c 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

c 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

c 

dimension wm(npm,nSm,4),old\\'m(npm,nSm,4),ijk(npm,nnm),rhor(nam) 
dimension sat(n pm,nam),c(npm),oldc(npm),rn(npm),rho(npm,4) 

c 

c 
c 

c 

common /iset/ nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalflJ,iband,imax, 
S ipx~ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /setl/ tmax,timc,dt,cp,axi,aeta,rgr,ptime,dptime, 
S' pltimc,dpltim,erc,wold,wnew 
common /partl wm,oIdwm 
common Ipart21 c,oldc 
common /poml rn 
common Idcns/ rho,rhor 

sro =0.30 
hwoo = 1.10 12e-3 

naml =namp+ I 

do 10 ip = I,npmax 
wmCip,I,I) = l.dO 
wmCip,2,2) = I.dO 
oldwm(ip,l, I) = l.dO 
oldwm(ip,2,2) = l.dO 
if(sat(ip,2).gt.sro) then 
wmCip,2, I) = wm(ip,2,2)*hwoo 
wm(ip, I, I) = l.dO-wmOp,2, I) 
0IdwmCip,2,I) =wm(ip,2,1) 
oldwmCip, I, I) = wmOp,l, I) 
c(ip) = wmOp,2, I) 

cl cOp) = wm(ip,2,1 )*rn(ip )*rhoCip, I)*sat(ip, I) 
endif 

c 
c wm(ip,2,3) = wm(ip,2, I )*hgwo 
c wm(ip,2,3) = O.dO 
c rkd = foc*dcxp(-O.56*dlog(wm(ip,2, I» + 3.64) 
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i 
h 

c wm(ip,2,4) = wm(ip,2, I )*rkd 
cw \\'ritc(3,IOO) "'m(ip,l, I ),wm(ip.2, l),wm(ip,1 ,2),wm(ip,2,2), 
cw S wm(ip,3,2),wm(ip,4,2) 
10 continue 
c 
c 
c .. debug :' 
c ' 

if(time.lc.dt) then 
writC(3,*) 
write(3, *) 'mass fraction' 
do 30 ip = 1,3 

writc(3,*) 'ip = I,ip 
writc(3,1000) ((wm(ip,is,ia),ia = I ,nam I ),is = l,nsmp) 

1000 format(Sf8.5) 
30 continue 

c 
endif 

return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine disper 

c ... this subroutine computes the hydrodynamic dispersion coeft1cient 
c of every speicies in three phascs. '" 
c 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

c 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

c 
dimension ijk(npm,nnm),rd(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,nJm) 

common jisetj nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihaIn),iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /sctlj tmax,time,Jt,ep,axi,acta,rgr,ptime,dptimc, 

S pltime,d pltim ,erc, wold, wnc\\! 
c 

common jdisp/ rd 
c 

rtl fac = 1.00dO 
c 

do IO is = I,nsmp 
do 10 ia = I,namp 

do 10 id = I,ndmp 
do to jd = I,ndmp 

do 10 ip = I,npmax 
rd(ip,is,ia,id,jd) = O.dO 

10 continue 
c 

do 20 id = I,ndmp 
do 20 is = I,nsmp 
do 20 ip = I,npmax 

rd(ip,is, I ,id,id) = 0.5574*rdfac 
rd(ip,is,2,id,id) = 0.27S7*rdfac 
rd(ip,is,3,id,id) = 1.0034*rdfac 

20 continue 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 

c 

write(3,*) 

write(3,*) 'dispersion coefficients of water, oil, gas phase' 
writc(3,*) 'rdfac = ',rdfac 
writc(3, I 000) rd(l, J ,J ,I, I ),rd(I ,2,2, I, I ),nl(l ,2,3, I , I) 
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, 

J 000 format(j3e 15.5) 
c 

return 
cnd 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine densit 

c ... this subroutine computes the densities of four phases from 
c the thermodynamic relations. 
c density is depending on pressure, compressibility and 
c temperature .... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = I 12) 

dimension ijk(npm;nnm),rho(npm,4),rhor(nam),h(npm,nam) 
dimension drh(npm,4,nam) 

common lisetl nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihaltb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /set 1/ tmax,time,d t,ep,axi,acta,rgr,ptime,dptime, 

S pltime,dpltim,erc,wold,wncw 
c 

common"/densl rho,rhor 
c I common jdensj rho,rhor,drh 
c 

do IO ia = I,namp 
rhor(ia) = O.dO 

do IO ip = l,npmax 
rho(ip,ia) = O.dO 

do 10 ja = I,namo 
drh(ip,ia,ja) = O.dO 

IO continue 
c 

rhor(l) = I.dO 
rhor(2) = I.2dO 

c 
c3I rhor(2) = I.2dO 
c4 rhor(2) = I.dO 
c 

do 20 ip = I,npmax 
rho(ip, I) = 1000.dO 
rhoOp,2) = 1200.dO 
rhoOp,3) = 1.205dO 
rho(ip,4) = 1100.dO 

20 continue 
c 
c 
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c ... debug ... 
c 

c 
c 

. if(time.le.dt) then 
writC(3, *) 
write(3, *) 'density of water phase' 
call outp(rho,l ,3) 
write(3, *) 'density of oil phase' 
call outp(rho,2,3) 
write(3, *) 'density of air phase' 
call outp(rho,3,3) 
cndif 

return 
end 
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c 
c . 
c 

subroutine porsit 
c 
c ... this subroutine computes the porosity variation 
c by pressure head .. , 
c 

implicit reul*8 (a-h,o-z) 

c 
parameter (num = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = ..J,npm = 112) 

dimension rn(npm),rn I (npm,nam),ijk(npm,nnm) 
dimension dnh(npm,nam) 

common /isetj nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /set 1/ tmax,time,dt,cp,axi,actu,rgr,ptimc,dptimc, 

S pltime,dpltim,erc,wold.,wnew 
common /poro/ rn 

c common /poro/ rn,dnh 
c 

do 5 ia = I,namp 
do 5 ip = I,npmax 

dnh(ip,ia) = D.dD 
5 continue 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 

if(time.eq.-l) then 
write(3, *) 'porosity of domain' 
do 76 ip = I,npmax 

rnI(ip,I)=rn(ip) 
7(:1 continue 

c 

call outp(rnl,I,3) 
endif 

return 
end 
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... 

I 

c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine dS3t(h,0Idh,sat,0Idsat,sh,rk) 

c .. this subroutine compute the saturations and saturation derivatives 
c of 3 phases from the capillary head 
c relative permeability is computed from the saturation values ... 
c 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

c 
parameter (ndm =2,nsm =2,nam =3,nnm =4,npm = II::!) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

dimension 
&h(npm,nam),oldh(npm,nam), 
&how(npm),hao(npm),haw(npm),hocr(npm),satt(npm), 
&x(npm),y(npm),z(npm),ijk(npm,nnm),rkr(npm,nam) 

dimension 
&sat(npm,nam),oldsat(Ii.pm,nam),sh(npm,nam,nam), 
&rk(npm,nam,ndm,ndm) 
dimension rn(npm),dnh(npm,nam) 

common /isct! ncImax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /setl/ tmax,time,dt,cp,axi,aeta,rgr,ptime,dptime, 

S pltime,dpltim,crc,wold,wnew 
common /space/ x,y,z 

common /poro/ rn 

c ... initialize saturation derivatives \vrt capillary head ... 
c 

do 5 ia = l,namp 
do 5 ja = I,namp 

do 5 ip= I,npm 
5 sh(ip,ia,ja) = O.dO 
c 
coo. initialize fluid conductivity ... 
c 

do 6 ia = l,namp 
do 6 id = l,ndmp 

do 6 jd = I,ndmp 
do 6 ip=l,npm 

6 rk(ip,ia,id,jd) =O.dO 
c 
c 
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c 
c 

c ... required coefficients ... 
c 
c \\"rite(3, *) 
c writc(3, *) 'water pressure' 
c calloutp(h,I,3) 
c write(3,*) 
c write(3, *) 'oil pressufQ' 
c call outp(h,2,3) 
c 

Jthfac = 1 c-5 
atm =O.dO 
rksw=0.5 
rmuo=0.5 
alaw = 5.2dO 
alao = Il.dO 
alow=9.9dO 
xn = 1.8* 1.1 
beow = alow/aIaw 
beao = alao/alaw 
xm = l.dO-I.dO/xn 
s5\\.'=0.80 
sl'w=0.20 
sso =0.80 
sro =0.20 
ssa =0.60. 
sra =0.00 
sst = 1.00 
srt = OAO 

c ****** saturation and fluid conductivity ***** 
c 

do 15 i= I,npmax 
how(i) = hO,2)- h(i, I) 
hao(i) = atm-h(i,2) 
haw(i) = a tm-h(i, I) 
hocr(i) = bcow/(beow + bcao)*h(i, I) 

c 
c ... in the case of two phase saturation ... 
c 

c 

if(h(i,2).Ic.hocr(i» go to 20 
goto 30 

20 if(haw(i).le.O.dO) then 
sat(i,I) =ssw 

else 

sat(i, I) = (ssw-srw)*(l. + (alaw*haw(i»**xn)**(-xm) + SfW 
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cndif 
sat(i,2) =sro 

'sattO) =s<1tO,I) +satO,2) 
se = (sa to, 1 )-srw)/(I-srw) 
shO,I,I) = (xn-I.)*sc**(I/xm)*(I.-(se)**( I/xm»**xm* 

S alaw*(ssw-srw)*rnO) 
shO, I ,2) = -dthfac 
sh(i,2, I) = dthfac 
shO,2,2) = -dthfac 
oxm = I./xm 
dse = ((l-se**oxm»**xm 
rkr(i, I) = dsqrt(se)*((l-dsc»* *2 
rkr(i,2) = dthfac 

croy rkr(i,l) = (sat(i,I»**2 
croy rkrO,2) = l-rkr(i, I) 

gata 40 
c 
c three phase saturation 
c 
30 if(hao(i).Ie.O.dO) then 

sa t to) = sst 
else 

satt(i) = (s5t-srt)*( l. + (alao*hao(i»* *xn)* *(-xm) + srt 
endif 

c writc(3,*) haoO),hO\v(i) 
if(how(i).lc.O.dO) then 

sat(i,I) =ssw 
else 

sat(i, I) = (ssw-srw)*(1. + (alow*how(i»**xn)**(-xm) + srw 
endif 
sat(i,2) =satt(i)-sat(i,I) 
if(sat(i,2).It.sro) sat(i,2) =sro 
se = (sat(i,I)-srw)/(I .dO-srw) 
sh(i, I, I) = (xn-l.)*sc**(1 /xm)*(1 .-(se)* *(1 /xm»**xm * 

S alow*(ssw-srw)*rn(i) 
shO,1 ,2) = -shO, 1,1) 
oxm = I./xm 
dsc = (( I-sc**oxm»**xm 
rkr(i, I) = dsqrt(sc)*(( l-dse»**2 

croy rkrO,I) =(S<1tO,I»**2 
set = (sattO)-srt)/(I .dO-srt) 
shO,2,2) = (xn-I.)*set* *(l/xm)*(I .-(set)* *(1 /xm»* *xm * 

S alao*(sst-srt)* rn(i) + shO, I, I) 
shO,2, I) = shO, 1,2) 
dset = dabs(sct-se) 
dsett = ((I-set**oxm»**xm 
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rkr(i.2) = dsq rt(dset)*(( dsc-dsctt»* *2 
cmy rkr(i,2) = l-rkr(i,I) 
c 

40 sat(i,3) = l.dO-sat(i, I )-sat(i,2) 
c 

c fluid conductivity at saturation and viscosity of oil/water 
c 
c4 rk(i,I,I,I)=rkr(i,I)*rksw 
c4 rk(i,2, I, I) = rkr(i,2)* rksw 
c 
c31 rk(i, I, I, I) = rkr(i, I) * rksw* 2.00 
c3 I rk(i,2, 1,1) = rkr(i,2)*rksw/rmuo*2.00 
c 
c32 rk(i, I ,2,2) = rkr(i,1 )*rksw*2.00 
c32 rk(i,2,2,2) = rkr(i,2)*rksw/rmuo*2.00 
c 
c2 rk(i, I, I, I) = rkr(i, I )*rksw*O. I 0 
c rk(i, 1,2,2) = rkr(i, I )*rksw*2.0 
c rk(i,2, I, I) = rkr(i,2)*rksw/rmuo*O. I 0 
c2 rk(i,2,2,2) = rkr(i,2)*rksw/rmuo*2.0 
c 

if(rkr(i,I).gLl.dO) rkr(i,I) = I.dO 
if(rkr(i,2).gLl.dO) rkr(i,2) = l.dO 

c 

c 
c 

rk(i, I, I, I) = rkr(i, I )*rksw 
rk(i,1 ,2,2) = rkr(i,I)*rksw 
rk(i,2, I, I) = rkr(i,2)*rksw/rmuo 
rk(i,2,2,2) = rkr(i,2)*rks\v/rmuQ 

15 continue 
c end if 
c 
c ... debug '" 
c 
c if(timc.le.dt) then 
c do 200 i = I , IO 
c write(3, *) 'sat,ip = ',i 
c write(3,IOOO) (sat(i,ia),ia = l,namp) 
c \\'ritc(3,*) 'sh,ip = ',i . 
c \\'rite(3, I 000) ((sh(i,ia,ja),ja = I ,namp),ia = I,namp) 
c 200 continue 
c cndif 
clOOO format(3cI5.5) 
c 
c 
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c...J 100 continue 
c 

"return 
cnd 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutinc ycloc(h,rk,sat,vcl) 

c ... this subroutinc computcs local and global \'elocity of each phase ... 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

implicit rcal*8 (a-h,o-z) 
paramcter (ndm =2,nsm =2,nam =3,nnm =4,npm = 112) 

dimcnsion 
&vel(npm,nam,ndm,nnm),velp(npm,nam),wcifp(npm,nam), 
&ijk(npm,nnm),h(npm,nam), 
&rkg(npm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm) 

dimension 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwdn(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dj(nam,nam),dji(npm,nam,nam,nnm),dct(npm,nnm), 
&w(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),dwr(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&\\'cif(npm,nam,ndm,nnm) 

dimension 
&sat(npm,nam),oldsat(npm,nam),dsh(npm,nam,nam), 
&rk(npm,nam,ndm,ndm) 
dimension rn(npm),dnh(npm,nam) 
dimcnsion rho(npm,4),rhor(nam),drh(npm,4,nam) 

common lisct/ nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihaltb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common Isetl/ tmax,time,dt,ep,axi,acta,rgr,ptimc,dptimc, 

S pltime,dpltim,erc,wold,wnew 

common Ibasl bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,det,\vdn,dwdn 
common Iwci! w,dwr,weif 

common Iporo/ rn 
common Idens/ rho,rhor 

. c ... initialize global and local velocity ... 
c 

do IO in = I,namp 
do 10 id = I,ndmp 

do 10 i= I,nnmp 
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do 10 ie = I,nclmax 
YCI(ic,ia,id,i) = O.dO 
wcif(ie,ia,id,i) = O.dO 

10 continue 
c 
c ... clcment wise c\"aluation of fluid conductivity ... 
c 

do 30 ia = I,namp 
do 30 id = I,ndmp 

do 30 jd = I,ndmp 
do 30 i= I,nnmp 

do 30 ie = I,nclmax 
30 rkg(ie,ia,id,jd,i) = O.dO 
c 

do 40 ia = I,namp 
do 40 id = I,ndmp 

do 40 jd = I,ndmp 
d040i=l,nnmp 

do 40 ig = I,nnmp 
do 40 ie = I,nelmax 
ijkig = ijk(ie,ig) 
th = rn(ijkig)*sat(ijkig,ia) 
rkg(ic,ia ,id ,jd ,i) = rk(ijkig,ia ,id ,jd)/th * bn(i,ig) 

& + rkg(ie,ia,id,jd,i) 
c write(3, *) 'kx = ',rkg(ie,ia,id,jd,i),rk(ijkig,ia,id,jd),ie 
40 continue 
c 
c ... global velocity ... 
c 

do 50 ia = I,namp 
do 50 in = I,nnmp 

do 60 id = I,ndmp 
do 60 jd = I,ndmp 

do 60 ig = I,nnmp 
c write(3,*) 'ia,in,id,jd,ig = ',ia,in,id,jd,ig 

do 60 ie = I,nclmax 
ijkig = ijk(ic,ig) 

vcl(ie,ia,id,in) = vcl(ie,ia,id,in) 
& -rkg(ic,ia,id,jd,in)*dnr(ic,jd,ig,in)*h(ijkig,ia) 

c write(3, *) 'vel = ',ie,vel(ie,ia,id,in) 
60 con tin ue 
50 continue 
c 

do 65 ia = I,namp 
do oS in = I,nnmp 

c writc(3,*) 'ia,in = ',ia,in 
do 65 ic = I,nclmax 
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vcl(ic ,ia ,2,in) = vcl(ic ,ia,2,in )-rkg(ic ,ia,2,2,in) * rhor(ia) 
c31 . vcl(ic,ia, I ,in) = vel(ic,ia, I ,in)-rkg(ic,ia, I, I ,in)*rhor(ia) 
c32 \'cl(ic,ia,2,in) = vcl(ic,ia,2,in)-rkg(ic,ia,2,2,in)*rhor(ia) 
c writc(3,*) 'vcl=',vcl(ic,ia,l,in) 
65 continuc 

c 
c 
c 
c ***** wcighting factor ***** 
c 

c 

do 70 ia = l,namp 
do 70 ie = l,nelmax 

d nom = dabs(vcl(ic,ia, I, I» + dabs(vcl(ic ,ia, 1,2» 
if(dnom.cq.O.dO) then 

wcif(ic,ia, I, I) = O.dO 
elsc 

wcif(ic,ia, I, I) = axi*(vcl(ic,ia, I, I) + vcI(ie,ia, I ,2»/dnom 
cndif 
wcif(ic,ia, 1,2) = wcif(ie,ia, 1, I) 

c 

J C 

c 

c 

dnom = da bs(vcl(ic,ia, 1,3» + dabs(vcl(ic,ia, 1,4» 
if(dnom.cq.O.dO) thcn 

wcif(ic,ia,l ,3) = O.dO 
else 

wcif(ic,ia, 1,3) = axi*(vcI(ic,ia,1 ,3) + vcl(ic,ia, I ,4»/dnom 
cndif 
wcif(ic,ia, 1,4) = wcif(ic,ia, 1,3) 

dnom = dabs(vcI(ie,ia,2, I» + dabs(vcl(ic,ia,2,4» 
if(dnom.cq.O.dO) thcn 

wcif(ie,ia,2, I) = O.dO 
else 

wcif(ic,ia,2, I) = axi*(vcI(ic,ia,2, I) + vcl(ie,ia,2,4»/dnom 
cndif 
weif(ic,ia,2,4) = weif(ie,ia,2, I) 

dnom = dabs(vcI(ic,ia,2,2» + dabs(vcI(ic,ia,2,3» 
if(dnom.cq.O.dO) thcn 

, '''(' , ??) - 0 dO \\ CII' IC,la,_,_ - • 

clsc 
\vcif(ic,ia,2,2) = aXi*(vcl(ic,ia,2,2) + vcl(ic,ia,2,3»),'dnom 

cndif 
' .. (. . ") 3) 't'(" ") ") \\'Cllllc,la,_, = WCI Ic,la,_, ... 

70 continuc 
c 
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c 
c 

C 

c .. : debug '" 
c 

if(timc.lc.-I) then 
writc(3,*) 
do 220 ia = I,namp 
do 220 id = I,ndmp 
do 222 in = l,nnmp 

writc(3,*) 'ia,id,in = ',ia,id,in 
do 224 ic = I,nclmax 

ip = ijk(ie,in) 
velp(ip,ia) = vCl(ie,ia,id,in) 
wcifp(ip,ia) = wcif(ic,ia,id,in) 

224 continuc 
writc(3,*) 'velocity' 
call ou tp(vclp,ia,3) 
writc(3, *) '\\-'cighting factor' 
call olltp(wcifp,ia,3) 

222 con tin lie 
220 con tin lIC 

cndif 

return 
cnd 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutinc cocff(sat,vcl) 

c ... this subroutine compute the cocfficients for multispecies mass 
c balance equation ... 
c 
c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension ckl (npm),ck2(npm,ndm),ck3(npm,ndm,ndm),cg(npm) 

dimension vcl(npm,nam,ndm,nnm),ijk(npm,nnm) . 

dimension 
&slt(npm,nam),rk(npm,nam,ndm,ndm),rd(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm) 
dimension rn(npm) 
dimension rho(npm,4),rhor(nam) 
dimension sOllrce(npm,nsm,nam) 

common /isct/ nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
& . ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /sct I / tmax,timc,d t,cp,axi,aeta ,r:gr,ptimc,d ptime, 

& pltime,dpltim,erc,wold,wncw 

common /dcns/ rho,rhor 
common /poro/ rn 
common /sour/ source 
common /disp/ rd 
common /coef/ ck I ,ck2,ck3,cg 

hawo = 0.0 I 
hswo=O.OI 

c ... initialize ... 
c 

do 2 ip = I,npmax 
ckl(ip) =O.dO 

2 continue 
c 

do 4 id = l,ndmp 
do 4 jd = l,ndmp 
do 4 ip = l,npmax 
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T 
i 

ck3(ip,id,jd) = O.dO 
4 continue 
c 

do 10 ip = l,npmax 
ckl(ip)=l 

cI ck I (ip) = (I.JO + sat(ip,3)*rho(ip,3)/sat(ip, I )/rho(ip, I )*hawo 
cI & + (I-rn(ip))*rho(ip,4)/rn(ip )/sat(ip, I )/rho(ip, 1)* hswo) 
c & *rn(ip)*sat(ip,l)*rho(ip,l) 
10 continuc 
c 

do 20 id = I,ndmp 
do 20 ip = l,npmax 
ck3(ip,id,id) = rd(ip,2, I ,id,id) 

cI ck3(ip,iJ,id) = rd(ip,2, I ,id,id)*(I .dO 
cI & + rd(ip,2,3,id,id)*sat(ip,3)*rho(ip,3)*hawo 
cI & /rd(ip,2, I ,id,id)/sat(ip, I )/rho(ip, I)) 
c & *rn(ip)*sat(ip,I)*rho(ip,l) 
20 continuc 

c 

c writc(3, *) 'ckl (I l),ck3(lI,I ,I) = ',ckI (I I),ck3(I 1,1,1) 
c 

return 
cnd 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine sourit 

c ... this subroutine computes the point sources 
c such as pumping, recharging, chemical, biological reaction 
c 
c 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm =2,nsm =2,nam =3,nnm =4,npm = 112) 

c 
dimension source(npm,nsm,nam),ijk(npm ,nnm),sour I (npm,nam) 

c 
common /iset/ nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 

S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /setl/ tmax,time,dt,ep,axi,aeta,rgr,ptimc,dptimc, 

S pltime,dpltim,crc,wold,wncw 

c 
common /sour/ source 

do 5 is= l,nsmp 
do 5 ia = I,namp 

do 5 ip = I,npmax 
source(ip,is,ia) = O.dO 

5 continuc 
c 
c sourcc(l, I, I) = 13.dO 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 

if(timc.le.-I) then 
writc(3,*) 
writc(3,*) 'point source' 
do 50 is = I,nsmp 

. (3 *) '" , . wflte, IS = ,IS 

do 50 ia = I,namp 
writc(3,*) 'ia = ',ia 

do 60 ip = l,npmax 
sour I (ip,ia) = sourcc(ip,is,ia) 

GO continue 
call outp(sourl ,ia,3) 

50 continue 

c 
endif 

return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine fcmh(h,oIdh,sat,oldsat) 

c ... this subroutine is for finite clement scheme about 
c pressure head ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

implicit rcal*S (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimcnsion 
&agh(npm,4S,nsm,nam),fl1(npm,nsm,nam),fn(npm,nsm), 
&h(npm,nam),oldh(npm,nam),dh(npm,nam),hiter(npm,nam), 
&x(npm),y(npm),z(npm),ijk(npm,nnm),sat(npm,nam),oldsat(npm,nam), 
&ramda(2),ramdao(2),ramdas(2),dpmax(2),dpmaxo(2),s(2),adh(2), 
&ab(npm,45),tb(npm) 

common /iset/ ncImax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,ibancl,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,nclmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /sct I / tmax,timc,dt,ep,axi,aeta,rgr,ptime,clptimc, 

S pltimc,dpltim,erc,wold,wnew 
common /spacc/ x,y,z 
common /part2/ c,oldc 

c ... iteration criteria ... 
c 
c4 crec = O.OOSdO 
e31 crcc = 0.0 I OdO 
c 

c 

erec = O.lOdO 
adh(l) = lO.dO 
adh(2) = 10.dO 
erere = ercc*O.O I 
ercab =ercc 
imin=4 
imax=8 
imaxx =50 
timcfa = 0.10 

if(time.cq.dt) write(2,1000) imax,axi,ep,wold 
1000 format(t2,'imax,wcight,cp,wold = ',i3,3t7A) 
c 

do 10 ia = l,namp 
do 10 ip = I,npmax 



b 

hitcr(ip,ia) = oldh(ip,ia) 
10 ,can tin ue 
c 
c 
c 
c ***** picard iteration ***** 
c 

iter =0 
20 iter = iter + I 
c 
c increase or decrease time step 
c 

c 

c 

if(itcr.lt.imin) <1t = dt*(l + timefa) 
if(itcr.gt.imax) dt = <1t/(I + timcfa) 

if(itcr.gLimaxx) goto 999 

c ... computc global matrix and load vcctor 
c 

call asemh(h,O'Idh ,sa t,oldsa t,agh ,fh) 
c 
c ... initialize load vector ... 
c 

do 25 is = I,nsmp 
do 25 ip = I,npma;x 

25 fn(ip,is) = O.dO 
c 

do 30 is = I,nsmp 
c 

c 

if(is.cq.I) iaa =2 
if(is.cq.2) iaa = I 

c ... load vector ... 
c 

do 40 ip = I,npmax 
fn(ip,is) = fll(ip,is, I) + fh(ip,is,2) 

do 40 j = I,iband 
jj = ip + j-(ihaltb + ]) 
if(jj.It.I) go to 40 
if(jj.gt.npmax) goto 40 
fn(ip,is) =-agh(ip,j,is,iaa)*h(jj,iaa) + fn(ip,is) 

40 continue 
c 

do 45 ip = I,npmax 
45 tb(ip) = fn(ip,is) 

C 
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c ... banded ag matrix for water species in water phase '" 
c 

. do 50j=l,ibanJ 
do 50 ip = l,npmax 

50 ab(ip,j) = agh(ip,j,is,is) 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 

if(time.le.dt) then 
write(3,*) 
write(3,*) 'is = ',is 
write(3,*) 'global banded matrix' 
write(3, 1500) ((ab(ip,j),j = I ,3),ip = 1,3) 

1500 format(3e9.2) 
c32 write(3, 1500) ((ab(ip,j),j = I ,9),ip = 1,6) 
c32 1500 format(ge9.2) 
c31 write(3,1500) ((ab(ip,j),j= 1,3),ip= 1,3) 
c31 1500 format(3e9.2) 

endif 
c 
coo. solve for water pressure head oo. 
c 

call soh/e(l ,ab,fb,npmax,ihaltb) 
c 

call solve(2,a b,tb,n pmax,ihaltb) 
c 
c ... store the solution in pressure head h(ip,is) oo. 
c 

do 60 ip = l,npmax 
h(ip,is) = tb(ip) 

60 continue 
c 
coo. debug oo. 
c 

c 

if(time.le.dt) then 
write(3,*) 
write(3,*) 'is,iteration = ',is,iter 
call outp(h,is,3) 

endif 

30 continue 
c 
c ... cooly's iteration scheme oo. 
c 

do 65 is = l,nsmp 
dpmax(is) = ·lOc6 
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do 70 ip = I,npmax 

c h(ip,is) = (wncw*h(ip,is) + wold*oldh(ip,is»/(wncw + wold) 
dh(ip,is) = h(ip,is)-hitcr(ip,is) 
abdh =dabs(dh(ip,is» 
if(abdh.gt.dpmaxCis» dpmax(is) = abdh 

70 con tin lIC 

if(itcr.eq.l) then 
sOs) = 1.<.10 

else 

50s) = dpmax(is)/ramdao(is)/dpmaxo(iS) 
endif 
if(s(is).gc.-I.dO) then 

ramdas(is) = (3 + s(i5»/(3 + dabs(s(is») 
else 

ramdas(is) = 0.5j(dabs(s(is») 
end if 
adpp = adh(is)/dpmax(is) 
if(ramdas(is).Je.adpp) then 

ramdaOs) = ramdas(is) 
else 

ramdaOs) = adpp 
endif 

do 80 ip = I,npmax 
h(ip,is) = ramdaOs)*dhOp,is) + hitcr(ip,i5) 

80 con tin ue 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 
c if(time.le.dt) then 
c write(3, *) 
c writc(3,*) 'is,itcration = ',is,itcr 
c call Oll tp(h ,is,3) 
c endif 
c 
65 con tin lie 
c30 continue 
c 
c ... reset the variables ... 
c 

do 90 is = I,nsmp 
ramdao(is) = ramdas(is) 
dpmaxo(is) =dpmaxCis) 
do 90 ip = I,npmax 

hitcr(ip,is) = h(ip,is) 
90 continue 
c 
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c 
c 
c .. : check the error criteria ... 
c 

if(time.le.dt) then 
writc(3,2000) d t,time ,iter,d pmax( 1 ),d pmax(2) 

endif 
do 100 ia = I,namp 
do 100 ip = l,npmax 

erc = ercre*dabs(oldh(ip,ia) + ercab 
c-t erc = ercab 

if(dpmax(ia).gt.crc) goto 20 
100 continue 
c 

c time step, time, maximum iteration, maximum error of water & oil head 
c 
999 continue 

c if(timc.gc.ptime) then 
write(3,2000) dt,time,itcr,dpmax( 1 ),dpmax(2) 

c cndif 
c4 if(iter.lt.imin) dt = dt*(l + timcfa) 
c4 if(iter.gt.imax) dt=dt/(l +timcfa) 
2000 formatCdt,timc,itcr,dp = ',2fl 0.3,i5,2f1 0.6) 

c 
return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine femc(h,oldh,sat,oldsat) 

c ... this subroutine is for finite clement scheme 
c about mass fraction ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&h(npm,nam),oldh(npm,nam),sat(npm,nam),oldsat(npm,nam), 
&agc(npm,45)Jc(npm),\\'m(npm,nsm,4),c(npm),olcIc(npm), 
&ab(npm,45),tb(npm),wmp(npm,nam),ijk(npm,nnm),0Id\\'m(npm,nsm,4), 
&rn( n pm) ,rho( n pm ,4),rhor( na m) 

common iiset; nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihaItb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,nctmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
com mon Iset 11 tmax,time,d t,cp,axi,aeta,rgr ,ptime,d ptimc, 

S pltime,d pltirn,erc, wold,wnew 
common iparti wm,oldwrn 
common Ipal't2/ c,oldc 
common Iporo/ rn 
common Idensl rho,rhor 

c ... compute global matrix and load vector 
c 

call asemc(h ,oldh,sa t,oldsa t,agc,fc) 
c 
c 

do 45 ip = l,npmax 
45 fb(ip) = fcOp) 
c 
c ... banded ag matrix for oil species in water phase ... 
c 

do 50 j = l,iband 
do 50 ip = l,npmax 

50 a b(i p,j) = agc(i p,j) 
c 
<; ... debug ... 
c 

if(time.lc.dt) then 
write(3,*) 
write(3,*) 'is = ',is 
writc(3,*) 'global banded matrix' 
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writc(3, 1500) ((ab(ip,j),j = I ,3),ip = 1,3) 
1500 format(3c9.2) 
c32' writc(3, 1500) ((ab(ip,j),j = I ,9),ip = 1,6) 
c32 1500 format(9c9.2) 
c31 write(3, 1500) ((a b(ip',j) ,j = I ,3),ip = 1,3) 
c31 1500 format(3c9.2) 

cndif 
c 
c ... solve for mass fraction ... 
c 

c 

c 

call solve( I ,ab,tb,npmax,ihaltb) 

call sol\'c(2,ab,tb,npmax,ihaltb) 

c ... store the solution in mass fraction w(ip,2,1) ... 
c 

do 60 ip = I,npmax 
c(ip) = tb(ip) 
wm(ip,2,1) =c(ip) 

cl wm(ip,2, I) = c(ip )/rn(ip )/rho(ip, 1 )/sat(ip, 1) 
wm p(ip,2) = tb(ip) 

60 con tin uc 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 

c 

if(timc.le.dt) then 
write(3,*) 
call outp(wmp,2,3) 

endif 

30 continue 
c 
c 

return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

su broutine asemh(h,oldh,sat,oldsat,agh,fb) 
c 
c ... this subroutine asscmbles the clement matrices 
c about pressure head ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&agh(npm,45,nsm,nam),tl1(npm,nsm,nam), 
&h(npm,nam),oldh(npm,nam),dh(npm,nam), 
&c(npm),oldc(npm), 
&x(npm),y(npm),z(npm),ijk(npm,nnm),fe(npm,nsm,nam,nnm) 

dimension 
&cth(npm,nsm,nam,nnm,nnm),ckh(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&ctm(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),ckm(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&ctc(npm,nnm,nnm),ekc(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),; 
&cdc(npm,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm),cgh(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&edm(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm), &es(npm,nnm,nnm) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

dimension velp(npm,nam),weifp(npm,nam), 
&wcif(npm,nam,ndm,nnm),vcl(npm,nam,ndm,nnm) 

dimension 
&w(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),dwr(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),dji(npm,nam,nam,nnm),det(npm,nnm), 
&wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwdn(ndm,nnm,nnrri),sh(npm,nam,nam) 

dimension 
&sat(npm,nam),oldsat(npm,nam),dsh(npm,nam,nam), 
&rk(npm,nam,ndm,ndm) 
dimension rn(npm),dnh(npm,nam) 
dimension wm(npm,nsm,4),oldwm(npm,nsm,4),wmp(npm,nam) 
dimension rho(npm,4),rhor(nam),drh(npm,4,nam) 
dimension sourcc(npm,nsm,nam) 

common /isct/ nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
& ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common Isct II tmax,time,dt,cp,axi,acta,rgr,ptime,dptime, 

& pltime,dpltim,crc,wold,wnew 
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common jspacc/ x,y.z 
c 

. common /ib indb I ,indb2,indb3 
c 

common /bas/ bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,det,wdn,dwdn 
common /wcij w,dwr,weif 

c 

c 

common /dcns/ rho,rhor 
common /part/ \vm,oIdwm 
common /part2/ c,olde 
common jporoj rn 
common /sour/ source 

c ... weighting factor for gencralized fdm ... 
c 

eps ~ ep-l.dO 
c 
c ... initialize the matrix ag and vector f ... 
c 

do 5 is = l,nsmp 
do 5 ia = l,namp 
do 5 j = I,iband 

do 5 ip = l,npmax 
agh(ip,j,is,ia) = O.dO 
fh(ip,is,ia) = O.dO 

5 continue 
c 
c ... saturation wrt capillary head & relative permeability ... 
c 

c 

call dsa t(h,oldh ,sa t,oldsa t,sh ,rk) 
call partit(sat) 

c ... velocity of each phase 
c and weighting factor for upstream wcighting ... 
c 

call vcloc(h,rk,sat,vel) 
c write(3,*) 'jeeral=',vel(1,I,I,I) 
c 
c ... debug '" 
c 
c if(lime.lc.dt) then 
c \vrite(3,*) 
c do 20 ia= l,namp 
c do 22 in = l.nnmp 
c writc(3,*) 'ia,in = ',ia,in 
c do 24 ie = l,nclmax 
c ip = ijk(ic,in) 
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; 

b 

c vclp(ip,ia) = vcl(ic,ia, 1 ,in) 
c wcifp(ip,ia) = wcif(ic,ia, 1 ,in) 
c24 continuc 
c write(3, *) 'vclocity' 
c call outp(\'clp,ia,3) 
c write(3,*) 'weighting factor' 
c call olltp(weifp,ia,3) 
c22 continue 
c20 continuc 
c cndif 
c 
c ... dcbug ... 
c 

do 7 ip = l,npmax 
wmp(ip,2) = wm(ip,2, 1) 

7 continue 
c 

c 
c 

if(timc.lc.dt) thcn 
write(3,*) 'water saturation' 
call outp(sat, I ,3) 
write(3,*) 'oil saturation' 

. call outp(sat,2,3) 
write(3, *),water pressure' 
call 6utp(h,2,3) 
write(3, *)'oil pressure' 
call outp(h,2,3) 
write(3,*)'mass fraction' 
call outp(wmp,2,3) 
endif 

c ... evaluate the weighting functions and its derivatives ... 
c 

c 
c 

if(ndmp.eq.l) call weighl 
if(ndmp.cq.2) call weigh2 
if(ndmp.cq.3) call wcigh3 

c ***** assembling procedure ***** 
c 
c 
c 
c ... compute elcment matrices ... 
c 

c 
ca 11 clemen (eth ,etm ,ctc,ekh ,ckm,ckc,egh ,cd m ,edc,es,sh ,rk,sa t, yeI) 

c 1 elemen( eth,ekh ,egh ,edm ,es,sc,nei) 
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cb 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 
c if(time.le.dt) then 
c do 30 ie = I,nclmax 
c write(3,*) 'element=',ie 
c writc(3,*) 'et' 
c writc(3,2000) ((cth(ic,I,1 ,i,j),j = 1 ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c writc(3,2000) ((cth(ic,1 ,2,i,j),j = 1 ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c writc(3,2000) ((eth(ie,2,1 ,i,j),j = I ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c writc(3,2000) ((cth(ic,2,2,i,j),j = 1 ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c writc(3,*) 'ck' 
e writc(3,2000) ((ekh(ie,I,I, I, I ,i,j),j = I ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c writc(3,2000) ((ekh(ie,l ,2, I, I ,i,j),j = 1 ,nnmp ),i = 1 ,nnmp) 
c writc(3,2000) ((ekh(ic,2,1,1,1 ,i,j),j = I ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c writc(3,2000) ((ckh(ic,2,2,1, I ,i,j),j = I ,nnmp),i = I,onmp) 
c writc(3,*) 'eg' 
e write(3,2000) (egh(ic,I,I,2,2,j,j),j= I,nnmp) 

" (3'J000)(~h(' 1'')''')'=1 ) c \\ ntc,~ cg IC, ... ,_, .... ,_,j,j,j ,nnmp 
c 2000 format(4flO.3) 
c 30 continue 
c cndif 
c 
c 
c ... asscIl)blc clement matrices to form banded global form ag ... 
c 

clo 50 is = I,nsmp 

S 
c31 S 
c32 S 
50 

c 

90 50 ia = I,namp 
do 50 i= l,nnmp 

do 50 j = l,nnmp 
do 50 ic = l,nelmax 

ijki = ijk(ic,i) 
ijkj = ijk(ie,j) 
ji = ijkj + (ihalfb + 1 )-ijki 
if(ji.le.O) goto 50 
if(ji:gt.iband) go to 50 

agh(ijki,ji,is,ia) = aghCijki,ji,is,ia) + cth(ic,is,ia,i,j) + 
ep*( ekh(ic,is,ia, 1,1 ,i,j) + ckh(ic,is,ia,2,2,i,j)) 

cp*C ckh(ie,is,ia, I, I ,i,j)) 
'~C kl C' . . 1 I .. ) kl C' . . 1,' .» cpo e' 1 le,IS,13, , ,I,j + e . 1 Ic,ls,la, .... ,_,I,j 

continuc 

c ... assemble clement matrices to form r.h.s. vcctor f ... 
c 

do 70 i = I,nnmp 
do 75 ic = I,nelmax 
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fe(ie, I, I ,i) = O,dO 
fe(ie, 12,i) = O,dO 

• fc(ie,2,1 ,i) = O,dO 
fe(ic,2,2,i) = O,dO 

75 continue 
c 
c31 & -( egh(ie,is,ia, I, I ,i,j)) + (eth(ie,is,ia,i,j) 
c32 & -(cgh(ic,is,ia, I ,2,i,j) + eghCic,is,ia,2,2,i,j)) 
c & + (cthCie,is,ia,i,j) 

') I'. ( I (' , , I?' ') + h(' , , ') "') , ')) c~ I..X - cg 1 IC,IS,Ia, ,_,I,J eg le,IS,Ia,~, ... ,I,J 
c & + (cth(ic,is,ia,i,j) 
c 

do 80 j = l,nnmp 
do XO is = I,nsmp 
do ~O ia = l,namp 
do 80 ie = l,nelmax 
ijkj = ijk(ic,j) 

fc(ic,is,ia,i) = fc(ic,is,ia,i) 
& -( egh(ic,is,ia, 1 ,2,i,j) + egh(ic,is,ia,2,2,i,j)) + (cth(ic,is,ia,i,j) 
& + cps*(ckh(ic,is,ia, 1,1 ,i,j) + ckh(ic,is,ia,2,2,i,j)))*0Idh(ijkj,ia) 

c31 & + eps*( ekh(ic,is,ia, 1,1 ,i,j)))*oldh(ijkj,ia) 
3"') I'. .~( "h(' , , I I ' ') "h('" ') ') , ,))).~ III (' ',," ) c - 1..'" + eps' ct.: IC,IS,Ia" ,I,J + ct.: IC,IS,Ia, ... ,_,I,j . 0 ( 1 IJt.:J,la 

c & -ctm(ic ,ill ,i,j) * (wm(ijkj,is,ia)-old wm(ijkj ,is,ia)) 
c & -(ekm(ie,ia,1 ,i,j))*wm(ijkj,is,ia) 
c32 & -(ekm(ie,ia, I ,i,j) + ekm(ie,ia,2,i,j))*wm(ijkj,is,ia) 
c32 & -(edmCic,is,ia, 1,1 ,i,j) + edm(ie,is,ia,2,2,i,j)) 
c & -(e(\m(ie,is,ia,l,I,i,j)) 
c & *wm(ijkj,is,ia) 

& + cS(ic,i,j)*sourcc(ijkj,is,ia) 
c & -es(ie,i,j)*(1-rnCijkj))*rho(ijkj,4) 
c & *(wm(ijkj,is,4)-0IdwmCijkj,is,4))/dt 
80 continue 

do 90 is = I ,nsmp 
do 90 ia = l,namp 
do 90 ie = I,nclmax 

ijki = ijk(ie,i) 
tll(ijki,is,ia) = fh(ijki,is,ia) + fe(ie,is,ia,i) 

90 continue 
70 continue 
c 
c 
c, .. print the banded global matrix & load vector of each species .. , 
c 
c if(time,le,dt) then 
c write(3,*) 'asscmbled global banded matrix' 
c do 100 is = I,nsmp 
c do 100 ia = I,namp 
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c \\'ritc(3,*) 'spccics,phase = ',is,ia 
c writc(3, I 000) ((agh(ip,j,is,ia),j = I, I O),ip = 1,6) 
c wri le(3. *) 'load vector' 
c writc(3,1000) (fh(ip,is,ia),ip = 1,6) 
clOD continue 
c endif 
c 
c 
c ***** forcc boundary conditions ***** 
c 
c 

do 105 is = I,nsmp 
if(indb l.eq.l) call bound I (agh,fh,is,is) 
if(indb2.eq.l.and.ndmp.cq.l) call boun 12(fh,is,is) 
if(ind b2.cq .I.and.ndm p.eq .2) call boun22(fh ,is,is) 
if(indb2.eq.l.and.ndmp.eq.3) call boun32(fh,is,is) 

105 continue 
c 

c ... print the banded global matrix & load vector of each species ... 
c 
c if(time.le.dt) then 
c write(3,*) 'assembled global bandcd matrix after b.c.' 
c do 110 is = I,nsmp 
c do 110 ia = I,namp 
c write(3, *) 'species, phase = ',is,ia 
c writc(3, I 000) ((agh(ip,j,is,ia),j = I, I O),ip = 1,6) 
c write(3, *) 'load vcctor' 
c writc(3, I 000) (fh(ip,is,ia),ip = 1,6) 
c II 0, continue 
c 
c 1000 format(lOe9.2) 
c cndif 
c 
c 

return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

su brou tine asemc(h,oldh,sat,oldsat,agc,fc) 
c 
c ... this subroutine assembles the clement matrices 
c about mass fraction ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit reaJ*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (num = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&agc(npm,4S),fc(npm),fec(npm,nnm), 
&h(ngm,nam),oldh(npm,nam),uh(npm,nam), 
&c(npm),oldc(npm), 
&x(npm),y(npm),z(npm),ijk(npm,nnm),fe(npm,nsm,nam,nnm) 

dimension 
&eth(npm,nsm,nam,nnm,nnm),ekh(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&etm(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),ekm(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&etc(npm,nnm,nnm),ekc(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&edc(npm,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm),egh(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&edm(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm),es(npm,nnm,nnm) 

dimension vc1p(npm,nam),weifp(npm,nam), 
&weif(npm,nam,ndm,nnm),vel(npm,nam,ndm,nnm) 

dimension 
&w(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),dwr(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),dji(npm;nam,nam,nnm),det(npm,nnm), 
&wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),sh(npm,nam,nam) 

dimension 
&sat(npm,nam),oldsat(npm,nam),dsh(npm,nam,nam), 
&rk(npm,nam,ndm,ndm) 
dimension rn(npm),dnh(npm,nam) 
dimension wm(npm,nsm,4),oldwm(npm,nsm,4),wmp(npm,nam) 
dimension rho(npm,4),rhor(nam),drh(npm,4,nam) 
dimension source(npm,nsm,nam) 

common lisetl nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalf1J,iband,imax, 
& ipx,ipy,npx,npy,nlimp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common Isetll tmax,time,dt,ep,axi,aeta,rgr,ptime,ciptime, 

& pltime,dpltim,erc,wold,wnew 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

common /space/ x,y,z 

common lib;' indb 1 ,indb2,indb3 

common Ibas/ bn!bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,dct,wdn,dwdn 
common /wci! w,dwr,wcif 

common /densl rho,rhor 
common /partl wm,oldwm 
common !part21 c,oldc 
common /poro/ rn 
common /sour/ source 

c ... weighting factor for gencralized flim ... 
c 

cps = cp-l.dO 
c 
c ... initializc thc matrix agc and vcctor fc .. , 
c 

do 5 j = l,iband 
do 5 ip = l,npmax 
agc(ip,j) = O.dO 
fc(ip) = 0.<.10 

5 continuc 
c 
c ... saturation wrt capillary hcad & relative permeability ... 
c 

c 

call dsa t(h ,oldh,sa t,oldsat,sh,rk) 
call partit(sat) 

c ... velocity of each phase 
c and weighting factor for upstream weighting ... 
c 

call veloc(h,rk,sat,vel) 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c24 

if(time.le.dt) then 
write(3,*) 
do 20 ia = l,namp 
do 22 in = l,nnmp 

write(3 *) 'in in = I ia in , (., " 
do 24 ic = l,nelmax 

ip = ijk(ic,in) 
\'clp(ip,ia) = \'cl(ic,ia, I ,in) 
wcifpCip,ia) = wcif(ic,ia, I ,in) 

continuc 
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c write(3, *) ""clocity' 
c call olltp(vclp,ia,3) 
c write(3,*) 'weighting factor' 
c call Qutp(weifp,ia,3) 
c22 continue 
c20 can tin ue 
c endif 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 

do 7 ip = l,npmax 
wmp(ip,2) =wm(ip,2,1) 

7 continue 
c 

c 
c 

if(time.le.dt) then 
write(3,*) 'water saturation' 
call outp(sat,I,3) 
writc(3,*) 'oil saturation' 
call outp(sat,2,3) 
writc(3, *),water pressure' 
call outp(h,2,3) 
write(3,*),oil pressure' 
calloutp(h,2,3) 
writc(3,*),mass fraction' 
call outp(wmp,2,3) 
end if 

c ... evaluate the weighting functions and its derivatives ... 
c 

c 
c 

if(ndmp.eq.l) call weigh I 
if(ndmp.eq.2) call weigh2 
if(ndmp.eq.3) call weigh3 

c ***** assembling procedure ***** 
c 
c 
c ( 
c ... compute clement matrices ... 
c 

c 
c 

call elemen( eth ,etm ,etc ,ckh ,ckm ,ekc,cgh ,cdm ,edc,es,sh ,rk,sa t, vel) 

c ... debug ... 
c 
c if(time.le.dt) then 
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c do 30 ic = I,nclmax 
c write(3, *) 'element = ',ie 
c "\\'ritc(3,*) 'etc' 
c write(3,2000) ((etc(ie,i,j),j = I ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c write(3,*) 'eke' 
c writc(3,2000) ((ckc(ic,l,i,j),j= I,nnmp),i= I,nnmp) 
c write(3,2000) ((ekc(ie,2,i,j),j= I,nnmp),i= I,nnmp) 
c writc(3,*) 'cdc' 
c write(3,2000) ((edc(ic,I,1 ,i,j),j = I ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c write(3,2000) ((edc(ie,2,2,i,j),j = I ,nnmp),i = I,nnmp) 
c 2000 format(-lfIO.3) 
c 30 can tin ue 
c end if 
c 
c 
c ... assemble clement matrices to form banded global form ag ... 
c 

do 57 i= I,nnmp 
do 57 j = I,nnmp 
do 57 ie = I,nelmax 

ijki = ijk(ic,i) 
ijkj = ijk(ie,j) 
ji = ijkj + (ihalfb + I )-ijki 
ir(ji.le.O) goto 57 
if(ji.gt.iband) goto 57 

s 
S 

c31 S 
c31 S 
c32 S 
c32 S 

agc(ijkLji) = agc(ijki,ji) + etc(ie,i,j) 
+ ep*( ckc(ie, I ,i,j) + ckc(ic,2,i,j) 
+ eoc(ic, I, I ,i,j) + edc(ic,2,2,i,j)) 
+ ep*( ckc(ic, I ,i,j) 

57 
c 

+ edc(ie, 1,1 ,i,j)) 
+ ep*( ckc(ie, 1 ,i,j) + ekc(ie,2,i,j) 
+ celcCie, 1,1 ,i,j) + edc(ie,2,2,i,j)) 

continue 

c ... assemble clement matrices to form r.h.s. vcctor fc ... 
c 

do 292 i = l,nnmp 
do 295 ie = l,nclmax 
fec(ie,i) = O.dO 

295 continue 
c 

00 297 j = I,nnmp 
do 297 ie = I,nc\max 

ijkj = ijk(ic,j) 
fcc(ic,i) = fec(ic,i) 

& + (etc(ie,i,j) 
& + eps*( ekc(ic, I ,i,j) + ckc(ie,2,i,j) 
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& + cdc(ie, I, I ,i,j) + cdc(ic,2,2,i,j)))*oldc(ijkj) 
c31 & +cps*(ckc(ie,l,i,j) 
c3 r & + cdc(ic, I, I ,i,j)))*oldc(ijkj) 
c32 & +cps*(ckc(ie,l,i,j)+ekc(ie,2,i.j) 
c32 & + cdc(ie, I, I ;i,j) + edc(ic,2,2,i,j)))*oIdc(ijkj) 

& + es(ie,i,j)*(source(ijkj,2, I) + sourcc(ijkj,2,2) + sourcc(ijkj,2,3) 
297 continue 

do 298 ie = l,nelm3x 
ijki = ijk(ie,i) 
fc(ijki) = fc(ijki) + fec(ie,i) 

298 continue 
292 continue 
c 
c 
c ... print the banded global matrix & load vector of each specics ... 
c 
c if(time.le.dt) then 
c write(3,*) 'assembled global banded matrix' 
c write(3, *) 'species,phase = ' ,is,ia 
c write(3,1000) ((agc(ip,j),j = 1 ,1O),ip = 1,6) 
c write(3, *) 'load vector' 
c write(3,1000) (fc(ip),ip = 1,6) 
c cndif 
c 
c 
c ***** force boundary conditions *****' 
c 
c 

if(indbl.eq.l) call bouncl(agc,fc,sat) 
c 
c ... print the banded global matrix & load vector of each species ... 
c 
c if(time.le.dt) then 
c writc(3,*) 'assembled global banded matrix after b.c.' 
c write(3,*) 'species, phase = ',is,ia 
c write(3, I 000) ((agc(ip,j),j = I, 1O),ip = 1,6) 
c write(3,*) 'load vector' 
c write(3,1000) (fc(ip),ip= 1,6) 
c 
c I 000 formate 1 Oc9.2) 
c endif 
c 
c 

return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 

subroutine clemen 
& (cth,ctm,ctc,ckh,ckm,ckc,cgh,cdm,cdc,cs,sh,rk,sat,vci) 

c ... this subroutine construct element matrices 
c by gaussian integration ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit reaJ*8 (a-h,o-z) 
paramct~r (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&x(npm),y(npm),z(npril),ijk(npm,nnm),vel(npm,nam,ndm,nnm), 
&eth(npm,nsm,nam,nnm,nnm),ekh(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&ctm(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),ckm(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&ctc(npm,nnm,nnm),ckc(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&es(npm,nnm,nnm),ct(nnm,nnm),ck(nnm,nnm),ed(nnm,nnm), 
&egh(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm),edc(npm,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&edm(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm,nnm) 

dimension 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dj(nam,nam),dji(npm,nam,I).am,nnm),dct(npm,nnm), 
&wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwdn(ndm,nnm,nnm) 

dimension 
&w(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),dwr(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&weif(npm,nam,ndm,nnm) 

dimension rkg(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm) 
dimension rkmg(npm,nam,ndm,nnm) 
dimension sc(npm,nsm,nam,nam),scg(npm,nsm,nam,nam,nnm) 
dimension shmg(npm,nam,nnm) 
dimension sh(npm,nam,nam),shg(npm,nsm,nam,nam,nnm) 
dimension 

&rd(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm),rcig(npm,nsm,nam,ndm,ndm,nnm) 

dimension 
&sat(npm,nam),oldsat(npm,nam),dsh(npm,nam,nam), 
&rk(npm,nam,ndm,ndm) 
dimension wm(npm,nsm,4),0Idwm(npm,nsm,4) 
dimension rho(n pm ,4) ,rhor( nam) ,drh(n pm ,4,na m) 
dimension rn(npm),dnh(npm,nam) 
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c 

c 

dimension ck I (npm),ck2(npm,ndm),ck3(npm,ncim,ndm),cg(npm) 
dimension 

&cklg(npm,nnm),ck2g(npm,ndm,nnm),ck3g(npm,ndm,ndm,nnm) 

common Jisctj Ilcimax,npmax,ijk,ihaltb,ibanci,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /sctll tmax.time,dt,ep,axi,aeta,rgr,ptime,dptime, 

S pitime,dpltim,erc,\"roid,wnew 
common /spaccj x,y,z 
common ;'bas/ bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,ctnr,dji,dct,wdn,dwun 
common I\veil w,dwr,weif 

common Idens/ rho,rhor 
common Ipanl \\'I11,oldwm 
common /poro! rn 
common Idispl rd 
common Icocf/ ckl ,ck2,ck3,cg 

c 
c ... parameter for multispecics eq'n ... 
c 

call cocff(sat,vel) 
c 
c ... initialize elel11ent matrices ... 
c 

do 10 is = I,nsmp 
do 10 ia = I,namp 
do 10 i = l,nnmp 
do 10 j = I,nnmp 

do 10 id = l,ndmp 
do 10 jd = l,ndmp 
do 10 ie = l,nelmax 

ct(i,j) = O.dO 
ek(i,j) = O.dO 
ed(i,j) = O.dO 
cs(ic,i,j) = O.dO 
cth(ic,is,ia,i,j) = O.dO 
ctm(ie,ia,i,j) = O.dO 
ctc(ie,i,j) = O.dO 
ckh(ie,is,ia,id,jd,i,j) = O.dO 
ckm(ie,ia,id,i,j) = O.dO 
ekc(ic,id,i,j) =O.dO 
cgh(ie,is,ia,id,jd,i,j) = O.dO 
cdm(ie,is,ia,id,jd,i,j) = O.dO 
cdc(ic,id,jd,i,j) = O.dO 

10 continue 
c 
c 
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c ***** clement wisc cyaluation of parameters **** 
c 
c 

do 15 is = l,nsmp 
do 15 ia = I,namp 

do 15 ja = I,nam 
do 15 i= l,nnmp 

do 15 id = I,ndmp 
do 15 jd = I,ndmp 

do IS ic = I,nelmax 
shg(ie,is,ia,ja,i) = O.dO 
shmg(ie,ia,i) = O.dO 
rdg(ie,is,ia,id,jd,i) = O.dO 
rkmg(ic.ia,id,i) = O.dO 
rko(ic is ia id J.J i) = 0 dO 0, , , , " • 

15 
c 

cklg(ic,i) =O'.dO 
ck2g(ic,id,i) = O.dO 
ck3g(ie,id,jd,i) = O.dO 

continue 

c if(time.le.-I) then 
c writc(3,*) 
c \\'ritc(3,*) 'vc\ocity' 
c do 17 ill = I,ndmp 
c do 17 ia = I,namp 
c do 17 ie = I,nelmax 
c writc(3, II 00) id,ia,ie,(vcl(ie,ia,id,in),in = I,nnmp) 
c 17 continue 
ellOO formatCid,ia,ie = ',3i4,8e 14.5) 
c write(3,*) 
c write(3,*) 'kl' 
c write(3, 1200) (ip,ck 1 (ip),ip = l,npmax) 
cl200 format(S(' ip=',i3,eI4.5» 
c writc(3,*) 
c write(3,*) 'k3' 
c do 18 id = l,ndmp 
c dolSjd=l,ndmp 
c write(3,*) 'id,jd = ',id,jd 
c writc(3, 1200) (ip,ck3(ip,id,jd),ip = l,npmax) 
ciS continue 
c end if 
c 
c 

c 

do 20 i= I,nnmp 
do 30 ig = I,nnmp 

do 32 ie = l,nelmax 
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» 

ijkig = ijk(ic,ig) 
ck I g(ic,i) = ckl g(ic,i) + ck I (ijkig)*bn(i,ig) 

32 'continue 
c 
c 

do 34 id = I,ndmp 
do 3...J ie = I,nelmax 

ijki = ijk(ic,i) 
ck2g(ic,id,i) = ck2g(ic,id,i) + vclCic, I ,id,i)* bnCi,ig) 

c ck2g(ie,id,i) = ck2g(ie,id ,i) + vcl(ic, I ,id,i)*bn(i,ig) 
c & *rn(ijki)*sat(ijki,I)*rho(ijki,l) 
34 continue 

c 
C if(time.lc.-l) then 
C writc(3,*) 
c writc(3,*) 'k2' 
c do 35 id = l,ndmp 
c do 35 ie = l,nclmax 
C write(3,IIOO) id,l,ie,(ck2g(ie,id,in),in = I,nnmp) 
c 35 continue 
c cndif 
C 

c 
do 36 id = l,ndmp 
do 36 jd = I,ndmp 
do 36 ic = I,nclmax 

ijkig = ijk(ic,ig) 
ck3g(ic,id,jd,i) = ck3g(ie,id,jd,i) + ck3(ijkig,id,jd)* bn(i,ig) 

36 con tin lie 
C 

c 
c ... dcrivative of saturation wrt capillary head ... 
c 

do 40 is = I,nsmp 
do 40 ia = l,namp 

c write(3,*) ijkig,is,ia,wm(ijkig,is,ia) 
do 40 ja = I,namp 
do 40 ie = l,nc1max 
ijkig = ijk(ic,ig) 
shgCie,is,ia,ja,i) = shg(ie,is,ia,ja,i) 

& + rho(ijkig,ia)* wmCijkig,is,ia) *sh(ijkig,ia ,ja) * bn(i,ig) 
...JO continue 
c 

do 45 ia = l,namp 
c writc(3,*) ijkig,ia,satCijkig,ia) 

do ...J5 ie = l,nelmax 
ijkig = ijkCie,ig) 
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sh mg(ic ,ia .i) = sh mg(ic ,ia ,i) 
& + rn(ijkig)*rho(ijkig,ia)*sat(ijkig,ia)*bn(i,ig) 

-l5. continue 
c 
c ... tluid conductidty ... 
c 

do 50 is = I,nsmp 
do 50 in = l,namp 

Jo 50 .jJ = l,ndmp 
do 50 jd = l,ndmp 

do 50 ie = I,nclmax 
ijkig = ijk(ic,ig) 
rkg(ie,is.ia,id.jd.i) = rkg(ie,is,ia,id.jd,i) 

& I rlw(ij k ig,ia) * \\,111(ij k ig,is,ia) * rk(ijkig,i~l.id .jd) * bn(i,ig) 
50 continuc 
c 

do 55 ia = l,namp 
dll 55 jd = l,ndmp 

do 55 ic = I,nclmax 
ijkig = ijk(ic,ig) 
rkmg(ic,is,jd,i) =rkmg(ie,ia,jd,i) 

& + rho(ijkig,ia)*\'cl(ic,ia,jd,i)'~bn(i,ig) 
:)5 . continue 
c 
c ... dispcrsi\'e coefficients ... 
c 

do nO is = I,nsmp 
do (iO ia = I,namp 

do (,0 id = I,nJmp 
lIo 60 jJ = I,nllmp 

do nO ie = I,nelmax 
ijkig = ijk(ie,ig) 
rdg(ic ,is,ia ,id ,jd ,i) = rdg(ic ,is,ia,id ,jd ,i) 

& + rd(ijkig,is,ia,id,jd)*bn(i,ig) 
& * rn(ijkig)*sat(ijkig,ia)* rho(ijkig,ia) 

(,0 continuc 
c 
30 continuc 
c 
c ... debug ... 
c 
c if(timc.lc.dt) then 
c do 70 ie = I,nclmax 
c do 70 ii = I,nnmp 
c ijkig = ijk(ic,ii) 
c do l\O is = I,nsmp 
c \\'ritc(3,*) 'ncl,is,ijkig = ',ic,is,ijkig 
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writc(3, *) 'sh' c 
c 
c 

writc(3,1000) ((sh(ijkig,ia,ja),ja = 1 ,namp),ia = I,namp) 
write(3 *) 'sha' , ::> 

c 
c\OOO 

writc(3,1000) ((shgCic,is,ia,ja,ii),ja = 1 ,namp),ia = I,namp) 
format(3(j3c9.2») 

c 
c do 90 ia = I,namp 
c writc(3, *) 'rk,ia = ',ia 
c writc(3,2000) ((rk(ijkig,ia,id,jd).jd = 1 ,ntimp),id = I,ndmp) 
c writc(3,*) 'rkg,ia = ',ia 
c write(3,2000) ((rkg(ie,is,ia,id,jd,ii),jd = 1 ,ndmp),id = l,ndmp) 
c2000 format(3C/3c9.2» 
c90 continue 
c 
e80 continue 
c70 continue 
c endif 
c 
20 continuc 
c 
c 
C ***** (':ompuuition of elemcnt matrices ***** 
C 

c 
c ... cs matrix ... 
c 

do 95 ig = I,nnmp 
do 95 i = l,nnmp 
do 95 j = l,nnmp 
do 95 ic = 1,ncImax 
cs(ic,i,j) = esCic,i,j) + bnCi,ig)*bn(j,ig)*dct(ie,ig) 

95 continue 
c 

c 

do 100 ig = I,nnmp 
do 100 i = I,nnmp 

c ... etc matrix ... 
c 

do 103 j = 1,m1mp 
do J 03 ie = I,nclmax 

ctc(ic,i,j) =ctc(ic,i,j) 
& + (cklg(ie,j)) 
& *dct(ic,ig) *bn(j,ig)*bn(i,ig);'dt 

c ct(i,j) = etc(ic,i,j) 
c & /( ck I gOc ,j))/dct(ie,ig) 
c & *dt 
103 continue 
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c 
c ... ekc matrix ... 

do 105 j = I,nnmp 
do 105 id = l,ndmp 
do 105 ic = I,nc\max 

ckc(ie.id,i,j) = ekc(ie,id,i,j) 
c & + dct(ic,ig)*bn(i,ig) 

& + ck2g(ic,id,j)*dct(ic,ig)*w(ic, 1 ,i,ig) 
& *dnr(ic,id,j,ig) 

c & *d\\'r(ic,ia,iJ,j,ig) 
C ck(i,j) = ckc(ic,id,i,j) 
c & /dct(ic,ig) 
croy wrilc(3,*) 'ck = ',ck(i,j) 
105 con tin ue 
c 
c ... cdc matrix ... 
c 

do 107 j= I,nnmp 
do 107id=l,ndmp 
do 107 jd=l,ndmp 
do 107 ic = I,nc\max 
cdc(ic ,id,jd ,i,j) = cdc(ic,id ,jd ,i,i) 

& + ck3g(ic,id.jd,j)*dct(ic,ig)*dnr(ic,jd,j,ig) 
c & *dnr(ic,id,i,ig) 

& *dwr(ic,l,id,i,ig) 
c cd(i,j) = cdc(ic,id,jd,i,j) 
c & /ck3g(ic,id,jd,j)/dct(ic,ig) 
croy writc(3,*) 'cd = ',cd(i,j) 
107 continue 

c 
c 

c 
do 100 ia = l,namp 

c ... etm matrix ... 
c 

do 102 j = l,nnmp 
do 102 ic = l,nclmax 

ctm(ic,ia,i,j) = ctm(ic,ia,i,j) 
& + (shmg(ic,ia,j)) 
& *dct(ie,ig)*bn(i,ig)*bn(j,ig)/dt 

102 con tin tiC 

C 

c ... ekm matrix ... 
c 

do 104 j = I,nnmp 
do 104 ic = I,nclmax 
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ckm(ic,ia,id,i,j) = ckm(ic,ia,id,i,j) 
& 
& 

c & 
104 

+ rkmg(ic,ia,id,j)*dct(ie,ig)*bn(Lig) 
'" d nr(ic ,id,j ,ig) 

c 

c 

* d wr(ie ,in. ,id ,i,ig) 
continue 

do 100 is = l,nsmp 

c ct matrix 
c 

do 110 ic = l,nclmax 
cthCic,is,ia,i,i) = cth(ic,is,ia,i,i) 

& + (shgCic,is,1 ,ia,i)+ shg(ic,is,2,ia,i) + shg(ic,is,3,ia,i» 
& *dct(ic,ig)*bn(i,ig)* bn(i,ig),'d t 

110 continue 
c 
c 

c 

do 100 j = I,nnmp 
do 100 id = I,ndmp 

c ... eg matrix ... 
c 
c4 cgCic,is,ia,l, I ,i,j) = cg(ic,is,ia,I,1 ,i,j) + rkgCic,is,ia, 1,1 ,j)*0 
c31 cgCic,is,ia,1 ,I ,i,j) = eg(ic,is,ia, 1,1 ,i,j) + rkg(ic,is,ia, 1,1 ,j) 
c32 cg(ic,is,ia,id,2,i,j) = cg(ic,is,ia,id,2,i,j) + rkg(ie,is,ia,id,2,j) 
c2 cg(ic,is,ia,id,2,i,j) = cgCic,is,ia,id,2,i,j) + rkg(ie,is,ia,id,2,j) 
c 

do 120 ic = I,nclmax 
egh(ie,is,ia,id,2,i,j) = egh(ie,is,ia,id,2,i,j) + rkg(ie,is,ia,id,2,j) 

& *d n r(ic,id,i,ig)* rhorCia) * bn(j ,ig) *dct(ic,ig) 
c & *dnr(ic,id,i,ig)*rhor(ia)*bn(j,ig)*det(ic,ig) 
c & *det(ic,ig)*dnr(ic,2,i,ig)*rhorCia) . 
c & *dct(ic,ig)*dwr(ic,ia,2,i,ig)*rhor(ia) 
120 continue 
c 

do 100 jd = I,ndmp 
c 
c ... ek matrix ... 
c 

do 130 ic = I,nclmax 
ckh(ic,is,ia,id ,jd,i,j) = ckh(ic,is,ia,id,jd,i,j) 

& + rkg(ie,is,ia,id,jd,j)*dct(ic,ig)*dnr(ie,jd,j,ig) 
& *dnr(ic,id,i,ig) 

c & *d\\'r(ic,ia,id,i,ig) 
c 
c ... cd matrix ... 
c 
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cdm(ic.is,ia,id,jd,i.j) = cdm(ic,is,ia,id,jd,i,j) 
& + nJg(ie,is.ia,id,jd,j)*dct(ic,ig)*dnr(ic,jd,j,ig) 
& *dnr(ic,id.i,ig) 

C & *dwr(ie,ia,id,i,ig) 
130 continue 
c 
100 con tin ue 
c 
c writc(3,*) 'ct,ck,ed=',ct(I,I),ck(I,I),cd(I,I) 

return 
cnd 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine basis I 

c ... this subroutine evaluates one dimcnsional basis functions 
c and the jacobian matrix, its determinant and inverse ... 
c 

c 

implicit rcal*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,nprn = 112) 

dimension 
&x(npm),y(npm),z(npm),ijk(npm,nnm),xe(nnm),yc(nnm),zc(nnm), 
&cn(ndm,nnm),gp(ndm,nnm) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

dimension 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnrn), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm),dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dj(nam,nam),dji(npm,nam,nam,nnm),dct(npm,nnm), 
&wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwdn(ndm,nnm,nnm) 

common /isct/ nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfh,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /sct I / tmax,time,dt,cp,axi,acta,rgr,ptimc,dptimc, 

S pItimc,dpltim,crc,wold,wnew 
common /':;pacc/ x,y,z 
common /basj bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,det,wdn,dwdn 
common /points/ gp,cn 

do 10 ig = 1,2 
do 15 i = 1,2 

c ... dircctional component of basis function ... 
c 

bnd(l ,i,ig) = 0.5*(l.dO + cn( I ,i)*gp( I ,ig» 
c 
c ... basis function bn(i,ig) ... 
c 

bn(i,ig) = bnd( I ,i,ig) 
.eroy writc(3,*) 'bn = ',bn(i,ig) 
c 
c ... dcrivatiyc of directional component bndr = dnxidxi ... 
c 

bndr( I ,i,ig) = O.5*cn( I ,i) 
croy writc(1 *) 'bndr =' bndr(1 i io) - -, " , b 

c 
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c ... derivative of basis function bnr = dndxi ... 
c 

· bnr( I ,i,ig) = bndr(l ,i,ig) 
c 
c ... additional component for upstream weighting ... 
c 

c 

wdn(l ,i,ig) = 0.75*cn(1 ,i)*(l-gp(l ,ig)**2) 
clwdn(l ,i,ig) = 1.5*cn(1 ,i)*(-gp(l ,ig)) 

15 continue 
c 
c ... clement coordinates ... 
c 

c 
do 20 nel = I,nelmax 

do 30 i = 1,2-
ijki = ijk(nel,i) 
xe(i) = x(ijki) 

30 con tin ue 
c 
c 
c ... compute the clements of jacobian matrix ... 
c 

do 40 i = 1,1 
do 40 j = 1,1 

40 dj(i,j) = O.dO 
c 

do SO i = 1,2 
d j(I , I) = dj(I , I) + bnr(I ,i,ig) *xc(i) 

50 con tin ue 
c 
c ... compute the dcterminant of jacobian matrix ... 
c 

det(nel,ig) = dj(I, I) 
croy write(3,*) 'det = ',ncl,ig,det(nel,ig) 
c 

c 

c 

ir( det(ncl,ig).eq.O) then 
write(6,*) 'determinant 0, so stop' 
stop 

endif 

rdet = l.dOjdet(nel,ig) 

c ... evaluate the inverse of the jacobian matrix ... 
c 

dji(ncl,I,1 ,ig) = rdct 
c 
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c ... evaluate the dcrivatiw of global basis functions ... 
c 

c!o'60 i= 1,2 
dnr(nc1, I ,i,ig) = dji(nc1, I, I ,ig)*bnr( I ,i,ig) 

croy writc(3,*) 'dnr = ',dnr(ncl,1 ,i,ig) 
60 continue 
c 
20 continue 
c 
10 continue 
c 
999 return 

end 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine basis2 

c ... this subroutine evaluates two dimensional basis functions and 
c the jacobian matrix, its determinant and im'crsc ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&x(npm),y(npm),z(npm),ijk(npm,nnm),xc(nnm),yc(nnm),zc(nnm) 

dimension cn(ndm,nnm),gp(ndm,nnm) 

dimension 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwt!n(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dj(nam,nam),dji(npm,nam,nam,nnm),dct(npm,nnm) 

common jiset/ nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,np)"ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /setlj tmax,time,dt,ep,axi,acta,rgr,ptimc,dptime, 

S pltimc,cipltim,erc,wolc1,wncw 
common /spaccj x,y,z 
common jbasj bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,dct,wdn,dwdn 
common /points/ gp,cn 

do 10 ig= 1,4 
do I5i=l,4 

c ... directional component of basis function ... 
c 

c 

bnd( 1 ,i,ig) = 0.5*( I .dO + cn( 1 ,i)*gp( I ,ig» 
bnd(2,i,ig) = 0.5*( I.dO + cn(2,i)*gp(2,ig» 

c ... basis function bn(i,ig) ... 
c 

bn(i,ig) = bnd( I ,i,ig)*bnd(2,i,ig) 
c 
c ... derivative of directional component bndr = dnxidxi ... 
c 

bndr(I ,i,ig) =O.5*cn(i ,i) 
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e 
b I '1· ·0)-0 -* (1·) ,nt r(_,I,lb - .) en _,1 

c ... dCri,'atiYe of basis function bnr = dndxi ... 
bnr( I ,i,ig) = bndr( I ,i,ig)*bnd(2,i,ig) 
bnr(1 i in) = bndr(? i in)' *bnd( I i in) 

..... , ,t;:J -, ~ c '.' b 

c 
c.,. additional component for upstream weighting ... 
c 

wdn(I ,i,ig) = o. 75*cn(I ,i)*(l-gp(I ,ig)* *2) 
wd n(2,i.ig) = O. 75*cn(2,i)*( l-gp(2,ig)* *2) 
d \\'dn( I ,i,ig) = 1.5 *cn( I ,i) *( -gp( I ,ig)) 
dWdn(2,i,ig) = 1.5*cn(2,i)*(-gp(2,ig» 

C 

15 continue 
c 
c ... clement coordinates ... 
c 

c 
do 20 nel = I,nclmax 

do 30 i = l,-l 
ijki = ijk(neJ,i) 
xc(i) = x(ijki) 
yc(i) = y(ijki) 

30 continue 
c 
C 

Coo. compute thG clements of jacobian matrix oo. 
c 

do 40 i = 1,2 
do40 j = 1,2 

40 dj(i,j) = O.dO 
c 
c 

do 50 i = 1,4 
dj( I, I) = dj(I, I) + bnr(I ,i,ig)*xe(i) 
dj( 1,2) = dj( 1,2) + bnr( I ,i,ig)*ye(i) 
dj(2, I) = dj(2, I) + bnr(2,i,ig)*xc(i) 
dj(2,2) = dj(2,2) + bnr(2,i,ig)*ye(i) 

SO continue 
c 

c ... compute the determinant of jacobian matrix oo. 
c 

det(ncl,ig) = dj( I, I )*dj(2,2)-dj( I ,2)*dj(2, I) 
c write(3,*) 'ncl,ig,det = ',ncl,ig,dct(ncl,ig) 
c 
c ... debug oo. 

c 
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c if(timc.cq.-I) then 
c writc(3,*) 'time.neI,ig,dct,dj,xc,ye' 
C \\Tiie(3, I 000) time,nel,ig,dct(nel,ig), 
c & dj(I, I ),dj( I ,2),dj(2, I ).dj(2,2), 
c & xc( I ),yc( I ),xc(2),ye(2),xc(3),ye(3),xc( 4),yc( 4) 
cOOO forma tUfI OA,2i5,f1 OA/4fI O.4/SfI 0.4) 
c cndif 
c 
c 

if(det(ncl,ig).eq.O) then 
writc(3,*) 'determinant 0, so stop' 
stop 

cndif 
c 

rdet = 1.dO/dct(ncl,ig) 
c 
c ... cvaluate the inverse of the jacobian matrix '" 
c 

c 

dji(ncl,l,l ,ig) = rdet*dj(2,2) 
dJ'i(ncl 1 J in) = -rdct*dJ'( 1 ?) , ,-, 0 , ...... 

dji( ncl,2, 1 ,ig) = -rdct*dj(2, I) 
dji(ncl,2,2.ig) = ruet*dj( 1, I) 

c ... evaluate the derivative of global basis functions ... 
c 

do 60 i = 1,4 
dnr(nel I i ig) = dJ'i(ncl 1 I io)*bnr(l i io) , " . , , '0 ') b 

& + dji(ncl, I ,2,ig)*bnr(2,i,ig) 
dnr(ncI,2,i,ig) = dji(nci,2, 1 ,ig)*bn r(I ,i,ig) 

& + dji(nel,2,2,ig)*bnr(2,i,ig) 
60 continue 
c 
20 continue 
c 
10 continue 
c 
c 
999 rcturn 

end 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine basis3 

c ... this subroutine e\'aluates three dimensional basis functions 
c and the jacobian matrix, its determinant and inverse ... 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&x( n pm ),y( n pill ),z( n pm) ,ijk( n pm ,nn m ),xe( nn m) ,ye( n nm) ,ze( n n m) 

dimension cn(ndm,nnm),gp(ndm,nnm) 

dimension 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwdn(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dj(nam,nam),dji(npm,nam,nalll,nnm),dct(npm,nnm) 

common /iset/ nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /set I / tmax,time,d t,cp,axi,aeta,rgr,ptime,dptimc, 

S pltime,dpltirn,erc,wolcl,wnew 
common /space/ x,y,z 
common /bas/ bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,dct,wdn,dwdn 
common /points/ gp,c~ 

do 10 ig = 1,8 
do 15 i = 1,8 

c ... dir~ctional component of basis function ... 
c 

c 

bnd(I ,i,ig) = 0.5*(I.dO + cn( I ,i)*gp(l ,ig» 
bnd(2,i,ig) = 0.5*( I.dO + cn(2,i)*gp(2,ig» 
bnd(3,i,ig) = 0.5*( 1.dO + cn(3,i)*gp(3,ig» 

c ... basis function bn(i,ig) ... 
c 

bn(i,ig) = bnd(I ,i,ig)*bnd(2,i,ig)*bnd(3,i,ig) 
c 
c ... deri\'ative of directional component bndr = dnxidxi ... 
c 

bndr( I ,i,ig) = 0.5*cn( I ,i) 
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c 

h 1 ""0)-0-* (,.) nl r(_,1,I,:, - .) en _,I 
bnJr(3,i,ig) = 0.5*cn(3,i) 

c ... derivative of basis function bnr = dndxi ... 
c 

c 

bnr( I ,i,ig) = bndr(l ,i,ig)*bnd(2,i,ig)*bnd(3,Lig) 
bnr(2,i,ig) = bnd(l ,i,ig)*bndr(2,i,ig)*bnd(3,i,ig) 
bnr(3,i,ig) = bnd(I ,i,ig)*bnd(2,i,ig)*bndr(3,i,ig) 

c ... additional component for upstream weighting ... 
c 

c 

wdn(I ,i,ig) = O.75*cn(1 ,i)*(I -gp(l ,ig)**2) 
wdn(2,i,ig) = 0.75*cn(2,i)*(1-gp(2,ig)**2) 
wdn(3,i,ig) = O. 75*cn(3,i)*( l-gp(3,ig)* *2) 
dWdn(1 ,i,ig) = 1.5*cn(I ,i)*(-gp(I ,ig)) 
dwdn(2,i,ig) = 1.5*cn(2,i)*(-gp(2,ig)) 
dwdn(3,i,ig) = 1.5*cn(3,i)*(-gp(3,ig)) 

15 continue 
c 
c 
c ... c1cmerit coordinates .. , 
C 

c 
do 20 ncl = I,nelmax 

do 30 i = 1,8 
ijki = ijk(nel,i) 
xc(i) = x(ijki) 
ye(i) = y(ijki) 
zc(i) = z(ijki) 

30 con tin lie 
c 
C 

Coo. compute the clements of jacobian matrix ... 
c 

do 40 i = 1,3 
do ..to j = 1,3 

40 dj(i,j) = O.dO 
c 
c 

do 50 i = I,X 
dj( I, I) = dj(I, I) + bnr(l ,i,ig)*xe(i) 
dj(1 ,2) =dj(1 ,2) + bnr(l ,i,ig)*ye(i) 
dj(I ,3) = dj( 1.3) + bn r( I ,i,ig)*zc(j) 
dj(2,1) =dj(2,1) + bnr(2,i,ig)*xc(i) 
dj(2,2) = dj(2,2) + bnr(2,i,ig)*ye(i) 
dj(2,3) = dj(2,3) + bnr(2,i,ig)*ze(i) 
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dj(3, I) = dj(3, I) + bnr(3,i,ig)*xc(i) 
dj(3,2) = dj(3.2) + bnr(3,i,ig)*ye(i) 

\lj(3,3) = dj(3,3) + bnr(3,i,ig)*zeO) 
50 continue 
c 
c ... compute the determinant of jacobian matrix ... 
c 

c 

c 

c 

dct(ncl,ig) = dj( 1,1 )*( d j(2,2)*dj(3,3)-dj(2,3)*dj(3,2») 
& -dj( I ,2)*(dj(2, I )*dj(3,3)-dj(2,3)*dj(3, I) 
& + dj( I ,3)*(dj(2, I )*dj(3,2)-dj(2,2)*dj(3, I)) 

if( dct(nel,ig).eq .0) then 
write(6,*) 'determinant 0, so stop' 
stop 

cndif 

rdet = l.dOjdct(ncl,ig) 

c ... evaluate the inversc of the jacobian matrix ... 
c 

dji(ncl,l, I ,ig) = rdet*(dj(2,2)*dj(3,3)-dj(2,3)*dj(3,2» 
dji(ncl, I ,2,ig) = -rdct*(dj(1 ,2)*dj(3,3)-dj(1 ,3)*dj(3,2) 
d ji( nd, 1,3 ,ig) = rdet*( d j( I ,2) *dj(2,3)-dj( 1,3) *dj(2,2» 
dji(nel,2, I ,ig) = -rdet *( dj(2, 1 )*dj(3,3)-dj(2,3)*dj(3, 1» 
dji(ncl,2,2,ig) = rdct *( dj(I, I )*dj(3,3)-dj(I ,3)*dj(3, I») 
dji(ncl,2,3,ig) = -rdct*( dj( I, I )*dj(2,3)-dj( 1 ,3)*dj(2, I» 
dji(ncl,3, I ,ig) = rdct*(dj(2, I )*dj(3,2)-dj(2,2)*dj(3, I» 
dji(nel,3,2,ig) = -rdct*( dj(I, I )*d j(J.,2)-dj( I ,2)*dj(3, I» 
dji(ncl,3,3,ig) = rdct*( dj(l, I )*dj(2,2)-dj(l ,2)*dj(2, 1» 

c , 
c ... cvaluate the derivative of global basis functions ... 
c 

do 60 i = I,nnmp 
dnr(ncl,l ,i,ig) = dji(ncI,! , I ,ig)*bnr(I ,i,ig) 

& + dji(ncl,l ,2,ig)*bnr(2,i,ig) 
& + dji(ncl, 1 ,3,ig)*bnr(3,i,ig) 

dnr(ncl,2,i,ig) = dji(ncl,2,! ,ig)*bn'r( I ,i,ig) 
& + 1 .. ( ·I??· )'~b (?.) (JI ne ,_,_,Ig - nr _,I,lg 
& + dji(neI,2,3,ig)*bnr(3,i,ig) 

dnr(ncl3 i ig)=dJ'i(ncl 1 ! in)*bnr(1 i in) , " , .. , '0 "b 

& + dji(ncl,3,2,ig)*bnr(2,i.ig) 
& + dji(nel,3,3,ig)*bnr(3,i,ig) 

60 con tin lIC 

c 
20 continue 
c 
10 continllc 
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c 
999 ~turn 

end 

ISS 



b 

c 
c 
c 

c 
su brou tine wcigh 1 

c ... this subroutine c\"aluatcs one dimensional weighting function 
c and its deri\'ati\'c ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

implicit real*S (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnl11 = -t,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&ijk( n pm ,nn m), \\'cir( n pm ,na m ,nd m ,n n m), 
&\\'(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),\\ld(nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&\\'dr(nam,ndm,nnm,nnm),dwr(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm) 

dimension 
&bn(nnm,nnm).bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),dj(nam,nam),dji(npm,nam,nam,nnm), 
&wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dct(npm,nnm) 

common lisetl nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihallb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common IsetI/ tmax,time,dt,cp,axi,acta,rgr,ptimc,dptimc, 

S pltimc,dpltim,crc,wold,wncw 
common /basl bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,dct,wdn,dwdn 
common Iwci! w,dwr,wcif 

c ... cvaluatc the local wcighting functions ... 
c 
c writc(3,*) '\vxi(i),w(i)' 
c 

do 10 ia = l,namp 
do 10 i = 1,2 
do 10 ig = 1,2 
do 10 nel = l,nelmax 

c wd(ia, I ,i,ig) = bnd(I ,i,ig)-0.6*wdn(l ,i,ig) 

c 

wd(ia,l ,Ug) = bnd( I ,i,ig) + wcif(nel,ia, I ,i)*wdn( I ,i,ig) 
w(ncl ia i ig) = wd(ia 1 i io) , " , "0 

c wri tc(3, I 00) weI n(l ,i,ig),d wlin (I ,i,ig), wcif( nel,ia, 1 ,i) 
c I 00 format(,wdn,dwdn,weif=' ,3e 10.3) 
c 
c ... c\'aluate the dcri\"ativcs of the local wcighting functions ... 
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c 
c ~\'ritc(3,*) 'dwdxi(i)' 
c 
c wdr(ia,1 ,i,ig) = bnr(1 ,i,ig)-O.6*liwdn(I ,i,ig) 

wdr(ia,1 ,i,ig) = bnr( I ,i,ig) + wcif(ncl,ia,1 ,i)*d wdn(l ,i,ig) 
c 
c ... evaluate the derivatives of the global weighting functions ... 
c 

dwr(ncl,ia,1 ,i,ig) = dji(nel,1 ,I ,ig)*wdr(ia, 1 ,i,ig) 
c 
IO continue 
c 
c 

return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutinc wcigh2 

c ... this subroutinc cyaluates two dimensional wcighting functions 
c and their derivative ... 
c. 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
paramcter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimcnsion 
&ijk(npm,nnm),wcif(npm,nam,ndm,nnm), 
&w(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),\\'d(nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&wdr(nam,ndm,nnm,nnm),dwr(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm) 

dimension 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),dj(nam,nam),dji(npm,nam,nam,nnm), 
&wdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dwdn(ndm,nnm,nnm),dct(npm,nnm) 

common lisetl ncimax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /set 1 I tmax,timc,d t,cp,axi,aeta,rgr ,ptimc,d ptimc, 

S pltimc,dpltim,crc,wold,wncw 
common Ibasj bn,bnd,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,dct,wdn,dwdn 
common Iwcil \v,dwr,weif 

c ... evaluatc the local weighting functions ... 
c 
c writc(3,*) 'wxi(i),wcta(i),\\'(i)' 
c 

c 

do 10 ia = I,namp 
do 10 i = 1,4 
do 10 ig = 1,4 
do 10 nel = I,nclmax 

wdOa,1 ,i,ig) = bnd(I ,i,ig) + weif(ncl,ia, 1 ,i)*wdn(I ,i,ig) 
wd(ia,2,i,ig) = bnd(2,i,ig) + wcif(ncl,ia,2,i)*wdn(2,i,ig) 
w(nel,ia,i,ig) = wd(ia, 1 ,i,ig)*wd(ia,2,i,ig) 

c \\'ritc(3, I 00) wdOa, 1 ,i,ig), wd(ia,2,i,ig), w( ncl,ia,i,ig) 
c 100 format(3c I 0.3) 
c 
c ... evaluatc thc dcri\"ativcs of thc local wcighting functions ... 
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c 
c writc(3, *) 'd wdxi(i),d wdeta(i)' 
c 

",Jr(ia, I ,i,ig) = bnd(2,i,ig)*(bnr( I ,i,ig) + 
& wcif(ncl,ia, I ,i)*dwdn( I ,i,ig») 
wdr(ia,2,i,ig) = bnd(l ,i,ig)*(bnr(2,i,ig) + 

& weif(ncl,ia,2,i)*dwcln(2,i,ig» 
c 
c ... cvaluate the dcri\'ativcs of the global wcighting functions ... 
C 

dwr(nci,ia,1 ,i,ig) = dji(nel, 1, I ,ig)*wdr(ia, 1 ,i,ig) 
& + dji(ncl, 1 ,2,ig)*wdr(ia,2,i,ig) 
dwr( nci,ia,2,i,ig) = dji(ncl,2, I ,ig)*\\'dr(ia, I ,i,ig) 

& + dji(nel,2,2,ig)*wdr(ia,2,i,ig) 
C 

10 continue 
c 
c 

return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
su brou tine weigh3 

c ... this subroutine evaluates three dimensional weighting function 
c and their derivatives ... 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = t 12) 

dimension 
&ijk(npm,nnm),weif(npm,nam,ndm,nnm), 
&w(npm,nam,nnm,nnm),wd(nam,ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&wdr(nam,ndm,nnm,nnm),dwr(npm,nam,ndm,nnm,nnm) 

dimension' 
&bn(nnm,nnm),bnd(ndm,nnm,nnm),bndr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&bnr(ndm,nnm,nnm), 
&dnr(npm,ndm,nnm,nnm),dji(npm,nam,nam,nnm), 
&\\'dn(ndm,nnm,nnm),d\\1dn(ndm,nnm,nnm),det(npm,nnm) 

common jisetj nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common Isct I / tmax,timc,dt,ep,axi,aeta,rgr ,ptime,dptimc, 

S pltime,dpltim,crc,wold,\vnew 
common jbasj bn,bncl,bndr,bnr,dnr,dji,det,wdn,dwdn 
common lwei! w,dwr,weif 

c ... evaluate the local weighting functions ... 
c 
c writc(3, *) 'wxi(i), weta(i), wei)' 
c 

c 

do 10 ia= l,namp 
do 10 i = 1,8 
do to ig = 1,8 
do to nel = l,nc\max 

wd(ia, I ,i,ig) = bnd(l ,i,ig) + wcif(ncl,ia, I ,i)*wdn(I ,i,ig) 
wd(ia,2,i,ig) = bnd(2,i,ig) + wcif(ncl,ia,2,i)*wdn(2,i,ig) 
wd(ia,3,i,ig) = bnd(3,i,ig) + wcif(nci,ia,3,i)*wdn(3,i,ig) 
w(nei,ia,i,ig) = wd(ia,l ,i,ig)*wd(ia,2,i,ig)*wd(ia,3,i,ig) 

c writc(3, I 00) wd(ia, I ,i,ig),wd(ia,2,i,ig), w(nel,ia,i,ig) 
c 100 format(3e 10.3) 
c 
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c .. , c\'aluate the dcriyativcs of thc local weighting functions ... 
c 
c \\'ritc(3, *) 'dwdxi(i),dwdeta(i)' 
c 

wdr(ia, I ,i,ig) = bnd(2,i,ig)*bnd(3,i,ig)*(bnr(\ ,i,ig) + 
& weif(nel,ia, I ,i)*dwdn( I ,i,ig» 
wdr(ia,2,i,ig) = bnd(I ,i,ig)*bnd(3,i,ig)*(bnr(2,i,ig) + 

& weif(nel,ia,2,i)*dwdn(2,i,ig» 
wdr(ia,3,i,ig) = bnd(l ,i,ig)*bnd(2,i,ig)*(bnr(3,i,ig) + 

& \\'eif(ncl,ia,3,i)*d \\'dn(3,i,ig» 
c 
c ... evaluate the derivatives of the global weighting functions ... 
c 

dwr(nel,ia, I ,i,ig) = dji(ncl, I, I ,ig)*wdr(ia, I ,i,ig) 
& + dji(nel, I ,2,ig)*wdr(ia.2,i,ig) 
& + dji(ncl, I ,3,ig)*wdr(ia,3,i,ig) 
dwr(nci,ia,2,i,ig) = dji(ncl,2, 1 ,ig)*wdr(ia, I ,i,ig) 

& + dji(ncl,2,2,ig)*wdr(ia,2,i,ig) 
& + dji(nel,2,3,ig)*wdr(ia,3,i,ig) 
dwr(nei,ia,3,i,ig) = dji(nel,3, 1 ,ig)*wdr(ia, I ,i,ig) 

& d "( 13?' ),~ d (' ')") , + JI nc, ,_,lg . W r la,~,l,lg 
& + dji(ncl,3,3,ig)*wdr(ia,3,i,ig) 

C 

10 continue 
C 

c 
return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine bound 1 (agh,fb,is,ia) 

c ... this subroutine evaluates first-type boundary conditions 
c about pressure head ... 
c 
c < h = hbe I (i) > 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

nbel 
noeb I (i) 
hbe I (i) 
penalt 

: total number of nodes on 1st boundary 
: node number of 1st boundary 
: value of head on bounuary poin t noeb I (i) 
: penalty value 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm == 112) 

dimension 
&agh(npm,45,nsm,nam),fh(npm,nsm,nam),ijk(npm,nnm), 
&nocb I (npm,nam),hbc I (npm,nam),nbe I (nam),h(npm,nam) 

common /iset/ nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 

common /ibl/ nbel,noebl 
common /bl/ penalt,hbcl 

do IO ip = I ,nbc 1 (ia) 
j = noeb I (ip,is) 
agh(j,ihalfb + I ,is,ia) = azh(j,ihalfb + 1 ,is,ia) + penalt 
fb(j,is,ia) = fh(j,is,ia) + pcnalt*hbe 1 (ip,ia) 

c write(3, *) 'hbe,i =' ,hbe 1 (ip,ia),ip 
10 continue 

c 
c write(3, *) 'hbe I (I, I),agh(2,2, 1,18) = ',hbc I (I, I ),agh(2,2, 1,18) 
c 

return 
cnd 
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c 
c 
c 

subroutine boune I (agc,fc,sat) 
c 
c ... this subroutine evaluates first-type boundary conditions 
c for mass fraction ... 
c 
e 
c < \\'01 = \\'01 be I (i) > 
c 
c 
c penalt : penalty value 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm =4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&agc(npm,45),fc(npm),ijk(npm,nnm),c(npm),0Idc(npm), 
&wm(npm,nsm,4),oldwm(npm,nsm,4),sat(npm,nam), 
&rn(npm),rho(npm,4),rhor(nam) 

common jisetj ncImax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 

common jpartj wm,oldwm 
common /part2j c,oldc 
common /poro/ rn 
common /dens/ rho,rhor 

h \\'00 = 1.10 12e-3 
sro =0.30 
penalt = 100000000. 

do 10 ip = l,npmax 
if(sat(ip,2).gt.sro) then 
wm(ip,2, I) = wm(ip,2,2)*hwoo 
c(ip)=wm(ip,2,1) 

cl cOp) = wm(ip,2, I )*rn(ip )*sat(ip, I )*rho(ip, I) 
agc(ip,ihaJtb + I) = agc(ip,ihalfb + I) + penalt 
fcOp) = fc(ip) + pcnalt*c(ip) 

c writc(3,*) 'fc,c,i = ',fc(j),c(ip),ip 
cndif 

10 continue 
c 

return 
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cnd 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine boun 12(fh,is,ia) 

c ... this subroutine cvaluatcs one dimensional second-type 
c boundary conditions ... 
c 
c 
c < dh/dx=hbe2(i) > 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

nbe2 
nocb2(i) 
hbc2(i) 

: total number of nodes on 2nd boundary 
: node number of 2nd boundary 
: value of flux on noeb2(i) 

implicit rcal*8 (a-h,o-z) 
paramcter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&fh(npm,nsm,nam),ijk(npm,rinm),x(npm),y(npm),z(npm), . 
&nocb2(npm,nam,nnm),hbc2(npm,nam,nnm),nbc2(nam) 

common /iset/ nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihaltb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common jset I / tmax,time,d t,cp,axi,aeta ,rgr ,ptime ,d ptime, 

S pltime,dpltim,crc,wold,wncw 
common jspacej x,y,z 

common /ib2/ nbe2,noeb2 
common /b2j hbe2 

c writc(3, *) fl1(nocb2(ip,ia, I ),is,ia) 
do 10 ip = I ,n bc2(ia) 
fh(nocb2(ip,ia, I ),is,ia) = t11(nocb2(ip,ia, I ),is,ia) + h be2(ip,ia, I) 

10 continue 
c write(3,*) fh(noeb2(ip,ia,I),is,ia) 
c 

return 
cnd 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine boun22(tn,is,ia) 

c ... this subroutine evaluates two dimensional second-type 
c boundary conditions ... 
c 
c 
c < dh/dx = hbe2(i) > 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

nbe2 
noeb2(i) 
h bc2(i) 

: total number of nodes on 2nd boundary 
: node number of 2nd boundary 
: value of flux on noeb2(i) 

implicit rcal*S (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm =2,nsm =2,nam =3,nnm =4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&fh(npm,nsm,nam),ijk(npm,nnni),x(npm),y(npm),z(npm), 
&noeb2(npm,nam,nnm),hbc2(npm,nam,nnm),nbc2(nam) 

common /iset/ nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /sctl/ tmax,time,dt,cp,axi,acta,rgr,ptime,dptime, 

S pltimc,dpltim,crc,wold,wncw 
common /spacc/ x,y,z 

common /ib2/ nbc2,noeb2 
common /b2/ hbe2 

do 10 ip = l,nbc2(ia) 
db = dsqrt((x(noeb2(ip,ia, I »-x(nocb2(ip,ia,2»)**2 

& + (y(nocb2(ip,ia, I »-y(nocb2(ip,ia,2»)* *2) 
dh = O.SdO*(hbc2(ip,ia,l) + hbc2(ip,ia,2» 
tn(noeb2(ip,ia, I ),is,ia) = fb(noeb2(ip,ia, I ),is,ia) + O.SdO*db*dh 
tn(noeb2(ip,ia,2),is,ia) = fb(noeb2(ip,ia,2),is,ia) + O.SdO*db*dh 

10 continue 
c 

return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine boun32(fO,is,ia) 

c ... this subroutine evaluates three dimensional sccond-type 
c boundary conditions ... 
c 
c 
c 
c < dh/dx = hbe2(i) > 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

nbe2 
noeb2(i) 
hbe2(i) 

: total number of nodes on 2no boundary 
: node number of 2nd boundary 
: yalue of nux on noeb2(i) 

implicit rcal*S (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

dimension 
&1l1( n pm ,n5m ,nam) ,ijk.( n pm ,nn m),x( n pm),y( n pm),z( n pm), 
&noeb2(npm,nam,nnm),hbe2(npm,nam,nnm),nbe2(nam) 

common /iset/ nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihalfb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /setl/ tmax,time,dt,ep,axi,acta,rgr,ptimc,dplime, 

Spltime,dpltim,erc,wold,wnc\v 
common Ispacel x,y,z 

common lib2/ nbe2,noeb2 
common Ib2/ hbc2 

do 10 ip = l,nbe2(ia) 
db = dabs((x(noeb2(ip,ia, I »-x(nocb2(ip,ia,2») 

& *(y(noeb2(ip,ia, I »-y(nocb2(ip,ia,4»») 
, dh =0.25dO*(hbc2(ip,ia,l) + hbe2(ip,ia,2) 
& + hbc2(ip,ia,3) + hbc2(ip,ia,4» 

1l1(noeb2(ip,ia, 1 ),is,ia) = fh(nocb2(ip,ia, I ),is,ia) + 0.25dO*db*dh 
fh(nocb2(ip,ia,2),is,ia) = fh(nocb2(ip,ia,2),is,ia) + 0.25dO*db*dh 
fh(nocb2(ip,ia,3),is,ia) = fh(nocb2(ip,ia,3),is,ia) + O.25dO*db*dh 
fll(nocb2(ip,ia,4),is,ia) = fll(nocb2(ip,ia,4),is,ia) + O.25dO*db*dh 

10 continuc 
c 

return 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
su brOll tine soIvc(kkk,b,r,ncq,ihalfb) 

c ... this subroutine solves asymmetric band matrix 
c using Doolittle mcthod ... 
c 
c 
c 
c Kkk = I triangularizes the band matrix b 
c Kkk = 2 solves for right side r, solution returns in r 
c 

implicit reaPS (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = 112) 

c 
dimension b(npm,45),rCnpm) 

c 
nrs = ncq-I 
ihbp = ihaltb + I 
if (kkk.cq.2) go to 30 

c 
c ... triangularize matrix using doolittle method ... 
c 

do 10k = I,nrs 
pivot = b(k,ihbp) 
kk= k + I 
kc = ihbp 
do 20 i = kk,neq 
kc = kc-I 
if(kc.le.O) go to IO 
c = -b(i,kc)jpivot 
b(i,kc) = c 
ki = kc + I 
lim = kc + ihaltb 
do 20 j = ki,lim 
jc = ihbp + j-kc 

c write(3,*) 'bC,i,',',j,') = ',b(i,j),'c = ',c,'b(k,jc)"b(j,kc), 
20 bO,j) = bO,j) + c*b(k,jc) 
10 continue 

go to 100 
c 
c ... modify load "cctor r .. , 
c 

30 nn=ncq+1 
iband = 2*ihalfb + I 
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c 

do 40 i = 2,ncq 
, jc=ihbp-i+l 

ji = I 
if (jc.lc.O) go to 50 
go to 60 

50 jc = 1 
ji = i-ihbp + 1 

60 sum =0.0 
do 70 j = jc,ihaltb 
sum = sum + b(i,j)*r(ji) 

70 ji = ji + 1 
40 r(i) = r(i) + sum 

c ... back solution ... 
c 

c 

r(ncq) = r(ncq}/b(ncq,ihbp) 
do 80 iback = 2,ncq 
i = nn-iback 
jp=i 
kr=ihbp+ I 
mr = minO(iband,ihaltb + iback) 
sum =0.0 
do 90 j = kr,mr 
jp = jp + I 

90 sum = sum + b(i,j)*r(jp) 
80 rei) = (r(i)-sum)/b(i,ihbp) 

100 return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
subroutine output(h,sat) 

c ... this subroutine prints out results of simulation ... 
c 
c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = I 12) 

dimension h(npm,nam),sat(npm,nam),ijk(npm,nnm) 
dimension wm(npm,nsm,4),oldwm(npm,nsm,4),wmp(npm,nam) 

common /iset/ nelmax,npmax,ijk,ihaltb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /set I / tmax,time,dt,ep,axi,aeta,rgr,ptime,dptime, 

S pltime,dpltim,erc,wold,wnew 
common /part/ wm,oldwm 

writc(2, I 000) time 
write(9,1000) time 
write( 10, I 000) time 

do 10 is = I,nsmp 

write(6 + is, I 000) time 

c ... pressure head ... 
c 

c 

write(2, *) 'pressure' 
writc(2,*) 'is = ',is 
call outp(h,is,2) 

c ... saturation ... 
c 

c 

write(2, *) 'saturation' 
call outp(sat,is,2) 

c ... plot oil saturation in file *.plt ... 
c 

call outp(sat,is,6 + is) 
c 
10 continue 

c 
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c ... plot mass fraction of tee species in water phase ... 
c 

do 20 ip = l,npmax 
wmpCip,2) = wmCip,2, 1)* I 000 

20 continue 
call outp(wmp,2,9) 

c 
c ... plot concentration of tee species in water phase 
c over elementary volume ... 
c 

do 30 ip = l,npmax 
wmp(ip,2) =sat(ip,I)*wm(ip,2,1)* 1000 

30 continue 
call olltp(wmp,2,10) 

c 
1000 format(jtlO,'time = ',fIOAI) 
c 

return 
enu 
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c 
c ' 
c 

subroutine outp(h,ia,iw) 
c 
c ... this subroutine plot results ... 
c 
c 
c 

implicit rcal*8 (a-h,o-z) 

~-----·----~--_.~.w_~ ______ _ 

c 
parameter (ndm = 2,nsm = 2,nam = 3,nnm = 4,npm = I 12) 

c 

c 

dimension h(npm,nam),px( 41,4 I ),py(41 ,41 ),ph( 41,41 ),ijk(npm,nnm) 

common /isct/ nclmax,npmax,ijk,ihaltb,iband,imax, 
S ipx,ipy,npx,npy,ndmp,nsmp,namp,nnmp 
common /axis/ px,py 

kk=O 
do 10 i = I,npx 

do 10 j=.l,npy 
kk=kk +) 

10 ph(i,j) = h(kk,ia) 
c 

writc(iw,*) 'iz =)' 

writc(iw, I 000) (px(i, I ),i = l,npx,ipx) 
do 20 j = npy, I ,ipy 

20 write(iw,2000) py() ,j),(ph(i,j),i = l,npx,ipx) 
c 

if(ndmp.eq.3) then 
do 30 i = I ,n px 

do 30 j = I,npy 
kk=kk+ I 

30 ph(i,j) = h(kk,ia) 
c 

write(iw,*) 'iz=2' 
write(iw, I 000) (px(i, I ),i = l,npx,ipx) 
do 40 j = npY,I ,ipy 

40 writc(iw,2000) py() ,j),(ph(i,j),i = l,npx,ipx) 
endif 

c 
1000 format(t4,'y/x',t8,22t7.2) 
2000 format(22t7.2) 
e 

return 
end 

/ /go.ftO I fOO I dd dsn = igpckim.cmgm.dat,disp = old 
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//go.ft02fOO I dd dsn = igpckim.cmgm.out,disp = old 
;'/go·ft03fOOI dd dsn = igpckim.cmgm.dcb,disp =old 
//go.ft07fOOI dd dsn = igpckim.cmgm.pll ,disp = old 
//go.ftogmo I dd dsn = igpckim.cmgm.pI2,disp= old 
//go.ft09fOO I del dsn = igpckim.cmgm.pI3,disp = old 
//go.ft I OfOO I dd usn = igpckim.cmgm.pl-t,uisp = old 
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